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Abstract
Automated analysis of traffic situations - be it cars, signs, or pedestrians -
is becoming increasingly relevant and feasible with the advent of powerful
sensors, computers, and algorithms. This PhD thesis tackles three themes
within this realm: Traffic sign detection, pedestrian detection and analysis,
and person re-identification.
In traffic sign detection, the work comprises a thorough survey of the state
of the art, assembly of the worlds largest public dataset with U.S. traffic signs,
and work in machine learning based detection algorithms. It was shown that
detection of U.S. traffic signs has traditionally lacked behind detection of
European signs, which led to the effort of collecting the dataset and pushing
the state of the art in detection performance for these signs by using the
Aggregate Channel Features detector.
Within pedestrian detection, a method combining Viola-Jones and HOG/SVM
has been put forth, which gives the speed advantage of Viola-Jones and the
detection performance of HOG/SVM. Work has also been done in tracking
the gaze of drivers to determine which pedestrians a driver may have missed.
Finally, pedestrian tracking has been performed in an attempt to predict their
future behavior in order to avoid dangerous situations.
Person re-identification has been attempted in a multi-modal fashion. Tra-
ditionally, re-identification has been performed using only RGB input from
regular surveillance cameras, but we added depth and thermal information
to the mix. Several iterations of a multi-modal system were tested, but the
advantage of the additional information turned out to be limited.
v
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vi
Resumé
Automatisk analyse af trafiksituationer - for eksempel biler, skilte eller fodgæn-
gere - bliver mere og mere relevant i takt med at der udvikles bedre sen-
sorer, computere og algoritmer. Denne PhD-afhandling behandler tre emner
i denne verden: Detektion af skilte, detektion og analyse af fodgængere, samt
person re-identifikation.
Indenfor skiltedetektion består arbejdet af en oversigtsartikel over forsknin-
gens nuværende niveau, indsamling af verdens største datasæt med billeder
af amerikanske skilte, og arbejde med machine learning-baserede detektion-
salgoritmer. Det fremgår at detektion af amerikanske skilte traditionelt har
haltet bagefter detektion af europæiske skilte, hvilket førte til indsamling af
datasættet og senere til fremskridt i detektionen af disse skilte ved hjælp af
Aggregate Channel Features metoden.
I fodgængerdetektion præsenteres en metode der kombinerer Viola-Jones
og HOG/SVM. Den giver hastighedsfordelen fra Viola-Jones, men med de-
tektionssikkerheden fra HOG/SVM. Der er også blevet arbejdet med at aflæse
synsretningen for chauffører for at fastslå hvilke fodgængere en chauffør
eventuelt har overset. Endelig er der udført tracking af fodgængere i et forsøg
på at forudsige deres fremtidige opførsel, så farlige situationer kan undgås
før de opstår.
Re-identifikation af personer er blever forsøgt med multimodal data. Tra-
ditionelt udføres det blot med RGB input fra almindelige overvågningskam-
eraer, men vi har tilføjet dybdedata og termisk data. Flere udgaver at et
multimodal re-identifikationssystem blev testet, men fordelen ved at tilføje
de ekstra datatyper har vist sig at være stærkt begrænset.
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Part I
Overview of the work
1

Chapter 1
Introduction
As sensors and computers have progressed over the past 40 years, computer
vision has emerged as one of the most interesting and diverse fields in mod-
ern technology. While still a relatively young field, computer vision is show-
ing great promise in making computers understand the world around them -
a skill which is essential in many automation tasks. Computer vision makes
robots able to see and reason about their environment. It also automates
many surveillance tasks, freeing people from the tedious task of watching
endless hours of eventless video.
This thesis tackles two seemingly small corners of computer vision: com-
puter vision in traffic, and computer vision in re-identification of people in
relation to surveillance. And as with anything else you investigate in suffi-
cient detail, it turns out that these corners might not be so small after all.
1 Traffic analysis
Traffic was changed forever at the turn of the 19th century, as automobiles be-
gan to be widely available. Transportation became faster, easier, and cheaper
as years passed. But along with the upsides came new risks for people us-
ing cars and people around cars. In the very early years, cars were required
to have a man with a bell walking in front, warning other road users about
it. That is no wonder, because as cars invaded large cities with insufficient
infrastructure, accident rates soared. Even today, a hundred years later, cars
are still the main cause of injury-related deaths worldwide[2].
Traffic accidents can have many causes, but driver error is the predom-
inant one, accounting for more than 90% of accidents[3, 1]. Thus, in order
to reduce traffic accidents and related injuries, it is imperative to reduce the
number of driver errors - of course along with research in making cars safe
3
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Fig. 1.1: Detecting pedestrians is an essential part of traffic analysis.
when an accident inevitably happens. Reducing driver errors can take two
primary avenues: Remove the driver from the equation completely by mak-
ing the car fully autonomous, or help the driver control the car in a safe way.
At this point, autonomous cars seem a certainty, probably after a transition
period with increasingly capable driver assistance systems. In either case,
computer vision is an integral part of the solution.
In order for cars to drive themselves, or help humans drive, they need to
gain some form of understanding of the world around them. They need to
detect driveable surfaces, see obstacles, and read signals and signs. Many
obstacles can be found using range sensors such as lidars and radars, some
context can be gained by looking at detailed maps, but other kinds rely on a
sense of sight.
This thesis presents works related to detection of traffic signs, as well as
detection and understanding of pedestrians in traffic.
2 Re-identification
Another somewhat unrelated research area, which is also treated in this the-
sis, is that of person re-identification.
In many large areas and structures, it is beneficial to understand how
people move around. In airports, the management is interested in eliminat-
ing bottlenecks around security checks and corridors, and in routing people
through the building in an efficient manner (or through a lot of shops in a
4
2. Re-identification
Fig. 1.2: Re-identification is about capturing distinctive features from each of the passing persons
- in this case RGB histograms and SURF-features.
profitable manner). In amusement parks, queue times are interesting, and in
malls, movement patterns can help optimize the design and layout of stores.
One way to gather this information is to track specific people - not neces-
sarily everybody - through camera surveillance. In some cases one can rely
on a surveillance network with full coverage, but often the fields of view are
not overlapping between cameras. This means that in order to track people,
it is necessary to recognize them by looks.
That is what re-identification is about: Finding distinct characteristics of
observed people in order to recognize them later. Re-identification should not
require the participation of the subjects, and it should work at a distance with
low-resolution surveillance cameras. This means that traditional James-Bond-
esque face recogtion methods fall short. Instead we rely on soft biometrics,
such as clothing and hair color.
This thesis looks at re-identification in a multi-modal framework, trying
to leverage depth and thermal view on top of traditional color video.
While the topics of traffic and re-identification are not immediately re-
lated, there is a certain overlap in methods, especially when it comes to de-
tection, which is necessary in both applications. The data quality is also
generally low for both, which presents some significant shared challenges.
5
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3 Thesis structure
This thesis is divided into 4 parts. Part I contains an introduction to each of
the three main topics: Traffic Sign Detection, Pedestrian Detection and Analysis,
and Person Re-identification. Each of these chapters also presents an overview
of the current state-of-the-art of that topic, along with a description of the
contributions from this PhD work. Part I is wrapped up with a general con-
clusion. This first part is meant as a general introduction and will as such
not delve deeply into the details of the work in this PhD. For that, the reader
is referred to the enclosed articles, which are also referenced throughout the
text when relevant.
After the introduction, parts II through IV contain the included papers for
each of the three topics. Several additional papers have been written during
the PhD, and while these are not included in the thesis, they will be refer-
enced whenever appropriate. Each chapter contains its own bibliography.
6
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Chapter 2
Traffic Sign Detection
This chapter provides an overview of the problem of Traffic Sign Detection
(TSD) and its current state-of-the-art. Inevitably, it will also touch upon the
related problem of Traffic Sign Classification, which combined with the pro-
cess of detection is called Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR). TSR is relevant both
in relation to self-driving cars and driver assistance systems, but the core
methods are the same for either application, so this chapter is not going to
distinguish between these applications. Much of the text in this chapter is
taken from [18] and [14], but edited and abbreviated.
1 Introduction
Automated Traffic Sign Recognition is about reading the traffic signs posted
along the road on which a car is driving. As mentioned above, this has
multiple applications [18]:
1. Driver assistance systems: Assist the driver by informing of current
restrictions, limits, and warnings.
2. Intelligent autonomous vehicles: Any autonomous car that is to drive
on public roads must have a means of obtaining the current traffic reg-
ulations. This can be done through TSR.
3. Highway maintenance: Check the presence and condition of signs along
major roads.
4. Sign inventory: Similar to the above task, create an inventory of signs
in city environments.
In the early days (pre-2010) of TSR research, the inventory application
was often cited [5, 10, 11], as this did not necessarily put any real-time per-
formance restrictions on the developed systems. More recently, the focus has
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Detection Classification
Tracking
Fig. 2.1: The basic flow in most TSR systems.
moved to real-time TSR systems, as car manufacturers proceed to develop
speed limit sign detection (most commonly) for use in their cars, and as uni-
versities and car manufacturers alike research autonomous cars.
As mentioned, TSR is generally split into two stages: Detection and clas-
sification (see fig. 2.1). Detection is concerned with locating signs in input
images, while classification is about determining what type of sign the sys-
tem is looking at. The two tasks can often be treated as completely separate,
but in some cases the classifier relies on the detector to supply information,
such as the sign shape or sign size. In a full system, the two stages are de-
pending on each other and it does not make sense to have a classifier without
a detection stage. This chapter focuses primarily on detection.
Many TSR systems are tailored to a specific sign type. Due to the vast
differences in sign design from region to region (see the following section),
and the differences in sign design based on their purpose, many systems
narrow their scope down to a specific sign type in a specific country.
1.1 Traffic signs
Traffic signs are markers placed along roads to inform drivers about either
road conditions and restrictions or which direction to go. They communi-
cate a wealth of information, but are designed to do so efficiently and at a
glance. This also means that they are often designed to stand out from their
surroundings, making the detection task fairly well defined.
The designs of traffic signs are standardized through laws, but differ
across the world. In Europe many signs are standardized via the Vienna
Convention on Road Signs And Signals [27]. There, shapes are used to cat-
egorize different types of signs: Circular signs are prohibitions including
speed limits, triangular signs are warnings and rectangular signs are used for
recommendations or sub-signs in conjunction with one of the other shapes.
In addition to these, octagonal signs are used to signal a full stop, down-
wards pointing triangles yield, and countries have other different types, e.g.
to inform about city limits. Examples of these signs can be seen in fig. 2.2.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2.2: Examples of European signs. These are Danish, but many countries use similar signs.
(a) Speed limit. Sign C55. (b) End speed limit. Sign C56. (c) Start of freeway. Sign E55. (d) Right
turn. Sign A41.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. 2.3: Examples of signs from the US national MUTCD. (a) Stop. Sign R1-1. (b) Yield. Sign
R1-2. (c) Speed limit. Sign R2-1. (d) Turn warning with speed recommendation. Sign W1-2a..
Image source: [24]
In the US, traffic signs are regulated by the Manual on Uniform Traf-
fic Control Devices (MUTCD) [24]. It defines which signs exist and how they
should be used. It is accompanied by the Standard Highway Signs and Mark-
ings (SHSM) book, which describes the exact designs and measurements of
signs. At the time of writing, the most recent MUTCD was from 2009, and
the SHSM book was updated in 2012. The MUTCD contains a few hundred
different signs, divided into 13 categories.
To complicate matters further, each US state can decide whether it wishes
to follow the MUTCD. A state has three options:
1. Adopt the MUTCD fully as is.
2. Adopt the MUTCD but add a State Supplement.
3. Adopt a State MUTCD that is “in substantial conformance with” the
national MUTCD.
19 US states have adopted the national MUTCD without modifications, 23
have adopted the national MUTCD with a state supplement and 10 have
opted to create a State MUTCD (the count includes the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico). Examples of US signs can be seen in fig. 2.3.
New Zealand uses a sign standard with warning signs that are yellow
diamonds, as in the US, but regulatory signs that are round with a red bor-
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2.4: Examples of similar signs from the MUTCD. (a) Speed limit. Sign R2-1. (b) Minimum
speed. Sign R2-4. (c) End speed limit. Sign R3 (CA), exists only in the California MUTCD. Image
source: [24]
der, like the ones from the Vienna Convention countries. Japan uses signs
that are generally in compliance with the Vienna Convention, as are Chinese
regulatory signs. Chinese warning signs are triangular with a black/yellow
color scheme. Central and South American countries do not participate in
any international standard, but often use signs somewhat like the American
standard.
The bulk of the research in TSR systems has laid in European signs [18],
but the differences in sign designs matter very much in a detection context.
The top row of fig. 2.5 shows typical signs from each of the major sign su-
perclasses in Europe: Mandatory, danger, and prohibitory. Each class is very
distinctive, not only from the others, but also from most things in the real
world. They all have both a rather distinctive shape and a strongly colored
border/background. US signs are not in exactly the same classes, but the
bottom row shows the matching US signs. Fig. 2.6 shows more examples of
US signs. From the outset, three things are obvious:
1. US signs bear little to no resemblance to Vienna Convention signs, at
the very least requiring re-training of any detector.
2. The strong visual structure in Vienna Convention signs is less present in
US signs. The strongest visual clue for US signs is the yellow diamond
of warning signs, but even that is not present for all warning signs. The
stop sign (which is identical with its Vienna Convention counterpart) is
also visually strong. However, most other signs are just white rectan-
gles of varying aspect ratios, which should be challenging to standard
detectors which often rely heavily on color cues.
3. Many US signs contain only text to convey their message, as opposed
to Vienna Convention signs which mostly use icons and pictograms.
Given these large differences to Vienna Convention signs, and the size of
the car market in the US, it is surprising that in [18], only two studies were
concerned with US traffic signs, and as we describe in the previous section on
related studies, not many have come out since the publication of the review.
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. 2.5: Vienna convention signs (top row) along with their US counterparts (bottom row). (a)
Keep right, superclass mandatory. Sign D15,3. (b) Left turn, superclass danger. Sign A41-2.
(c) 60 km/h speed limit, superclass prohibitory. Sign C55. (d) Keep right, superclass traffic
movement. Sign R4-7. (e) Left turn, superclass warning. Sign W1-1. (f) 50 mph speed limit,
superclass speed limit. Sign R2-1. Image source (d)-(f): [24]
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Fig. 2.6: Examples of US signs. (a) Sign R1-1. (b) Sign R5-1. (c) Sign R4-1. (d) Sign R1-2. (e)
Sign R12-1. (f) Sign W3-1. (g) Sign W5-2. (h) Sign W14-2. (i) Sign W14-2a. (j) Sign W14-3. Image
source: [24]
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While signs are well defined through laws and designed to be easy to
spot, there are still plenty of challenges for TSR systems. They include:
• Signs being similar within or across categories (see fig. 2.4).
• Signs may be faded or dirty, thus no longer their specified color.
• Bent sign posts, so the sign is no longer orthogonal to the road.
• Lighting conditions may make color detection unreliable.
• Low contrast may make shape detection hard.
• In cluttered urban environments, other objects may look very similar.
• Varying weather conditions.
2 State of the Art
Traffic sign detection has been researched seriously for about a decade. All
the way up until 2013, contributions were very hard to compare, since most
researches would test on their own private datasets[18], as opposed to public
ones, which allow for cross-comparison between systems. In 2013, the Ger-
man Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB)[6] was launched, which re-
ally kickstarted the research in machine learning based detectors and pushed
the state-of-the-art detection performance to near-perfection on European
signs.
Before the GTSDB, there was little use of machine learning in TSD, except
for a few HOG/SVM based approaches[18]. The approaches could generally
be divided into two groups: Color-based approaches and shape-based ap-
proaches, sometimes in various combinations, but generally using a manu-
ally defined model with hand-tunes parameters. Color based methods would
take advantage of the fact that traffic signs are designed to be easily distin-
guished from their surroundings, often colored in highly visible contrasting
colors. These colors are extracted from the input image and used as a base
for the detection. Just like signs have specific colors, they also have very well
defined shapes that can be searched for. Shape based methods ignore the
color in favor of the characteristic shape of signs.
In either case, the detector would be finely tuned to a specific sign class,
and it may not even be generalizable to arbitrary sign classes. For example,
purely color-based methods work poorly with white signs like US speed limit
signs. Since these methods are largely outdated now, this chapter will not de-
scribe them in any further depth. They are, however, described in detail in
chapter A. One thing of note is that the vast majority of the early work was
concerned with European signs only, as their designs lend themselves well to
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color-segmentation.
Recently the learning-based methods have taken over completely in defin-
ing the state-of-the-art. Thus, all the front-runners in the GTSDB competition
were learning based. The competition encompassed 18 teams and 3 teams
were considered the top performers: Team VISICS[13], Team Litsi[8], and Team
wgy@HIT501[28]. Team VISICS use the Integral Channel Features (known as
ChnFtrs or ICF) proposed by Dollár et. al.[4] for pedestrian detection and
later improved in [3]. Team Litsi first establishes regions of interest with color
classification and shape matching and the detect signs using HOG and color
histograms with an SVM, features somewhat similar to ICF. Finally, Team
wgy@HIT501 uses HOG features, finding candidates with LDA and perform-
ing a more fine-grained detection using HOG with IK-SVM. In essence, all
three approaches are rather similar, especially when it comes to features. An-
other recent paper presenting work on the GTSDB dataset is [9], which shows
somewhat worse detection performance than the competitors above, but at a
faster speed.
For US traffic signs, the activity has been less enthusiastic. Only a few
recent studies take on US traffic signs. In 2012, [16] (see chapter B) evaluated
whether synthetic training data of US signs could be used successfully to
train a rudimentary detector, but performance for the synthetic training data
was poor compared to real-world images. Also in 2012, Staudenmaier et.
al. [25] (building on their previous paper [26]) showed a Bayesian Classifier
Cascade with intensity features and tensor features (which describe edges).
They detect US speed limit signs at a good rate above 90%, but with sev-
eral false positives per image, much, much worse than the current European
state-of-the-art systems. Abukhait et. al. [1] use a shape-based detector to
find US speed limit signs - note the model-based, rather than learning-based
approach. The detector is part of a full recognition system, and the only
reported performance figure is a detection rate of about 88%, but without
mention of false positive rates. Stepping back in time to 2008, Keller et. al.
[7] worked on detection of US speed limit signs using a voting based rectan-
gle detector (see also [2]) followed by an AdaBoost classifier. Moutarde et.
al. [19, 20] also tackled the case of US speed limit signs using a proprietary
rectangle detector. In 2015, we published [14] (chapter C), which presents
state-of-the-art performance on US signs using the ACF detector, compara-
ble to the results seen in the GTSDB. Before this, US sign detection lacked
severely behind European signs.
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3 Contributions
The work done as part of this PhD has mainly aimed at pushing the state-of-
the-art in detection of US traffic signs, as hinted above. The first major study
published was Vision based Traffic Sign Detection and Analysis for Intelligent
Driver Assistance Systems: Perspectives and Survey [18] (included in chapter A).
It contained a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art in TSD - the
first of its kind. Two main conclusions were reached:
1. Previous work had not used standardized datasets for testing, making
comparison of systems extremely difficult.
2. There was almost no research done in the detection of US traffic signs,
nor was any US traffic sign dataset available.
As a direct consequence of the findings, we assembled the world’s first pub-
licly available annotated dataset of US traffic signs, which was released along
with the survey. At that time it contained 7855 annotations. An abbreviated
version of the survey was also published at the International Conference of
Intelligent Transportation Systems in 2012 [17].
The assembly of the dataset revealed - unsurprisingly - that it is a very
time consuming job. This sparked interest in trying to use synthetic training
data in TSD. Signs are very well defined, which makes them easy to syn-
thesize. These investigations were presented in Learning to detect traffic signs:
Comparative evaluation of synthetic and real-world datasets [16] (included in chap-
ter B). Synthetic training images were generated by applying a number of
distortions to drawn versions of the signs. While these distorted templates
were quite similar to real-world training data in a simple visual inspection,
it turned out that they did not encompass all the distortions present in the
real-world, and as such did not work well for training traffic sign detectors.
In 2014, we continued the quest of detecting US traffic signs, an area
which is still not very well researched. We applied ICF, which had seen good
success for detection of European signs, and as a first, we used it successor
ACF in the domain of TSD. Initial results were published at at the Interna-
tional Conference of Intelligent Transportation Systems in 2014 [15], and the
work later resulted in the journal paper Detection of US Traffic Signs [14] (in-
cluded in chapter C). In this paper, we presented state-of-the-art detection
rates on US traffic signs, and brought US TSD on par with European signs
for several sign superclasses. US speed limit signs are still difficult to detect,
and further research is needed.
In 2014 the public dataset was extended to 13493 annotations. The up-
dated dataset was used in the VIVA Challenge1 and was also used in [12].
1http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/vivachallenge/
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Based on our work in the area of TSD, I co-supervised a group of master’s
students working on traffic light detection, and as part of that co-authored
a survey [22] similar to the original one on traffic signs, a paper presenting
an ACF-derived traffic light detection [21], and finally a paper on analyzing
events in data captured in naturalistic driving studies [23].
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Chapter 3
Pedestrian Detection and
Analysis
In line with the theme of making intelligent cars understand their surround-
ings, this chapter provides an overview of the problem of pedestrian detec-
tion and analysis. Detection is obviously the task of finding pedestrians in
images, whereas analysis in this case is about tracking them and predicting
what they will do later. Pedestrian detection is somewhat related to traffic
sign detection - or rather, traffic sign detection is somewhat related to pedes-
trian detection. Almost all recent traffic sign detection algorithms have their
genesis in the pedestrian detection world. So not only is the problem highly
relevant on its own, it also forms the foundation for detection in many other
scenarios.
1 Introduction
Pedestrian detection and analysis is a relatively wide area, which has seen
large amounts of research recently. As mentioned, we split the task into two
individual subtasks: Detection and analysis. Detection has seen the most
work and has been an active field almost since the beginning of computer vi-
sion, whereas analysis has gained traction over the past 3-5 years as detection
has gotten more robust. In the following two sections, the two problems are
introduced.
1.1 Pedestrian detection
The objective of pedestrian detection is simple: To find out if and where
pedestrians are present in an input image. It is relevant in any context where
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mobile robots move around people and in surveillance, but the most obvious
application is in autonomous cars and driver assistance systems.
Cars navigating the world need a way to avoid hitting obstacles, espe-
cially people. Radars and lidars can provide the most basic obstacle detec-
tion, but have difficulty going any further than “there is something here.”
With camera-based detection we can know not just if an obstacle is present,
but also that it is a person, and can take appropriate precautions based on
their context.
Detecting a pedestrian is generally defined as drawing a bounding box
around them. The specific act of detection is not concerned with their pose,
looks, activity, or even position in the 3D space. The result is purely a 2D
bounding box on the input image.
Pedestrian detection is not easy, as outlined in [14]:
• High variability in appearance among pedestrians: Pedestrians are phys-
ically very different. Not only are children much smaller than adults,
even among adults there is a vast variation of body-types, clothing and
postures. Futhermore, people move around and their potentially highly
articulated poses make creating a unified detector very difficult.
• Cluttered backgrounds: In some surveillance contexts the background
might be uniform and clearly separated from the foreground, but in
cities windows, cars, chimneys, traffic signs, trees, and everything else
in the world conspire to make very complex and cluttered scenes where
the background is not easily discernible. There will also virtually al-
ways be many different layers in a scene and there is no guarantee that
pedestrians are all at the same distance from the observer.
• Highly dynamic scenes with both pedestrian and camera motion: When
talking driver assistance systems, the observed scene is constantly chang-
ing. Pedestrians move around, are intermittently occluded by cars, en-
ter and exit houses. To complicate matters further, the camera on the
ego-vehicle is also moving, constantly changing the background.
• Strict requirements in both speed and reliability: If these systems are
to work with moving vehicles, they must never (for some definition of
never) miss a pedestrian, and they must be able to refresh their view
of the world often enough to have an up-to-date picture of risks and
challenges.
It is no surprise then, that even though pedestrian detection has been
researched for years with great strides made, the perfect pedestrian detector
does not yet exist.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 3.1: Examples of input frames for pedestrian detection systems. The difficulty and variation
across scenarios is evident. (a) Image from the large public Caltech Pedestrian Dataset. (b) Image
from the data captured for [22] (chapter F). In these examples, the pedestrians were manually
annotated.
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1.2 Pedestrian analysis
Pedestrian analysis has a wider scope than detection and does not have a
singular definition. In essence, pedestrian analysis is anything a system com-
putes after the pedestrian has been detected. To narrow it down a bit, this
chapter is about intent prediction. If the car can predict what a pedestrian is
about to do next, it stands a much better chance of determining the proper
course of action, than if it only knows the position of the person. Note that the
prediction horizon is most often (but not always) relatively short, measured
in fractions of a second into the future. Humans are very unpredictable from
a machine’s point of view, so projecting their detailed actions many seconds
or minutes into the future is still not feasible.
As we shall see, pedestrian analysis does not have the same long history
as pedestrian detection does. Pedestrian analysis hinges on the ability to
detect pedestrians reliably, and thus, the research has taken a back seat to
building a good detector. As detectors have become better over the past few
years, pedestrian analysis has slowly emerged as a field of its own.
Pedestrian analysis can roughly be divided into three approaches, though
they are often combined:
1. Tracking-based analysis
2. Motion cue analysis
3. Environment path analysis
Tracking is about building and understanding a kinematic model of the
pedestrian. This means analyzing her motion over time and using that in-
formation to predict where she will be next. Highly simplified: If a person
is running fast in one direction, it is likely that she will be further along her
path in the following time instance, rather than suddenly moving backwards.
A runner can change direction of course, but it is important to understand
that the prediction necessary is only fractions of a second up to a second into
the future. So while tracking is not necessarily the holy grail of pedestrian
analysis, it provides a robust rough framework in which to reason about the
intention of moving objects. It also puts no real requirements on the image
quality, as long as pedestrians are detected: no more information than their
position over time is necessary.
Motion cue analysis ignores these macro movements in preference of
smaller detail movements. Instead of looking at the speed of the body’s
center of gravity, it looks at motions of arms and legs. Imagine a pedestrian
waiting to cross the street. The speed of the person is zero, so the tracking
approach will simply predict the subject to be still. The motion cue approach
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attempts to detect as soon as the subject lifts her legs or arm, beginning to
take a step. It can also try to estimate the orientation of the pedestrian’s up-
per body and use that as a cue to where the person will go next. Motion
cue analysis is interesting because it gives the ability to detect motion before
the person has gained any speed, but it puts more requirements on the data
quality than simple tracking: the pictures must have a resolution which al-
lows for robust detection of body part motion.
Environment path analysis looks at the current environment and tries to
infer scene context: roads, buildings, sidewalks, etc. By learning from how
people move around in these environments, the system tries to predict how
a particular pedestrian will behave given the circumstances of the scene. In
some cases, tracking of pedestrians are utilized to refine the estimate, as some
paths become increasingly likely as time progresses. This type of analysis has
the advantage of allowing predictions into the far future (several seconds),
but is most often less useful in predicting the immediate next position.
2 State of the Art
As the two sub-fields of this chapter are somewhat separate, each has its own
state of the art section below.
2.1 Pedestrian detection
Pedestrian detection really took off with the advent of the Viola-Jones method
[28] in 2001. It was first applied to face detection, but quickly adapted to
pedestrians [29]. It learns Haar-wavelet-like features in a boosted cascade,
which is a complicated way of saying that it looks at differences in brightness
at specific places. As an example for faces: The area around the eyes is
usually darker than the nose and cheeks, because the eyes sit in the shade of
the forehead (see fig. 3.2). The method then uses a lot of these comparisons
to filter away candidates which are not the searched for object. A clever trick,
introduced with this method, is the integral image, which provides a fast and
efficient way to sum pixel values under a given rectangle.
The Viola-Jones method - also known as boosted Haar-cascade - was at
the forefront for several years, but was not great at capturing edge informa-
tion. In 2005, Dalal and Triggs introduced HOG-SVM [3], which was aimed at
pedestrian detection from the beginning. The main contribution of that work
was the Histogram of Oriented Gradients - HOG - features, which quantifies
edge strength and orientation in an image patch. Distinctive shapes, such as
the head-shoulder outline of a person, also result in distinctive HOG-features.
Dalal and triggs computes these features densely over a search window and
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Fig. 3.2: Haar-like feature overlaid on a face. The value of this feature is computed by summing
the values of the pixels under the black rectangle and subtracting the sum of the pixels under
the white rectangle. Image credit: Soumyanilcsc / CC-BY-SA-4.0 / http://enwp.org?curid=
37353395
Fig. 3.3: Example pictures from the INRIA pedestrian dataset. Image source: [3]
uses an SVM-classifier to determine whether it contains a pedestrian or not.
HOG-SVM performed a lot better than Viola-Jones, in fact so much better
that Dalal and Triggs had to compile a new dataset with more difficult-to-
detect pedestrians than had previously been used. While previous detectors
had been tested on the MIT dataset, the benchmark was now the significantly
more challenging INRIA dataset, fig. 3.3.
If Viola-Jones signified the take-off of pedestrian detection, then HOG-
SVM marked the beginning of the jet age. In the following years a number
of new methods and datasets emerged. Of particular note is the Deformable
Parts Model (DPM) and the Integral Channel Feature (ICF).
DPM, championed by Felzenszwalb et. al. [11], came out in 2008. It was
based on the fact that people are highly articulated, so instead of looking at
full bodies, a detector should instead find individual body parts, make sure
they were in a sensible spatial configuration, and call that a detection. Vanilla
DPM still uses the HOG-SVM detector to find the body parts. This idea saw
a lot of research in the following years, but there is still no clear evidence as
to the benefits of this approach[1].
ICF was put forth by Dollár et. al. in 2009[6]. It uses parts of the methods
from both Viola-Jones and HOG. Specifically, it generalizes the computation
of Haar-like features on integral images to an arbitrary set of “channels,” fig.
3.4. A channel is a transformation of the input image, and can be a color
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Fig. 3.4: A visual representation of some possible channels in ICF. Image source: [5]
channel, or - to emulate HOG - a set of edges with a specific orientation. The
standard ICF implementation uses 10 different channels describing colors
and edges. The ICF features are then classified as a pedestrian or not using
a boosted decision forest. With ICF and its derivatives (Aggregate Channel
Features, ACF, from 2014 is the latest iteration [4]), a very strong detector
had been presented, which have only recently begun to be challenged by
deep neural network based solutions.
Apart from the great influx of new detection algorithms, a wealth of new
public pedestrian datasets also emerged in the wave of Dalal and Triggs’ sem-
inal paper. Soon, the INRIA dataset was outdated, and very large datasets,
such as Daimler [9], KITTI [13] and Caltech-USA [5]. All of these have been
instrumental in reaching the current level in pedestrian detection.
For further reading, "Pedestrian Detection: An Evaluation of the State of
the Art" [7] and especially the excellent "Ten Years of Pedestrian Detection,
What Have We Learned" [1] can be recommended.
2.2 Pedestrian analysis
With increasingly reliable detectors, parts of the research began to focus on
analysing the actions of pedestrians, particularly prediction of pedestrians’
future positions. As mentioned there are three approaches in this regards:
Tracking, motion cue analysis, and environment path analysis. In this section
we look at several examples of each approach, but it seems reasonable that a
working system should incorporate predictions from all three. In contrast to
the topics described previously in this text, there is no common benchmark
and thus not really a way to determine the best method. Instead, we will
investigate several representative systems below.
Tracking of moving pedestrians was done from a surveillance perspective
in [23, 2], though the surveillance perspective means the a top-down view is
used, making the tracking job easier. Closer to the subject of intelligent cars,
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Fig. 3.5: Different avalable models for pedestrian behavior, which can be selected by analyzing
the current pedestrian. Image source: [15]
tracking and prediction of pedestrians is done on stereo data in [25, 15] using
Interacting Multiple Model Kalman Filters and SLDS tracking, respectively.
Particularly interesting, in [15], multiple different models are built (see fig.
3.5), depending where the pedestrians are. When a new pedestrian enters
view, a fitting model can be selected, which should provide a more reliable
estimate.
In motion cue analysis, the papers [8, 12, 26] look at pedestrian orienta-
tion using different kinds of classifiers on static monocular pedestrian images.
While none of them tackle prediction as such, a realiable classification of the
body orientation is very relevant in this task. [19, 20, 10] do the same, but
based on RGB-D data, and [10] even determines the orientation of the head
and the torso separately. This is particularly interesting, as this information
in combination should give a better indication of the pedestrian’s intentions.
In [18], local motion featues dubbed MCHOG are used to predict whether or
not the pedestrian is about to take a step. The input data, however, is not
coming from a car perspective, but a stationary multi-camera setup mounted
at an intersection. A similar task is carried out in the very interesting [16],
which uses optical flow and stereo data. This time on data from a real car.
Though this is done in non-crowded scenarios with just a single pedestrian,
it is one of the most advanced and capable pedestrian prediction systems at
present.
The final prediction option is environment path analysis. This is most of-
ten done statically by analyzing image content, looking for path, with limited
tracking information. In [17], this is exactly what is done. See fig. 3.6. An
input image is automatically semantically labelled in superpixels, and based
on these, the likely path is predictid. A very similar thing is done in [31].
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Fig. 3.6: Predicting plausible future paths by analyzing scene content. Image source: [17]
In [30], videos are analyzed to learn common motion patterns. New agents
entering the scene is then matched to the most likely trajectory.
3 Contributions
During this PhD, a collection of work was done on pedestrian-related work.
With regards to detection, we combined Viola-Jones and HOG-SVM in [24]
(and a shorter conference version [21]). Viola-Jones was setup in a very per-
missive configuration, allowing many false positives through. All potential
detections from the Viola-Jones stage was then passed on to the HOG stage,
which tried to verify each. This way, Viola-Jones could act to find regions-of-
interest for HOG. A major drawback of HOG-SVM is speed when a picture
is densely searched, and this system speeded up detection significantly. The
short-coming is of course that if a pedestrian is not found by Viola-Jones, she
would not be found by HOG either. With appropriate tuning of parameters,
this turned out not to be an issue. Apart from this detector combination, we
also introduced doing detection in a coarse part-based manner, looking for
upper and lower body, as well as full body. This could potentially help with
occlusions. For further reading, see chapter D.
Within pedestrian prediction, we developed a particle filter based tracker
working on monocular image data [22] (included in chapter F). Most of the
previous work works with either a top-down view or RGB-D data, and we
attempted to track and predict pedestrian behavior using only 2D input. This
was combined with a mapping module, where a map was used to determine
where the road is present in front of the car, and thus is a hazardous area
for pedestrians. This way the driver can be warned if the system predicts a
pedestrian to step onto the road.
Finally, we tried combining pedestrian detection with driver gaze direc-
tion estimation [27] (included in chapter E). The idea is that the driver should
not be warned about pedestrians he has already seen, as we can assume he
takes sufficient action to not hit those. Instead we attempted to detect the
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pedestrian the driver had missed. We did this by detecting pedestrians in
first-person video while tracking the gaze of the driver. These observations
were correlated and the system was able to tell whether any given (detected)
pedestrian had been noticed by the driver. The principle behind this system
could be extended to traffic signs, traffic lights, other cars, or anything else
we can detect and that the driver should be informed about. A system like
this can thus cut down on information overload for the driver.
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Chapter 4
Person Re-Identification
The final part of this PhD is not about intelligent cars, but related to looking
at people and to some of same methods as the pedestrian applications dis-
cussed in the previous chapter. This chapter is about person re-identification:
recognizing people that a camera-system has observed before. Of particular
focus here is trying to introduce multiple modalities other than the well-
known visible light RGB modality. As has been the case for the previous
chapters, much of the text here is an edited version of excerpts from the
included papers [14, 12, 13].
1 Introduction
The task of person re-identification is about recognizing people that have
been captured earlier by a camera in a surveillance network. The network
may consist of one or more cameras, and can be placed in traditional surveil-
lance contexts or more narrowly scoped areas, such as keeping track of a
single queue of people. The objective is simple: When a person enters the
field of view of a camera in the system, it must be determined whether or
not this person has been seen before.
It is useful in many places where it is desirable to obtain knowledge of the
flow of people: airports, transit centers, shopping malls, amusement parks,
etc. It can either be knowledge of a single person’s movement, or movement
patterns in general by combining the patterns of many people. This task
can in some cases be solved by a system, which is able to view the entire
scene, as in [17, 15]. However, in indoor scenes it is often not feasible to
place one camera with a full overview. This is where re-identification enters
play. It allows the system designer to place sensors at certain bottlenecks and
identify people when they pass these.
Re-identification has the specific distinction from e.g. biometric access
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control systems that it must be able to enroll new people on-the-fly and with-
out their specific collaboration. On the other hand, the recognition perfor-
mance does not necessarily have to be as strong as in access control systems,
since re-identification systems are more concerned with the general trend of
movement as opposed to the movement of each individual.
The crucial difference between re-identification and tracking is that for
re-identification there is expected to be a significant spatial or temporal dif-
ference between observations, making it impossible to rely on simple motion
dynamics as tracking often does. Instead, soft biometrics are used to decide
if a subject has been seen before.
Specifically, a number of challenges and characteristics set re-identification
apart from traditional tracking and hard-biometric recognition:
• The set of re-identifiable persons must be updated on the fly; there
can be no enrollment phase that requires direct participation from the
subjects.
• There is no – or only weak – constraints on the pose of subjects, so the
system must be robust to pose changes.
• Persons must be re-identifiable at distances where sensor resolution is
generally not sufficient for traditional face recognition.
• The database containing the subjects has a transient nature since sub-
jects are generally not relevant if they have not been re-identified after
a certain time span – then they have probably left the area.
Some applications of re-identification do not require all recorded persons
to be re-identified. An example is the commercial system from Blip Systems
[5], which does person flow tracking in airports based on radio signatures
from mobile phones. It has a re-identification rate of around 10%, which is
sufficient for a representative flow map.
Traditionally, re-identification has been performed using RGB-video from
surveillance networks. However, because the re-identification scenario can
be harder than traditional recognition due to the worse data quality, it is
an obvious idea to use more sensor modalities. With the advent of the Mi-
crosoft Kinect and similar structured light-based sensors (ASUS Xtion and
the PrimeSense Sensor), RGB-D sensors have become much more accessible
and affordable, and using them in larger surveillance applications does not
seem impossible. Similarly, thermal cameras have also become more acces-
sible. Much of the work in this part of the PhD has been centered around
trying to introduce these modalities to re-identification.
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2 State of the Art
Person re-identification as described above has been an active research area
for about a decade and truly gained speed in the latter half of the 2000s. This
section describes examples of re-identification systems, but a comprehensive
survey on person re-identification can be found in [1].
As mentioned earlier, enrollment in such a system has to happen on the
fly. Two types of enrollment strategies exist:
• Single-shot: Enroll and re-identify using a single image.
• Multiple-shot: Enroll and possibly re-identity using a sequence of im-
ages.
A single-shot approach is used by Zheng et. al. [20], who split the subject
into six stipes, which are each described using color and texture histograms.
Their method is feature independent and they propose a new formulation
of re-identification as a distance learning problem, where they optimize the
probability of a true pair to have a smaller distance than a wrong match
pair. Another single shot algorithm is put forth by Zhao et. al. [19]. They
compute dense color histograms and SIFT descriptors in patches across the
subject bounding box and match these. Before the match, a salience map is
made by comparing the subject to a reference database of people (unrelated
to the gallery-set in the system). The matching scores are then weighted with
the salience scores to ensure that the most descriptive parts of the subject are
used. This method seems to be close to the process humans use.
In [2], Bak et. al. proposes a multi-shot approach, where the model
structure is learned individually per subject. The best features are selected
from a large number of potential features in various color and structural
representations of the subject. The learning is performed using an entropy
criterion, so each part of the subject is modeled using the optimal descriptor.
An earlier multi-shot method was presented by Demirkus et. al. [6], who use
both full-body and soft facial biometrics that are directly understandable for
people, such as gender, hair color, and clothing color.
Faranzena et. al. [8] describes an approach that can be used in both
single-shot and multi-shot frameworks. They describe the overall chromatic
contents of the subject, as well as divide them into body parts to gain robust-
ness towards pose changes. Another single- and multi-shot method is that
of Hirzer et. al. [10] which first finds and ranks likely matches via a region
covariance descriptor, then trains a boosted classifier on these to obtain better
performance on that specific subject, a philosophy which is similar to that of
[2].
Moving away from the traditional visible light modality, Jüngling and
Arens [11], present a full single-shot re-identification pipeline based on in-
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 4.1: Example images from our own (a) Novi, (b) Basement, and (c) Hallway sequences.
frared images. It detects candidates, then tracks and re-identifies them using
SIFT-features. In the depth modality, Barbosa et. al. [4] re-identifies by
comparing various physical body measurements (anthropometrics) obtained
from the depth image. Velardo and Dugelay [18] uses manually measured
anthropometrics to prune the set of candidates for face recognition.
2.1 Datasets
Several public datasets exist, though mostly sets captured with traditional
visible light sensors. The two most well known sets are VIPeR [9] and ETHZ
[16, 7]. VIPeR contains 632 pedestrian image pairs with an image size of
128x48 pixels. The images are not part of sequences and as such work only
with single shot re-identification schemes. They are cropped closely around
persons and are thus not relevant for detection either. But for the specific
task of re-identifying in RGB, VIPeR is large and generally the best candi-
date. ETHZ contains images taken from videos, so it can work for multi-shot
approaches. It contains 146 persons in sequences of varying durations.
More recent datasets are iLIDS-MA and iLIDS-AA [3]. iLIDS-MA contains
40 manually annotated persons over 2 cameras. There are 46 frames per
person per camera, so it works fine for multi-shot evaluations. iLIDS-AA
contains 100 persons, but they are annotated automatically (using a HOG-
detector), so the bounding boxes are more noisy. The source of these two
sets is the Imagery Library for Intelligent Detection Systems (i-LIDS), so the
source videos may be obtained.
In other modalities, not many datasets exist. For depth, the RGB-D Person
Re-identification Dataset [4] is one option. It contains 79 people in 4 different
scenarios: Walking slowly with outstretched arms, two instances of walking
from a frontal viewpoint, and walking from a rear viewpoint.
Due to the lack of good multimodel datasets, another dataset was cap-
tured during this PhD with a surveillance-like camera setup. Three sequences
were captured: Novi, Basement, and Hallway. They all contain sequences of
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Number of
persons
Number of
frames
Contains
image
sequences
Available
modalities
VIPeR 632 1264 No RGB
ETHZ 146 8580 Yes RGB
iLIDS-MA 40 3680 Yes RGB
iLIDS-AA 100 N/A Yes RGB
RGB-D PRD 79 1580 Yes, short RGB, depth
Novi 22 7800 Yes RGB, depth
Basement 35 7231 Yes RGB, depth,
thermal
Hallway 10 4492 Yes RGB, depth,
thermal
Table 4.1: Statistics on re-identification datasets
persons walking diagonally towards and past the sensor twice. Novi con-
tains 22 persons over 7800 frames (passes have varying lengths). Basement
contains 35 persons over 7231 frames, and Hallway contains 10 persons over
4492 frames. Stats about the public as well as our own datasets can be seen
in table 4.1. The sequences were captured with Microsoft Kinect for Xbox.
Example pictures from each sequence can be seen in fig. 4.1.
3 Contributions
During this PhD, 3 works have been done with regard to person re-identification.
[14] and [12] are linked and both building on the same RGB-D based sys-
tem. It is a system which relies primarily on color cues for re-identification,
but uses the depth modality for easy segmentation of the subjects. It has
on-the-fly enrollment and is a full pipeline system from picture input to re-
identification. The system was first presented in [14] and later expanded with
a more thorough analysis and testing in [12].
In [13], we attempted to extract more features from the depth modality
and also added thermal images to the mix. While it seemed intuitively correct
that more modalities would result in better re-identification performance, it
turned out that the extra information was of very limited use.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Running from 2012-2015, this PhD has covered topics in intelligent vehicles
and looking at people. Specifically, 3 themes were looked into:
• Traffic sign detection
• Pedestrian detection and analysis
• Person re-identification
In the area of traffic sign detection, a comprehensive survey was made to
chart the landscape of previous work. This survey pointed to a number of
shortcomings in the state-of-the-art, especially in the area of detecting U.S.
traffic signs. To this end, the world’s largest collection of U.S. traffic signs
pictures was collected and made public for other researchers to use. We
also investigated ways to push the state-of-the-art detection performance for
U.S. signs and brought the detection performance up to par with that of
European signs. The research has shown that regional differences in traffic
signs are more severe than was to be expected, as the stellar performance in
detecting European signs had somewhat stifled the research interest in the
topic. Going forward there are still very relevant open issues, particularly in
detecting speed limit signs and rare signs, and also in determining whether
detected traffic signs belong to the current road.
For pedestrian detection, a hybrid Haar/HOG approach was suggested
and tested with success early in the PhD period. The method combines the
speed of the Viola-Jones detection algorithm with the accuracy, and while it
has since been surpassed by the state-of-the-art in this very active reseach
area, it performed well at the time of publication. Furthermore we have
looked into analysing driver behavior combined with pedestrian detection in
order to determine which pedestrian a driver might not have seen. A proof-
of-concept for such a system was developed. Finally, pedestrian tracking has
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been employed in an attempt to predict their future behavior. The tracking,
done with a particle filter, worked well, but underlined the need for combin-
ing tracking with more subtle motion cues to accurately predict pedestrian
behavior.
In person re-identification we have made a push for using multi-modal
sensor by adding depth and thermal information to the standard RGB-modality.
Multiple iterations of a re-identification system have been developed and
tested on a dataset we captured as part of the work. Current results indi-
cate that even in our rather controlled laboratory environment, the additional
modalities did not enhance performance, at least the way the system is cur-
rently designed. Future work might investigate more advanced combinations
of the modalities than the late-fusion approach applied here, and other fea-
ture types would be worth investigating as well.
While the PhD-work has been spilt into three somewhat different topics,
many of the methods - especially detection algorithms - have been applicable
across all areas, and interesting results have been achieved in each of the
three topics. The results open up for a wealth of related work, and the traffic
sign investigations have already been carried on by others in our research
group and applied to traffic signal detection, a challenge which is still lacking
behind traffic sign and certainly pedestrian detection.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
In this paper, we provide a survey of the traffic sign detection literature, detail-
ing detection systems for Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) for driver assistance. We
separately describe the contributions of recent works to the various stages inherent
in traffic sign detection: segmentation, feature extraction, and final sign detection.
While TSR is a well-established research area, we highlight open research issues in
the literature, including a dearth of use of publicly-available image databases, and the
over-representation of European traffic signs. Further, we discuss future directions
for TSR research, including integration of context and localization. We also intro-
duce a new public database containing US traffic signs.
1 Introduction
In this paper, we provide a survey of traffic sign detection for driver assis-
tance. State-of-the-art research utilizes sophisticated methods in computer
vision for traffic sign detection and it has been an active area of research over
the past decade. On-road applications of vision have included lane detection,
driver distraction detection, and occupant pose inference. As described in
[63, 62, 61], it is crucial to not only consider the car’s surrounding and exter-
nal environment when designing an assist system, but also to consider the
intenal environment and take the driver into account. Fusing other types of
information with the sign detector, as described in [40], can make the overall
system even better.
When the system is considered a distributed system where the driver is
an integral part, it allows for the driver to contribute with what he is good at
(e.g. seeing speed limit signs, as we shall see later), while the TSR part can
present information from other signs. In addition other surround sensors can
also have an influence on what is presented.
In recent years, speed limit detection systems have been included in top
of the line models from various manufacturers, but a more general sign de-
tection solution and an integration into other vehicle systems has not yet ma-
terialized. Current state-of-the-art TSR systems neither utilize information
about the driver, nor input from the driver, to enhance performance. Exten-
sive studies in Human-Machine Interactivity are necessary to present the TSR
information in a careful way, to inform the driver without causing distraction
or confusion. The literature features just two surveys on TSR: [19] is a good
introduction, but not very comprehensive. [18] is a few years old, so any im-
provements in the field from the past 5 years are not presented. A very good
comparison of various segmentation methods is offered in [24], but given that
it only covers segmentation, it is not a comprehensive overview of detection
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methods. Likewise, [29] provides a good comparison of Hough transform
derivatives. In this paper our emphasis is on framing the TSR problem in
the context of human-centered driver assistance systems. We provide a com-
parative discussion of papers published mostly within the last 5 years and to
provide an overview of the recent work in the area of sign detection, a subset
of the TSR problem.
We provide a critical review of traffic sign detection, and offer sugges-
tions for future research areas in this challenging problem domain. The next
section establishes the driver assistance context and covers TSR systems in
general. Section 3 provides a problem description, and a gentle introduction
to traffic sign detection. Section 4 deals with segmentation for traffic sign
detection. Section 5 details models and feature extraction. Section 6 deals
with the detection itself. In the final section, the authors provide analysis
and insight on future research directions in the field.
2 Human-Centered TSR for Driver Assistance: Is-
sues and Considerations
Traffic sign recognition research needs to take into account the visual system
of the driver. This can include factors such as visual saliency of signs, driver
focus of attention, and cognitive load. According to [55] (see table A.1 for a
summary of the main results), not all signs are equal in their ability to cap-
ture the attention of the driver. For example, a driver may fixate his gaze on
a sign, but neither notice the sign, nor remember its informational content.
While drivers invariably fixate on speed limit signs and recall their informa-
tion, they are less likely to notice game crossing and pedestrian signs. This
can endanger pedestrians, as it may not leave enough reaction time to stop.
The implications of use of TSR in human-in-the-loop system are clear;
instead of focusing on detection and recognizing all signs of some class per-
fectly, which would be the objetive for an autonomous car, the task is now to
detect and highlight signs that the driver has not seen. This gives way to var-
ious models of TSR, which take into account the driver’s focus of attention,
and interactivity issues. Driver attention tracking is covered in [17] and [42].
Fig. A.1 presents examples on how TSR can be used for driver assistance.
Fig. A.1a shows how a system should act in an autonomous car. It simply
recognizes all signs present. In fig. A.1b there is a driver in the loop, and
while the system may see all the signs, it should avoid presenting them in
order to avoid driver confusion. Instead, it simply highlights the sign type
that is easy to overlook, like the pedestrian crossing warnings in the research.
Fig. A.1c shows how a driver is distracted by a passing car. This causes him
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. A.1: Different detection scenarios. The circle is the ego-car and 3 signs are distributed along
the road. The area highlighted in red illustrates the driver’s area of attention. (a) is the standard
scenario used for e.g. autonomous cars. Here, all signs must be detected and processed. (b)
and (c) depicts a system which tracks the driver’s attention. In (b), the driver is attentive and
spots all signs. Therefore the system just highlights the one sign that is known to be difficult for
people to notice. In (c), the driver is distracted by a passing car and thus misses two signs. In
this case, the system should inform the driver about the two missed signs.
to miss two signs. His car has a TSR system for driver assistance, which in-
forms him of the signs as he returns his attention to the road ahead of him.
This could, for example, be done using a heads-up display as suggested in
[15].
Even though this paper is mostly concerned with using TSR for driver
assistance, TSR has various well defined applications, summarized nicely by
[13]:
1. Highway maintenance: Check the presence and condition of signs along
major roads.
2. Sign inventory: Similar to the above task, create an inventory of signs
in city environments.
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Table A.1: Significant results from [55] regarding attention to various sign types.
Fixated Not fixated
Target Recalled Not recalled Recalled Not recalled
Speed limit 80 km sign 100 0 0 0
Game Crossing sign 60 0 7 33
Pedestrian crossing ahead 8 54 0 38
Pedestrian crossing sign 0 21 0 79
3. Driver assistance systems: Assist the driver by informing of current
restrictions, limits, and warnings.
4. Intelligent autonomous vehicles: Any autonomous car that is to drive
on public roads must have a means of obtaining the current traffic reg-
ulations. This can be done through TSR.
This paper uses the term TSR to refer to the entire chain from detection of
signs to their classification, and potentially presentation to the driver. Gen-
erally, TSR is split into two stages: Detection and classification (see fig. A.2).
Detection is concerned with locating signs in input images, while classifica-
tion is about determining what type of sign the system is looking at. The
two tasks can often be treated as completely separate, but in some cases the
classifier relies on the detector to supply information, such as the sign shape
or sign size. In a full system, the two stages are depending on each other and
it does not make sense to have a classifier without a detection stage. Later,
we divide the detection stage into three sub-stages, but these should not be
confused with the two main stages of a full TSR-system: Detection and clas-
sification.
Apart from shape and color, another aspect may be used in TSR: Tempo-
ral information. Most TSR systems are designed with a video feed from a
vehicle in mind, so signs can be tracked over time. The simplest way of using
tracking is to accept sign candidates as signs only if they have shown up on
Detection Classification
Tracking
Fig. A.2: The basic flow in most TSR systems.
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a number of consecutive frames. Sign candidates that only show up once are
usually a result of noise. Employing a predictive method, such as a Kalman
filter, allows for the system to predict where a sign candidate should show up
in the next frame, and if its position is too far away from this prediction, the
sign candidate is discarded. A predictive tracking system has the additional
benefit of handling occlusions, hence preventing signs that were occluded
from being classified as new signs. This is very important in a driver assis-
tance system where signs should only be presented once, and in a consistent
way. Imagine a scenario where a sign is detected in a few frames and the
occluded for a short while, before being detected again. For an autonomous
car it is likely not a problem to be presented with the same information twice:
If the first sign prompted the speed to be set at 55 mph, there is no problem
in the system being told once again that the speed limit is 55 mph. In a driver
assistance system, the system must not present more information than abso-
lutely necessary at any given moment, so the driver is not overwhelmed with
information, for instance, forcing the driver to pay attention to a sign he has
already seen should be avoided.
Many TSR systems are tailored to a specific sign type. Due to the vast
differences in sign design from region to region (see the following section),
and the differences in sign design based on their purpose, many systems
narrow their scope down to a specific sign type in a specific country.
There is a wide span in speeds of the systems. For use in driver assistance
and autonomous vehicles, real-time performance is necessary. This does not
necessarily mean a speed of 30 Hz, but the signs must be read quickly enough
to still be relevant to act on. Depending on the exact application, a few Hz is
required.
Instead of treating the entire TSR-process in what could easily become a
cursory manner, we have opted to look thoroughly on the detection stage.
The line between detection and classification is a bit blurry, since some de-
tectors provide more information to the classifier than others. It is normal
for the detector to inform the classifier of the general category of signs, since
that is often defined by either the overall sign shape or its color, something
that the detector itself may use to to localize the sign.
Even though this paper is targeted towards the problem of detecting traffic
signs, one must not forget that without a subsequent classification stage, the
systems are useless. So even though we encourage a decoupling of the two
tasks, this does not mean that the classification is a solved problem. It is a
crucial part of a full system.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. A.3: Examples of European signs. These are Danish, but many countries use similar signs.
(a) Speed limit. Sign C55. (b) End speed limit. Sign C56. (c) Start of freeway. Sign E55. (d) Right
turn. Sign A41.
3 Traffic signs
Traffic signs are markers placed along roads to inform drivers about either
road conditions and restrictions or which direction to go. They communi-
cate a wealth of information, but are designed to do so efficiently and at a
glance. This also means that they are often designed to stand out from their
surroundings, making the detection task fairly well defined.
The designs of traffic signs are standardized through laws, but differ
across the world. In Europe many signs are standardized via the Vienna
Convention on Road Signs And Signals [64]. There, shapes are used to cat-
egorize different types of signs: Circular signs are prohibitions including
speed limits, triangular signs are warnings and rectangular signs are used for
recommendations or sub-signs in conjunction with one of the other shapes.
In addition to these, octagonal signs are used to signal a full stop, down-
wards pointing triangles yield, and countries have other different types, e.g.
to inform about city limits. Examples of these signs can be seen in fig. A.3.
In the US, traffic signs are regulated by the Manual on Uniform Traf-
fic Control Devices (MUTCD) [58]. It defines which signs exist and how they
should be used. It is accompanied by the Standard Highway Signs and Mark-
ings (SHSM) book, which describes the exact designs and measurements of
signs. At the time of writing, the most recent MUTCD was from 2009, while
the SHSM book had not been updated since 2004, and thus it described the
MUTCD from 2003. The MUTCD contains a few hundred different signs,
divided into 13 categories.
To complicate matters further, each US state can decide whether it wishes
to follow the MUTCD. A state has three options:
1. Adopt the MUTCD fully as is.
2. Adopt the MUTCD but add a State Supplement.
3. Adopt a State MUTCD that is “in substantial conformance with” the
national MUTCD.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Fig. A.4: Examples of signs from the US national MUTCD. (a) Stop. Sign R1-1. (b) Yield. Sign
R1-2. (c) Speed limit. Sign R2-1. (d) Turn warning with speed recommendation. Sign W1-2a..
Image source: [58]
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. A.5: Examples of similar signs from the MUTCD. (a) Speed limit. Sign R2-1. (b) Minimum
speed. Sign R2-4. (c) End speed limit. Sign R3 (CA), exists only in the California MUTCD. Image
source: [58]
In the US 19 states have adopted the national MUTCD without modifications,
23 have adopted the national MUTCD with a state supplement and 10 have
opted to create a State MUTCD (the count includes the District of Columbia
and Puerto Rico). Examples of US signs can be seen in fig. A.4.
New Zealand uses a sign standard with warning signs that are yellow
diamonds, as in the US, but regulatory signs that are round with a red bor-
der, like the ones from the Vienna Convention countries. Japan uses signs
that are generally in compliance with the Vienna Convention, as are Chinese
regulatory signs. Chinese warning signs are triangular with a black/yellow
color scheme. Central and South American countries do not participate in
any international standard, but often use signs somewhat like the American
standard.
While signs are well defined through laws and designed to be easy to
spot, there are still plenty of challenges for TSR systems. They include:
• Signs being similar within or across categories (see fig. A.5).
• Signs may have faded or be dirty so they are no longer their specified
color.
• The sign post may be bent, so the sign is no longer orthogonal to the
road.
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• Lighting conditions may make color detection unreliable.
• Low contrast may make shape detection hard.
• In cluttered urban environments, other objects may look very similar to
signs.
• Varying weather conditions.
3.1 Assessing performance of sign detectors
When comparing sign detectors, some comparison metrics must be set up.
The straight forward and most important measure is the true positive rate.
However, even if all signs are detected, the system is not necessarily perfect.
The number of false positives must also be taken into account. If the amount
of false positives is too high, the classifier will have to handle a lot more
data than it should, degrading the overall system speed. For cases when a
system must work in real-time in a car, obviously the detection must be fast.
In general, the faster the detection runs, the more time is left over for the
classification stage. Adjusting these goals is a trade-off. Often, the target will
be to create a system that is just fast enough for a given application, while
keeping the receiver operating characteristic acceptable. Another interesting
performance characteristic is what sign types a given system works for.
Even with the parameters in mind, and a clear idea of the performance
metrics, comparing the performance of different systems is not a straightfor-
ward task. Unlike other computer vision areas, until recently no standard-
ized training and test data set existed, so no two systems were tested with
the same data. The image quality varies from high resolution still images (as
in [65, 21, 59]) to low resolution frames from in-car video cameras (such as
[67, 53, 30]). That, combined with the facts that signs vary wildly between
countries, and many papers limit their scope to specific sign types, makes
for a quite uneven playing field. For a discussion of the performance of the
papers presented in this survey, see section 4
3.2 Public sign databases
A few publicly available traffic sign datasets exist:
• German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark (GTSRB) [57, 56]
• KUL Belgium Traffic Signs Dataset (KUL Dataset) [60]
• Swedish Traffic Signs Dataset (STS Dataset) [34]
• RUG Traffic Sign Image Database (RUG Dataset) [26]
• Stereopolis Database [7]
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Information on these databases can be found in table A.2. Most of the
databases have emerged within the last two years (except for the very small
RUG Dataset), and are not yet widely used. One of the most widespread
databases is the GTSRB, which has been presented in [57], created for the
competition “The German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark”. The com-
petition was held at the International Joint Conference on Neural Networks
(IJCNN) 2011. It is a large data set containing German signs, thus very suit-
able for training and testing systems aimed at signs adhering to the Vienna
Convention. A sample image from the GTSRB database can be found in
fig. A.6a. The GTSRB is primarily geared towards classification, rather than
detection, since each image contains exactly one sign without much back-
ground. For detection, images of complete scenes is necessary. Also, many
detection systems rely on a tracking scheme to make detection more robust
and without video of the tracks (in GTSRB parlance a “track” is a set of im-
ages of the same physical sign), this will not work properly. Since the data
set is created for the classification task, this is not so much a problem of that
database, as it is a testament to its target. In conjunction with the competi-
tion, five interesting papers [49, 11, 69, 54, 9] were released. They all focus on
classification rather than detection.
Two other datasets should be highlighted: The STS Dataset and the KUL
Dataset. They are both very large, though not as large as the GTSRB, and
they contain full images. This means that they can both be used for detection
purposes. The STS Dataset does not have all images annotated, but it does
include all frames from the videos used to obtain the data. This means that
tracking systems can be used on this dataset, but it can only be verified with
ground truth every 5 frames. An example from the STS Dataset can be seen
in fig. A.6b. The KUL Dataset also includes 4 recorded sequences which can
be used for tracking experiments. KUL also includes a set of sign-free images
which can be used as negative training images and it has pose-information
for the cameras for each image.
From the research it was evident that there was a lack of databases with
US traffic signs, so in conjunction with this paper we have assembled one. Its
details are also listed in table A.2. One novel feature of this dataset is that it
includes video tracks of all the annotated signs. Many systems already use
various tracking schemes to minimize the number of false positives, and it is
quite likely that in the future, detectors using temporal data even more will
emerge. Therefore, the LISA dataset includes video as well as stand alone
frames. Not all frames have been extracted for annotation, but all annotated
frames can be traced back to the source video so the annotations can also be
used to verify systems using tracking.
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(a) (b)
Fig. A.6: Example sign images from (a) the GTSRB and (b) the STS Dataset with the sign bound-
ing boxes superimposed.
4 Sign detection
The approaches in this stage have traditionally been divided into two kinds:
• Color based methods.
• Shape based methods.
Color based methods take advantage of the fact that traffic signs are de-
signed to be easily distinguished from their surroundings, often colored in
highly visible contrasting colors. These colors are extracted from the input
image and used as a base for the detection. Just like signs have specific col-
ors, they also have very well defined shapes that can be searched for. Shape
based methods ignore the color in favor of the characteristic shape of signs.
Each method has its pros and cons. Color of signs, while well defined in
theory, varies a lot with available lighting, as well as with age and condition
of the sign. On the other hand, searching for specific colors in an image is
fairly straight forward. Sign shapes are invariant to lighting and age, but
parts of the sign can be occluded, making the detection harder, or the sign
may be located at a background of a similar color, ruining the edge detection
that most shape detectors rely on.
The division of systems in this way can be problematic. Almost all color
based approaches take shape into account after having looked at colors. Oth-
ers use shape detection as their main method, but integrate some color as-
pects as well. Instead, the detection can be split into two steps as proposed
by [24]: Segmentation and detection. In this paper we go one step further
and split the detection step into a feature extraction step and the actual de-
tection, which acts on the features that are extracted. Many shape-only based
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Segmentation Feature
extraction
Detection
Fig. A.7: The general flow followed by typical sign detection algorithms.
methods have no segmentation step. The flow is outlined in fig. A.7.
An overview of all surveyed papers and their methods is listed in table
A.3 (these large tables can be found towards the end of the chapter). It con-
tains each of the systems and lists which segmentation method, feature type,
and detection method that is used. The author group numbers are used to
mark the papers that are part of an ongoing effort from the same group of
authors. They do not constitute a ranking in any way. In tables A.4 and A.5,
some of their more detailed properties are listed. The systems are split into
two tables. Table A.4 displays those which do not use any tracking. Table
A.5 contain those which do use tracking, something we find crucial when
using TSR in a driver assistance context, as mentioned earlier. Apart from
this division, the two tables are structured in the same way: Sign type in paper
describes which sign types the authors of the paper have attempted to find,
while emphsign type possible are the types of signs the method could be
extended to include, usually a very broad group. Real-time is about how fast
the system runs, if that information is available. Any system with a frame
rate faster than 5 fps is considered to have real-time potential. Rotation in-
variance tells whether the used technique is robust to rotation of signs. Model
vs. training describes if the detection system relies on a theoretical model of
signs (such as a pre-defined shape), if it uses a learned type of classifier, or if
it uses a combination of the two. Test image type is the image resolution the
system is designed to work with. Low-res images are usually video frames,
while high-res are still images.
The detection performance of the surveyed papers are presented in table
A.6. As mentioned earlier, very few papers use common databases to test
their performance and the papers detect various types and numbers of signs.
Thus, the numbers should not be directly compared, but nevertheless they
give an idea of performance. Not all papers report all the measures reported
in the table (detection rate, false positives per frame, etc.), so some fields in
the table could not be filled. In other cases these exact measures were not
given, but could be calculated from other given numbers. Where figures are
available, the best detection rate the system obtained is reported along with
the corresponding measure of false positives. The detection rate is per frame,
meaning that 100% detection is only achieved if a sign is found in every frame
it is present. It is not sufficient to just detect the sign in a few frames. This is
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the way results are presented in most papers, so this is the measure chosen
here, even if a real-world system would work fine if each sign is just detected
once. Papers which only report the per-sign detection rate as opposed to the
per-frame detection rate are marked with a triangle in the right-most column
of the table.
Different papers report the false positives in different ways, so a few dif-
ferent measures - which are not directly comparable - are presented in the
table:
FPPF False postives per frame: FPPF = FPf where FP is the number of false
positives and f is the number of frames analyzed.
FPR False positive rate: FPR = FPN where N is the number of negatives in
the test set. This measure is rarely used in detection, since the number
of negatives does not always make much sense (how many negatives
exist in a full frame?).
PPV Positive predictive value: PPV = TPTP+FP where TP is the number of
true positives.
FPTP False/true positive ratio: FPTP = FPTP
WPA Wrong pixels per area: WPA = WPAP where WP is the number of
wrongly classified pixels and AP is the total number of pixels classi-
fied.
When papers present results for different sign types, the mean detection
performance is also presented in the table. In many cases that will give a
better view of the true performance of the approach.
Five papers stick out, claiming a 100% detection rate. The first [23] is
only tested on synthetic data. It is possible that the synthetic data does not
fully encapsulate real world variations, so the performance of that approach
is not guaranteed to be as good in real-world scenarios. At first glance [51]
achieves a 100% detection rate, but that is only the case for one of their sign
types. The mean performance is a more accurate (and still promising) gauge
of the actual performance. The same is the case for [34]. [36] detects all
signs in the test set, but at the cost of a large number of false positives per
frame. [28] only presents the per-sign detection rate, so that figure cannot be
compared to the other systems.
Generally, systems achieve detection rates well into the 90% range, some
at very low false detection rates. From the table no “best system” can be
chosen, since the test sets are very different, both in size and content. A sys-
tem that can detect several different sign types at a low detection rate may
in some applications be considered better than a system that can only detect
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one specific sign type, but do that very well. A few papers that should be
highlighted are [59, 6, 27, 45]. They have all been tested on large datasets and
report detection rates above 90% with a decent low number of false positives.
Now that the basics about sign detection are in place, the following sec-
tions go in depth with how recent papers perform each step.
5 Segmentation
The purpose of the segmentation step is to achieve a rough idea about where
signs might be, and thus narrow down the search space for the next steps.
Not all authors make use of this step. Since the segmentation is traditionally
done based on colors, authors who believe this should not be part of a sign
detection often do not have any segmentation step, but go directly to the
detection.
Of the papers that do use segmentation, all except [27, 31] use colors to
some extent. Normally, segmentation is done with colors and subsequently a
shape detection is run in a later stage. In [27], the usual order is reversed, so
they use radial symmetry voting (see section 7) for segmentation and a color
based approach for the detection. [31] also run radial symmetry voting as
preprocessing, but follow it up with a cascaded classifier using Haar wavelets
(see again section 7).
Generally, color based segmentation relies on a thresholding of the input
image in some color space. Since many believe that the RGB color space is
very fragile with regards to changes in lighting, these methods are spear-
headed by the HSI-space (or its close sibling, the HSV-space). HSI/HSV is
used by [32, 43, 50, 68, 10, 48]. The HSI-space models the human vision
better than RGB and allows some variation in the lighting, most notably in
the intensity of light. Some papers, like the ones in the series starting with
[65] and followed by [38, 23, 33], augment the HSI thresholding with a way
to find white signs. Hue and saturation are not reliable for detecting white,
since it can be at any hue, so they use an achromatic decomposition of the
image proposed by [35].
Some authors are not satisfied with the performance of HSI, since it does
not model the change in color temperature in different weather, but only
helps in changing light intensity. [21, 20] instead threshold in the LCH color
space, which is obtained using the CIECAM97-model. This allows them to
take variations in color temperature into account. The RGB space is used by
[59, 47], but they use an adaptive threshold in an attempt to combat instabil-
ities caused by lighting variations.
Of special interest in this color space discussion is the excellent paper
[24], which has shown that HSI-based segmentation offers no significant ben-
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(a) Before thresholding (b) After thresholding
Fig. A.8: An example of thresholding, looking for red hues.
efit over normalized RGB, but that methods which use color segmentation
generally perform much better than shape-only methods. They do, however
have trouble with white signs. For a long time, it has simply been assumed
that the RGB color space was a bad choice for segmentation, but through rig-
orous testing, they show that there is nothing to gain from switching to the
HSI color space instead of a normalized RGB space. As the authors write:
“Why use a nonlinear and complex transformation if a simple normalization
is good enough?”.
A color based model not relying on thresholding was put forward in [14],
which use a cascaded classifier trained with AdaBoost, similar to the one pro-
posed by [66], but on Local Rank Pattern features instead of Haar wavelets.
Also, [51] use a color-based search method that, while closely related to, is
not directly thresholding-based. Here, the image is discretized into colors
that may exist on signs. The discretization process is less destructive than
thresholding in that it does not directly discard pixels, instead it maps them
into the closest sign-relevant color. In a more recent contribution [53], they re-
place the color discretization method with a Quad-tree interest region finding
algorithm, which finds interesting areas using an iterative search method for
colored signs. In the same realm lies [29], which uses a learned probabilistic
color preprocessing.
In [30], a unique approach is proposed: Using a biologically inspired
attention system. It produces a heat map denoting areas where signs are
likely to be found. An example can be seen in figure A.9. A somewhat
similar system was put forth by [67], who uses a saliency measure to find
possible areas of interests.
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Fig. A.9: The biologically inspired detection stage from [30]. Image source: [30]
6 Features and modeling
While various features are available from the vision literature, the choice
of feature set is often closely coupled with the detection method, though
some feature sets can be used with a selection of different detection methods.
The most popular feature is edges - sometimes edges obtained directly from
the raw picture, sometimes edges from pre-segmented images. Edges are
practically always found using a Canny edge detection or some method very
similar, and they are used as the only feature in [51, 53, 36, 3, 5, 44, 39, 22,
25, 59, 35, 32, 41, 8, 50, 10, 48, 14, 29]. [47] combine the edges with Haar-like
features and [52, 28] look only at certain color filtered edges.
Even though edges comprise the most popular feature choice, there are
other options. Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) is one. It was first
used to detect people in images, but has been used by [1, 46, 45, 21, 67] to
detect signs. HOG is based on creating histograms of gradient orientations
on patches of the image and comparing them to known histograms for the
sought after objects. HOG is also used in [12], but they augment the HOG
feature vectors with color information to make them even more robust.
A number of papers [2, 31, 47, 6] use Haar wavelet-like features, [2] only
on certain colors, and [6] in the form of so-called dissociated dipoles with
wider structure options than traditional Haar wavelets.
More esoteric choices are Distance to Bounding box (DtB), FFT of shape
signatures, tangent functions, simple image patches, and combinations of
various simple features. DtB, as used in [38, 33], are a measure of distances
from the contour of a sign-candidate to its bounding box. Similarly, the FFT
of shape signatures used in [23] is based on the distance from the shape center
to its contour at different angles. Tangent functions, used in [68], calculate the
angles of the tangents at various points around the contour. Simple image
patches (though in the YCbCr color space) are championed by [43] and a
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(a) Possible circles for a
gradient
(b) Intersecting vote
lines
Fig. A.10: The basic principle behind the radial symmetry detector. Image inspired by [5].
combination of simple features, such as corner positions and color is used in
[30].
7 Detection
The detection stage is where the signs are actually found. This is in many
ways the most critical step, and often also the most complicated. The se-
lection of detection method is a bit more constrained than the previous two
stages, since the method must work with the features from the previous stage.
The decision is therefore often made the other way around: A desired detec-
tion method is chosen, and the feature extraction stage is designed to deliver
what is necessary to perform the detection. As we know from the previ-
ous section, the most popular feature is edges, and this reflects on the most
popular choice in detection method. Using Hough transforms to process the
edges is one option, as done by [41, 22, 25, 50]. In [41], a proprietary and
undisclosed algorithm is used for detection of rectangles in addition to the
Hough transform used for circles. That said, Hough transforms are compu-
tationally expensive and not suited for systems with real-time requirements.
Because of that, the most popular methods are derivatives of the radial sym-
metry detector first proposed in [37] and first put to use for sign detection in
[4]. The algorithm votes for the most likely sign centers in an image based
on symmetric edges and is itself inspired by the Hough transform. The basic
principle can be seen in fig. A.10. In a circle, all edge gradients intersect at
the center. The algorithm finds gradients with a magnitude above a certain
threshold. In the direction pointed out by the gradient, it casts a vote in a
separate vote image. It looks for circles of a specific radius and thus votes
only in the distance from the edge that is equivalent to the radius. The places
with most votes are most likely to be the center of circles.
This algorithm was later extended to regular polygons by [36] and a faster
implementation for sign detection use was proposed by [3]. It is also used
in some form by [5, 31, 39, 28, 27, 44]. An example of votes from a system
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Fig. A.11: Votes from a radial symmetry system superimposed to the original image. The bright-
est spot coincides with the center of the sign. This image is from a system developed in conjunc-
tion with this paper and is a radial symmetry voting algorithm extended to work for rectangles
which is extended to work for rectangular signs can be seen on fig. A.11. An
alternate edge-based voting system is proposed by [8].
The HOG features can be used with an SVM, as in [67, 12], or be compared
by calculating a similarity coefficient as in [21]. Another option with regard
to HOG is to use a cascaded classifier trained with some type of boosting.
This is done in [46, 45]. Cascaded classifiers are traditionally used with Haar
wavelets, and sign detection is no exception, as used in [2, 31, 47, 6].
Finally, also neural networks and genetic algorithms are represented in
[43] and [35], respectively.
The detection stage reflects the philosophical difference that was also seen
in the feature extraction stage: Either reliance on a simple, theoretical model
of sign shapes is preferred - at this stage it is nearly always shapes that are
searched for - or reliance on training data and then a more abstract detection
method. Since it is extremely hard to compare systems tested across different
data sets, it is not clear which methods perform the best, so that is clearly an
area with a need for further studies. Both ways can be fast enough for real-
time performance, and most of them could also work with signs of any shape.
There are outliers using different methods, but no compelling argument that
they should perform significantly better.
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8 Discussion and future directions
In the previous sections, different methods and philosophies for each stage
are presented. This section discusses the current state of the art and outlines
ideas for future directions of research.
At the moment, the problem in TSR is the lack of use of standardized
sign image databases. This makes comparisons between contributions very
hard. In order to obtain meaningful advances in the field, the development of
such databases is crucial. Until now, research teams have only implemented
a method they believe has potential, or perhaps tested a few solutions. With-
out a way to compare performance with other systems, it is not clear which
approaches work the best, so every new team starts back at square one, im-
plementing what they think might work best. Two efforts to remedy this
situation deserve to be mentioned: The sign databases presented earlier and
the segmentation evaluation in [24]. As mentioned earlier (section 3.2), a few
public sign databases have recently emerged, but have not yet been widely
used. In [24], the authors compare various segmentation methods on the
same data set containing a total of 552 signs in 313 images. They also pro-
pose a way to evaluate the performance of segmentation methods. That pa-
per provides a very good starting point for determining which segmentation
method to use.
These two efforts notwithstanding, public databases covering signs from
non-Vienna Convention regions are necessary. Databases which include video
tracks of signs would also be very beneficial to the development of TSR sys-
tems, since many detectors employ a tracking system for signs. This is, to
some extent, included in the KUL Dataset. In relation to the work on this
present survey, we have assembled such a database for US traffic signs, one
that includes full video tracks of signs. It is our hope that the GTSRB database
will also be extended to include video and full frames and that more US
databases will be created.
The absence of usage of public database may not explain in entirety why
very few comparative studies of methods exist. Another reason is that TSR
systems are long, complex chains of various methods, where it is not always
possible to swap individual modules. When it is not feasible to swap, say,
the detection method for something else, it is naturally hard to determine
whether other solutions may be better. This is solved, if more papers divide
their work more clearly into stages, ideally as fine grained as the ones used
in this survey, plus a similar set of stages for classification. This is done with
success in [24], as they test different segmentation methods while keeping
the feature extraction, detection, and classification stages fixed.
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Fig. A.12: Example of sign relevancy challenges in a crop from our own collected data set. The
signs have been manually highlighted, and while both signs would likely be detected, only the
one to the right is relevant to the driver. The sign to the left belongs to another road, the one the
black and white cars come from.
Another problem is the need for work on TSR in regions not adhering to
the Vienna Convention. The bulk of the existing work comes out of Europe,
Australia, and Japan. Japan and Australia are not parts of the Vienna Con-
vention, but they use similar signs, for example to convey speed limits. Of
the surveyed papers here, only two are concerned with US traffic signs [31,
41], and even they only look at speed limit signs.
When looking at sign detection from a driver-in-the-loop perspective, it is
also unfortunate that the bulk of reseach now focuses on speed limit signs.
A wealth of papers cite driver assistance as their main application, but car-
ries on focusing on speed limit signs. Detection of speed limits is highly
relevant for an autonomous vehicle, but as it turns out, humans are already
very good at seeing speed limit signs themselves [55]. As such, recognition
of signs other than speed limit is actually more interesting.
The final problem we wish to highlight in this section is the relation of
signs to the surroundings. TSR has seen significant work, as is evident from
this paper, but little work has been done on ensuring that the detected signs
are relevant for the ego-car (with the notable exception of [22]). In many
situations, it can occur that a detected sign is not connected to the road the
car is on. An example from our own collected data can be seen in fig. A.12.
In this case, two stop signs can be seen, but only the rightmost one pertains
to the current road. Similar situations occur often on freeways, where some
signs may only be relevant for exit lanes. Related to this problem is that when
the driver changes to a different road, most often the restrictions from earlier
detected signs no longer apply. This should be detected and relayed to the
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system. It is very likely that research in other areas, such as lane detection
can be of benefit here. Another idea with regard to the surroundings would
be to link knowledge of weather and current lighting conditions to enhance
the robustness of the detector, similar to what is done for detection of people
in [16]. It is also possible that vehicle dynamics can be taken into account
and used in the tracking of detected signs.
9 Concluding remarks
This paper provides an overview of the state of sign detection. Instead of
treating the entire TSR flow, focus has been solely on the detection of signs.
During recent years, a large effort has gone into TSR, mainly from Europe,
Japan, and Australia and the developments have been described.
The detection process has been split into segmentation, feature extraction,
and detection. Many segmentation approaches exist, mostly based on eval-
uating colors in various color spaces. For features there are also a wealth
of options. The choice is made in conjunction with the choice of detection
method. By far the most popular features are edges and gradients, but other
options such as HOG and Haar wavelets have been investigated. The de-
tection stage is dominated by the Hough transform and its derivatives, but
for HOG and Haar wavelet features, SVMs, neural networks, and cascaded
classifiers have also been used.
Arguably, the biggest issue with sign detection as it is currently is the lack
of use of public image databases to train and test systems. Currently, every
new approach presented uses a new dataset for testing, making comparisons
between papers hard. This gives the TSR effort a somewhat scattered look.
Recently, a few databases have been made available, but they are still not
widely used, and cover only Vienna Convention compliant signs. We have
contributed with a new database, the LISA Dataset, which contains US traffic
signs.
This issue leads to the main unanswered question in sign detection: Is a
model based shape detector superior to a learned approach, or vice versa?
Systems using both approaches exist, but are hard to compare, since they all
use different data sets.
Many contributions cite driver assistance systems as their main motiva-
tion for creating the system, but so far only little effort has gone into the
area of combining TSR systems with other aspects of driver assistance and
notably, none of the studies include knowledge about the driver’s behavoir
in order to tailor the performance of the TSR system to the driver.
Other open issues include lack of research in finding non-European style
signs and detected signs are hard to relate to their surroundings.
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1. Motivation
Abstract
This study compares the performance of sign detection based on synthetic training data to
the performance of detection based on real-world training images. Viola-Jones detectors are
created for 4 different traffic signs with both synthetic and real data, and varying numbers of
training samples. The detectors are tested and compared. The result is that while others have
successfully used synthetic training data in a classification context, it does not seem to be a
good solution for detection. Even when the synthetic data covers a large part of the parameter
space, it still performs significantly worse than real-world data.
1 Motivation
With the emergence of more advanced sensors embedded in cars, the field of Traffic
Sign Recognition (TSR) has seen increasing interest over the last decade. TSR systems
can be used in a number of scenarios, ranging from Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS) - as described in [14] - to fully autonomous cars.
Many sign detection systems (see section 2) rely on large amounts of training data
to work. Over the past two years, a few traffic sign datasets has shown up: The GTSRB
dataset [13, 12], the Swedish Traffic Signs Dataset [6], and the KUL Belgium Traffic
Signs Dataset. A commonality among these datasets is that they contain European
Signs conforming to the Vienna Convention. Since signs differ from region to region
and in many cases from country to country, an interesting proposition is to use syn-
thetically generated training data, saving a lot of time and effort in gathering the data.
Synthetic training data has not yet been widely used in the field of TSR, but is worth
researching since very few datasets from outside of Europe exist. A recent survey [9]
shows that research on the detection and recognition of traffic signs outside countries
conforming to the Vienna Convertion on traffic signs is lacking in general. This paper
investigates if using synthetic data for the detection of traffic signs is feasible.
The role and importance of high quality, representative datasets in the develop-
ment of TSR systems cannot be overemphasized. Collection of such datasets is an
expensive task (in time as well as effort). Issues in training, annotations in the real-
world, and semi-supervised learning for object recognition is treated in [11]. Since
signs have a well-defined appearance, the idea of using synthetic data emerge. The
use of synthetic training in sign detection is not yet widespread, prompting this paper.
Our paper is focused closely on the generation of synthetic training data for detection
purposes. It is also the first of its kind dealing with US signs. In [4, 3], generation
of synthetic data specifically for classification is investigated. In [10], some aspects of
detecting non-US signs with synthetic data is discussed. The detection task is some-
what harder the classification due to the lack of knowledge about whether a sign is
present, where it is, and what size it has.
The following section briefly covers the general workings of TSR systems, followed
by a section on how we generate synthetic training data. Towards the end of the
paper, the performance of synthetic training data is compared to the performance of
real-world training data when used to train a simple AdaBoost cascade with Haar-like
features [15].
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Fig. B.1: Flow for ML-based TSR-systems. The stages can be trained with synthetic or real-world
data, and two stages does not have to be trained with the same type.
2 TSR: General approaches
Overviews of TSR can be found in [9, 8, 2]. TSR can be split into two main stages:
Sign detection and sign classification, as seen in fig. B.1. Not all detection approaches
require training as such, since they are using a theoretical model of the sign, based
on e.g. the shape. With that said, many papers present ML based approaches. In
[1], an AdaBoost Cascade similar to the one used in this paper was used, albeit on
specific color channels. In [5], the image is segmented with a HSI threshold and
then classifies the resulting blobs using a linear SVM on DtB features. DtB features
are measurements of the distance between the edge of the blob and its rectangular
bounding box.
3 Synthetic training data for detection
The question this paper tries to answer is: Can we substitute real-world training data
with synthetic in ML based sign detection systems? The idea is to generate synthetic
training images from a drawn template. Template examples can be seen in fig. B.2.
The goal is to emulate how signs of the given type might look on pictures from
the real world. In order to do this, several transformations are made randomly to the
template:
Hue variations emulates faded signs and color casts due to lighting of the natural
(a) Pedestrian
crossing
(b) Signal ahead (c) Stop (d) Speed limit
Fig. B.2: Examples of typical US sign templates.
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3. Synthetic training data for detection
(a) Synthetic training im-
ages. Template in fig. B.2a
(b) Real-world training im-
ages.
(c) Synthetic training images.
Template in fig. B.2c
(d) Real-world training im-
ages.
Fig. B.3: Samples from the training image sets.
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Table B.1: Results of the comparative evaluations of detectors
Training type Training images (posi-
tive/negative)
Stages Signs to find TP FP FN
Stop
Real-world 1218/2500 20 103 76 (73.8%) 11 27
Real-world 1686/3000 20 103 75 (72.8%) 8 28
Synthetic 1218/2500 17 103 18 (17.5%) 2 85
Synthetic 5000/10000 19 103 26 (25.2%) 5 77
Synthetic 1218/2500 10 103 60 (58.3%) 1500 43
Pedestrian crossing
Real-world 364/800 20 40 29 (72.5%) 10 11
Real-world 1044/2000 20 40 30 (75%) 2 10
Synthetic 364/800 14 40 11 (27.5%) 28 29
Speed limit 35
Real-world 253/500 20 21 15 (71.4%) 1 6
Synthetic 253/500 7 21 5 (23.8%) 32 16
Synthetic 2000/4000 7 21 6 (28.6%) 6 15
Signal ahead
Real-world 597/1500 20 56 42 (75%) 10 14
Real-world 859/2000 20 56 38 (67.9%) 4 18
Synthetic 597/1500 13 56 14 (25%) 117 49
Synthetic 2000/4000 13 56 16 (28.6%) 53 48
scene. Done by adding to/subtracting from the hue-parameter in the HSV
color space.
Lighting variations emulates shadows and variations in exposure. Done by adding
to/subtracting from the value-parameter in the HSV color space.
Rotations around the x-, y-, and z-axis with the origin in the center of the template.
Emulates signs captured from different perspectives.
Backgrounds taken from a real image are added to the template. This emulates the
various backgrounds a sign might have in real life.
Gaussian blur is added to emulate an unfocused camera. It should be noted that
Gaussian blur does not really emulate the bokeh produced by an unfocused
lens, but emulating bokeh properly is not a straightforward task, and it would
likely not give any notable detection benefit.
Gaussian noise to emulate sensor noise.
Occlusions are added in the form of tree branches growing in front of some signs.
Each transformation should be applied with a random parameter within some
realistic boundaries. Samples of training images can be seen in fig. B.3.
To evaluate whether the synthetic datasets cover the same variance in appearance
as the real-world data, we compare the distributions in intensity- and blur-values
among training sets. In fig. B.4a a plot of the mean of the intensities in the training
images is shown. Each point in the plot is a single image. Data for the detectors of
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(a)
(b)
Fig. B.4: Distribution of two parameters in the training sets.
two different signs is shown. In a few sets, the intensity span does not match, but
the large 5000 image stop sign set is similar to real-world data. Another parameter is
shown in fig. B.4b: Blur. Blur is calculated as
B =
1
n
n
∑
i=0
ei (B.1)
where B is the blur-value, n is the number of vertical edges in an image and ei is
the edge width of a specific edge pixel, given as the distance between the pixels with
the local maximum and minimum intensity around the edge pixel. The measure is
described further in [7]. This shows that the blur variance is covered well by the
synthetic data.
4 Comparative evaluation
To compare the synthetic training data to training data obtained from real footage, a
simple Viola-Jones based detector [15] was trained for the four sign types illustrated in
fig. B.2. The choice of detection algorithm is not crucial, as the purpose of this paper
is not to find a perfect traffic sign detector, but rather look at the relative differences
between detectors trained with synthetic and real-world images. It was trained with
an image size of 20x20 pixels in all cases, except for the rectangular speed limit sign,
trained with 18x24 pixels.
The detectors created with various numbers of training images was tested on a set
of real-world images, collected from cars in conjunction with this lab’s research. The
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results can be seen in table B.1.
With all signs, the real-world data performs significantly better than the synthetic
data. Providing more training data in the synthetic case does help, but even a large
increase (more than a doubling) of the training data does not make the synthetic data
perform comparably to the real-word data. All detectors were trained with a target
of 20 stages, but some terminated earlier due to a sufficiently good fit to the training
data, and others were lowered to give better detection performance at the cost of more
false positives. It is indeed possible for the synthetic detector to find more true signs,
but at a huge cost in false positives, and still not as good as the real-world detector.
Even in the cases (like the stop sign detector with 5000/10000 training images)
where the synthetic data spans nearly the same space as the real-world detector, the
synthetic detector fails to achieve a detection rate anywhere near the real-world data.
5 Concluding remarks
We discussed a research study to assess the feasibility of using carefully synthesized
training datasets for developing traffic sign detectors. In this research, output from
a synthetic training generator has been used to train a stock AdaBoost cascade and
its performance compared with real-world training images. The real-world training
data consistently performs significantly better than the synthetic training data, even
in cases where the synthetic data seems to span a similar set of appearances. This
leads to the conclusion that there is simply no substitute for real-world images in the
case of detection.
An ML-approach to setting the synthetic data generation parameters would be a
logical place to go from here, if further study of synthetic data for detection is desired.
It is also possible that the system could benefit from further transformations to the
template image, such as motion blur. Other works have shown promising results in
using synthetic training data for classification of signs. An interesting direction of
research could be to explore hybrid (real and synthetic) datasets for TSR approaches.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
This paper presents a comprehensive research study of the detection of US traffic signs. Until
now, the research in Traffic Sign Recognition systems has been centered on European traffic
signs, but signs can look very different across different parts of the world, and a system which
works well in Europe may indeed not work in the US. We go over the recent advances in
traffic sign detection and discuss the differences in signs across the world. Then we present
a comprehensive extension to the publicly available LISA-TS traffic sign dataset, almost dou-
bling its size, now with HD-quality footage. The extension is made with testing of tracking
sign detection systems in mind, providing videos of traffic sign passes. We apply the Integral
Channel Features and Aggregate Channel Features detection methods to US traffic signs and
show performance numbers outperforming all previous research on US signs (while also per-
forming similarly to the state of the art on European signs). Integral Channel Features have
previously been used successfully for European signs, while Aggregate Channel Features have
never been applied to the field of traffic signs. We take a look at the performance differences
between the two methods and analyze how they perform on very distinctive signs, as well as
white, rectangular signs, which tend to blend into their environment.
1 Introduction
Traffic sign detection has become an important topic of attention, not only for re-
searchers in intelligent vehicles and driver assistance areas but also those active in the
machine vision area. Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) generally consists of two layers,
detection and classification. With the German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark
(GTSRB) in 2011, the classification problem was largely solved. To achieve a fully
functional TSR system, the detection step needs to work as well. With the introduc-
tion of the German Traffic Sign Detection Benchmark (GTSDB) competition, a good
amount of work has been done to that effect, even with suggestions of the detection
problem being solved [13]. We contend that while good progress has definitely been
made, the research community is not quite there yet.
Not all traffic signs look the same, especially the US signs are significantly differ-
ent in appearance from those in Europe. Systems which do not consider them cannot
be expected to perform in the same manner as for what they are designed for - namely
almost exclusively European signs. We have taken a fresh look at the specific issues,
challenges, features, and evaluation of US traffic signs in a comprehensive manner. To
do this in a systematic way, the very first order of business is to draw out differences
in how these signs appear. Given these rather stark appearance differences, we un-
dertook a major database collection, annotation, organization, and public distribution
effort. Secondly, we explored the overall landscape of appearance based object detec-
tion research - including European traffic signs - and carefully selected the two most
promising approaches, one (Integral Channel Features) which has offered very good
results on European signs and another (Aggregate Channel Features) which was very
recently introduced in the literature, but has never been applied to the traffic sign
case.
TSR is becoming more and more relevant, as cars obtain better and better Ad-
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vanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), and driving becomes more and more au-
tomated. While mapping-based indexing of traffic signs can replace in-situ recogni-
tion to some extent, it will never be able to work in changing road conditions, such as
road work, and furthermore the initial sign locations and types must be determined
somehow in the first place. Until the infrastructure is updated to include wireless
transponders in all traffic signs, TSR will have its place in cars.
No matter the application, detecting and recognizing signs on individual images is
not sufficient. If every new detection in a video feed is treated as a new sign, the driver
(human or not) will quickly be overwhelmed by notifications. Instead detections must
be grouped so all detections pertaining to the same physical sign are treated like the
single sign it is. The temporal grouping of detections may also have a positive impact
on the classification, since more than one image can be used to determine the sign
type. For temporal grouping, tracking comes into play. There has been some research
into tracking of traffic signs [12, 14], but it is still in its infancy. One of the issues in
traffic sign tracking is that no suitable dataset exists for that purpose, something the
dataset extension put forth in this paper addresses, even though we do not tackle that
issue in the experiments here.
The primary goal of this paper is to present the most comprehensive treatment of
the US Traffic Sign Detection studies. Specifically, this paper makes following three
contributions:
• We show that while traffic sign detection has indeed come a long way over the
last couple of years, international variations in traffic sign designs mean that
the problem is by no means solved yet.
• We test two state-of-the-art detection schemes (ICF and ACF) on traffic signs
from different countries, with special focus on US signs, which have largely
been ignored by the community. We compare their results and achieve state-of-
the-art detection results on both European and US signs.
• We introduce a comprehensive extension to the LISA Traffic Sign Dataset [16]
which allows for detailed testing of traffic sign tracking.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section we cover the latest related
studies in the field of traffic sign detection. Section 3 briefly covers what traffic signs
are, and especially how traffic sign differ among countries. We also present the ex-
tended LISA Traffic Sign Dataset. Section 4 describes which detection methods we
evaluate. In section 5 we pit the detection methods against each other.
2 Related studies
Traffic sign detection has been researched seriously for about a decade. For a general
overview, as well as a survey of the research up until 2012, we refer the reader to [16].
Since 2012, the efforts in detection have been stepped up. Following the successes in
pedestrian detection, many of those methods have been repurposed for traffic signs.
The great catalyst for the recent progress has been the German Traffic Sign Detec-
tion Benchmark (GTSDB)[8], which has really pushed the state-of-the-art detection
performance to near-perfection on European signs.
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Previously, the field was split in model-based and learning-based approaches,
but recently the learning-based methods have taken over completely in defining the
state-of-the-art. Thus, all the front-runners in the GTSDB competition were learning
based. The competition encompassed 18 teams and 3 teams were considered the top
performers: Team VISICS[13], Team Litsi[10], and Team wgy@HIT501[27]. Team VISICS
use the Integral Channel Features (ChnFtrs or ICF) proposed by Dollár et. al.[6] for
pedestrian detection and later improved in [3]. The same method is evaluated in this
paper, along with its successor, Aggregate Channel Features. Team Litsi first estab-
lishes regions of interest with color classification and shape matching and the detect
signs using HOG and color histograms with an SVM, features somewhat similar to
ICF. Finally, Team wgy@HIT501 uses HOG features, finding candidates with LDA and
performing a more fine-grained detection using HOG with IK-SVM. In essence, all
three approaches are rather similar, especially when it comes to features. Another
recent paper presenting work on the GTSDB dataset is [11], which shows somewhat
worse detection performance than the competitors above, but at a faster speed.
For US traffic signs, the activity has been less enthusiastic. Only a few recent stud-
ies take on US traffic signs. In 2012, [15] evaluated whether synthetic training data of
US signs could be used successfully to train a rudimentary detector, but performance
for the synthetic training data was poor compared to real-world images. Also in 2012,
Staudenmaier et. al. [23] (building on their previous paper [24]) showed a Bayesian
Classifier Cascade with intensity features and tensor features (which describe edges).
They detect US speed limit signs at a good rate above 90%, but with several false
positives per image, much, much worse than the current European state-of-the-art
systems. Abukhait et. al. [1] use a shape-based detector to find US speed limit signs -
note the model-based, rather than learning-based approach. The detector is part of a
full recognition system, and the only reported performance figure is a detection rate
of about 88%, but without mention of false positive rates. Stepping back in time to
2008, Keller et. al. [9] worked on detection of US speed limit signs using a voting
based rectangle detector (see also [2]) followed by an AdaBoost classifier. Moutarde
et. al. [17, 18] also tackled the case of US speed limit signs using a proprietary rectan-
gle detector. Finally, a precursor to this study was presented in 2014[14]. To the best
of our knowledge, no other US sign based works have been published to date. The ex-
isting papers have generally focused on speed limit signs, and achieved significantly
worse performance than what we see in the GTSDB.
3 Traffic signs: International conventions and dif-
ferences
The bulk of the research in TSR systems has laid in European signs, or more specifi-
cally signs conforming to the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals [16, 26].
The Vienna Convention has been ratified in 62 countries, as illustrated in fig. C.1, so
as an initial effort, going after those designs is reasonable. Note that while Australia
and Japan have not ratified the convention, they largely design their signs in similar
ways to Europe. The same holds true to a lesser extent for China. In other words, the
Vienna Convention covers most of Europe and some of Asia, but leaves large parts of
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Fig. C.1: Countries which have ratified the Vienna Convention on Road Signs and Signals. Note
that apart from these, Japan, Australia, and to a lesser extent China also follows it, even though
they did not ratify it. Data source: [26]
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. C.2: Examples of Vienna Convention signs. (a) Keep right, superclass mandatory. Sign
D15,3. (b) Left turn, superclass danger. Sign A41-2. (c) 60 km/h speed limit, superclass pro-
hibitory. Sign C55.
the world out, most notably the Americas and south east Asia. Also Africa, though
that continent is probably less of a market for ADAS at the moment.
The differences in sign designs matter very much in a detection context. Fig. C.2
shows a typical sign from each of the major sign superclasses in Europe: Mandatory,
danger, and prohibitory. Each class is very distinctive, not only from the others, but
also from most things in the real world. They all have both a rather distinctive shape
and a strongly colored border/background. US signs are not in exactly the same
classes, but fig. C.3 shows the matching US signs. Fig. C.4 shows more examples of
US signs. From the outset, three things are obvious:
1. US signs bear little to no resemblance to Vienna Convention signs, at the very
least requiring re-training of any detector.
2. The strong visual structure in Vienna Convention signs is less present in US
signs. The strongest visual clue for US signs is the yellow diamond of warning
signs, but even that is not present for all warning signs. The stop sign (which is
identical with its Vienna Convention counterpart) is also visually strong. How-
ever, most other signs are just white rectangles of varying aspect ratios, which
should be challenging to standard detectors which often rely heavily on color
cues.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. C.3: US signs corresponding to the Vienna Convention signs in fig. C.2. (a) Keep right,
superclass traffic movement. Sign R4-7. (b) Left turn, superclass warning. Sign W1-1. (c) 50 mph
speed limit, superclass speed limit. Sign R2-1. Image source: [22]
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Fig. C.4: Examples of US signs. (a) Sign R1-1. (b) Sign R5-1. (c) Sign R4-1. (d) Sign R1-2. (e)
Sign R12-1. (f) Sign W3-1. (g) Sign W5-2. (h) Sign W14-2. (i) Sign W14-2a. (j) Sign W14-3. Image
source: [22]
3. Many US signs contain only text to convey their message, as opposed to Vienna
Convention signs which mostly use icons and pictograms.
Given these large differences to Vienna Convention signs, and the size of the car
market in the US, it is surprising that in [16], only two studies were concerned with
US traffic signs, and as we describe in the previous section on related studies, not
many have come out since the publication of the review.
3.1 Dataset
In order to properly train and evaluate TSR systems, traffic sign datasets are needed.
In [16], the LISA Traffic Sign Dataset was introduced. In this paper we announce a
very large extension of the LISA Traffic Sign Dataset, which almost doubles its size
with the addition of annotated high-resolution color images. The LISA-TS Extension
is split into a training set with every 5th frame annotated and a test set with every
frame annotated, so it is also suitable for testing traffic sign tracking systems. Tracking
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is outside of the scope of this paper, but see [14] for a simple tracking experiment and
[12] for a more advanced solution.
The extension has been collected in and around San Diego, California on urban
streets during the spring of 2014. All images were captured with a Point Grey FL3
color camera at the resolution of 1280x960 at approximately 15 fps. Weather condi-
tions are generally dry and sunny or cloudy.
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(a) (b)
Fig. C.5: Histograms of the (a) heights and (b) aspect ratios of the annotated signs. Statistics for
the original dataset and for the extension have been overlaid for easy comparison.
Table C.1 shows statistics about both LISA-TS and LISA-TS Extension, and com-
pares them to the two other relevant detection datasets, the German Traffic Sign De-
tection set (GTSD)[8] and the Belgium Traffic Sign Detection set (BTSD)[13]. When
LISA-TS and LISA-TS Extension are combined, the dataset size exceeds even BTSD.
Fig. C.5 shows the size and aspect ratio distributions for the original LISA-TS
set and the LISA-TS Extension. Height-wise we see a similar distribution on both
datasets, but shifted towards larger sizes for the extension. This fits well with the
extension being higher resolution (sizes are measured in pixels) and the similar dis-
tributions show that both datasets cover signs at approximately the same distances.
With regards to aspect ratio, the distributions are also similar. Many signs have an as-
pect ratio of 1.0 - this covers round, square and octagonal signs, and the remaining are
around 0.8, which fits well with speed limit signs and other rectangular signs. Ratios
outside of this is explained by non-orthogonal viewing angles, which can significantly
distort the sign in the image plane.
Position heatmaps are shown in fig. C.6, one for the original set and one for the
extension. In both cases most signs are clearly positioned along the right shoulder
of the road, as expected. The original set is somewhat less clearly defined than the
extension, undoubtedly because the original set was captured from different vehicles
with slightly differing camera positions, whereas the extension has been captured
with a single vehicle with a fixed camera position.
Qualitatively, there are some differences between LISA-TS and LISA-TS Extension.
LISA-TS predominantly consists of low resolution images, some in grayscale, but was
captured over a larger area in Southern California. LISA-TS Extension has consistent
high-res color images, all captured from the same rig, ensuring similar images across
the set. It also has a dedicated test set. The Extension was captured in and around
San Diego. Both datasets suffer from the magnificent sunny Californian weather, so
researchers interested in evaluating their algorithms in adverse weather conditions
should look elsewhere.
LISA-TS is used as the benchmarking dataset for the sign-detection part of the
VIVA 2015 workshop1 at Intelligent Vehicles Symposium, 2015. For a further overview
1http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/vivachallenge/
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(a) (b)
Fig. C.6: Heatmaps showing the positions of annotations in the frame for (a) the original dataset
and (b) the extension. The contours of the road can almost be seen in the plots, especially in
the extension, which has been captured using an identical camera setup for all frames. The heat
maps give a very strong hint towards reasonable Regions of Interest for traffic sign detectors.
of other datasets, see [16]. In this paper we use both the GTSD and the expanded
LISA-TS dataset.
4 Detection methods
We evaluate two state-of-the-art detection methods on traffic sign detection: Integral
Channel Features and Aggregate Channel Features. Both are adapted from pedes-
trian detection and the first has previously been used for traffic sign detection with
great success[13]. Our implementation takes its starting point in the Matlab code of
Piotr Dollár’s Computer Vision Matlab Toolbox[5], with the settings based on his as
well. We also discuss image pre-processing, as we find that color normalization is ab-
solutely crucial for good detection performance. Figure C.7 shows the flow of a TSR
system. Some systems may incorporate just a subset of the blocks shown, but we have
included all to give the reader an understanding of the full process. In this paper we
focus on capturing (via the dataset capture), pre-processing, feature extraction, and
detection. Tracking is not part of the experiments presented here.
4.1 Image pre-processing
We use contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE)[28] to normalize
colors in the input images. It is a type of histogram equalization which works on
tiles in the image, in order to reduce the excessive contrast and noise that may arise
from ordinary histogram equalization. Ordinary histogram equalization is done by
mapping pixels to a different value based on the cumulative distribution function
(CDF) of pixel values in the image. Adaptive Histogram Equalization (AHE), which
is slightly simpler than CLAHE, works by performing this transformation for each
pixel only by considering the CDF of pixels nearby - a tile. This means that contrast is
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Capture Registration
Pre-
processing ROI selection
Feature
extraction
• Color
• Shape
Detection Classification
Fig. C.7: Flowchart of a typical TSR system. A picture is captured and if the systems supports
detailed real-world positioning of signs, a registration of this image happens. Afterwards, some
pre-processing takes place, usually color normalization followed by an ROI-selection if necessary.
This can speed up detection by only looking in relevant parts of the image. Usually the ROI is
hardcoded in advance, but saliency measures may also be used. Then relevant features are
extracted, most often from a sliding window, detection happens, and finally the detected signs
are classified. Some systems contain only some of these blocks, and some systems have this
pipeline running in parallel for different sign superclasses.
locally enhanced. A potential problem arises with AHE, though. If a tile is uniform, its
CDF has a strong peak, which amplifies pixel noise. CLAHE attempts to combat this
by clipping the peak of the CDF so no pixels are too heavily amplified. To speed up
computation, the equalization is performed in non-overlapping tiles, which are then
blended using bilinear interpolation. Fig. C.8 shows the precision-recall curve for
stop sign detection with and without CLAHE, clearly demonstrating the importance
of this step.
4.2 Integral Channel Features
Integral Channel Features (ICF, sometimes also abbreviated as ChnFtrs) was first pre-
sented by Piotr Dollár for pedestrian detection [6], and recently repurposed by Math-
ias et. al. [13] to achieve near-perfect detection on GTSD. In this paper we put this
algorithm to the test on US traffic signs.
The method has two key ingredients: Features computed over 10 different “chan-
nels” of the image, and detection using a boosted decision forest. First, the input
image is split into 10 channels. The channels used are the three LUV color channels,
one for unoriented gradient magnitude, and six for gradients in varying directions.
For each of these channels, first-order Haar-like features are computed. This is simply
the difference of the sum of two different rectangular image regions. While higher-
order features are a possibility, the gain from those is very low. Feature computation
is sped up by using the integral image of each channel, C, defined as
CCj(x, y) = ∑
x′≤x,y′≤y
Cj(x′, y′), j = 1, . . . , D (C.1)
where D is the number of channels. In [13], detectors for each sign are trained for
various skewed aspect ratios, to account for non-orthogonal viewing angles. We found
only negligible performance gains from this and thus do not have that as part of our
training.
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Fig. C.8: Precision-recall curves for detection of stop signs with and without color pre-
processing. The advantage of color pre-processing is evident across the curve.
After the features are computed, an AdaBoost classifier is learned with depth-2
decision trees as weak learners. This classifier is then run on a sliding window on the
input image.
4.3 Aggregate Channel Features
In 2014, Dollár et. al. published an enhanced version of ICF, called Aggregate Channel
Features (ACF)[4]. Ostensibly, ACF was introduced as a faster alternative to ICF, but
in some cases it shows better detection performance as well. The basic principle about
computing features across channels is the same as ICF, and indeed the same channels
are used. The Haar-like features are replaced with an even simpler scheme: summing
up blocks of pixels at various scales. This is obviously faster than computing the
already simple Haar features, but as we shall see provides similar and sometimes
even better detection. The boosted decision forest is preserved as the classifier of
choice.
5 Evaluations
We evaluate the two detectors on both the GTSD (to verify that we can replicate the
near-perfect results of [13]) and more importantly on the LISA-TS, to show how the
methods work on US signs and highlight the challenges unique to US traffic signs.
The PASCAL measure [7] has been used to determine detection rates, as is standard.
A detection is considered true if the overlap of the detection bounding box and the
annotation is more than 50%:
ao ≡
area(BBdt ∩ BBgt)
area(BBdt ∪ BBgt)
> 0.5 (C.2)
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Table C.2: LISA-TS training and testing statistics
Number of images
Superclass Training Test
Diamond 1229 406
Stop 1182 1152
NoTurn 185 83
SpeedLimit 750 680
Fig. C.9: Precision-recall curves for detection of Vienna convention mandatory signs, prohibitory
signs, and danger signs. Both ICF and ACF are shown for each superclass. Note that the axes
are zoomed to provide a more detailed picture.
where BBdt is the bounding box of the detection and BBgt the bounding box of the
ground truth.
5.1 European signs
The GTSB is divided into a separate training and test set and spans 4 superclasses:
prohibitory signs (circular with a red border), mandatory signs (circular and blue), dan-
ger signs (triangular with a red border), and other signs, comprising all signs which do
not fit in any of the three other categories. Other is a very diverse category spanning
many shapes and colors, and since it was not considered in the GTSD benchmark, we
also ignore it.
Results for each of the three superclasses are shown in fig. C.9. ACF detects
danger signs perfectly - no misses and no false positives. The detection is close to
perfect for the remaining two classes as well. Overall, the performance is comparable
to that of Mathias et. al. in [13]. We fare a little worse on prohibitory signs at an
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)
Fig. C.10: Examples of Vienna convention signs which ICF misses. By row: Danger, mandatory
and prohibitory.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)
Fig. C.11: Examples of false positives on Vienna convention signs for ICF. By row: Danger,
mandatory and prohibitory.
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Fig. C.12: Precision-recall curves for detection of US stop signs, warning signs, and no-turn
signs. Both ICF and ACF are shown for each superclass. Note that the axes are zoomed to
provide a more detailed picture.
Area Under Curve (AUC) of 99.58/99.86 for ICF/ACF vs. their 100 and a little better
on mandatory signs with 98.52/98.38 vs. their 96.98. ICF generally performs very
slightly lower than ACF, due to just a few troublesome images, see figures C.10 and
C.11. It is not impossible that both could be further tweaked to obtain perfect scores.
5.2 US signs
We tested the algorithms on the extended LISA-TS dataset, split up into a training set
and a test set. In total, the training set comprise 3346 pictures and the test set contains
2321 pictures. Details for each superclass can be seen in table C.2.
Detection results for US signs are shown in fig. C.12. The precision-recall is gen-
erally worse than for European signs, though the diamond superclass just barely sur-
passes the European mandatory superclass. This shows that even the best performing
methods for European signs do not necessarily generalize to other traffic sign design
schemes. It is also clear that ACF performs significantly better than ICF for US signs,
whereas the difference for European signs was much less pronounced. Diving into
the numbers, diamond signs are still detected with what can be considered very good
performance with an AUC of 98.98 for ACF. The two other superclasses also have an
AUC above 95, but there is room for improvement. Examples of false detections and
misses can be seen in fig. C.13 and C.14.
5.3 US speed limit signs
As shown above, ICF and especially ACF performs very well on European signs and
“easy” US superclasses. Common for all these signs is that they have very strong color
and shape cues. But a large amount of US signs are not that easy to distinguish (see
section 3). Many are simply white rectangles. A good representative of this design is
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(k) (l) (m) (n) (o)
Fig. C.13: Examples of false positive on US signs. Each row is one superclass: Stop, diamond,
and no turn.
the speed limit superclass, shown in fig. C.3c. Thus, we dedicate this section to that
specific superclass.
We have run both our ICF and ACF detector on this superclass, and indeed the
performance is worse. Fig. C.15 shows precision-recall curves for both detectors. The
other US superclasses have been added for reference. The performance is significantly
worse than for the more salient superclasses with AUCs under 90 for both detectors.
Still, we note that the performance is much better than the competing US sign de-
tection systems mention in Related Studies (section 2). Interestingly, ICF performs
slightly better than ACF for this particular superclass. Since there is no color in these
signs, the LUV channels used by both detection schemes have very limited impact,
other than discarding brightly colored objects. It is also unlikely that a better color
normalization scheme will have a significant impact, as was the case for colored signs.
Examples of false detections and misses can be seen in fig. C.16.
We consider detection of this superclass and its colorless rectangular siblings an
open problem. Note also that in this study, we have only looked at speed limit signs,
and there is a whole host of other very similar designs. It is not clear from this
study whether they should all be lumped together in a monolithic detector, or it is
better to have multiple dedicated detectors. While there can be significantly semantic
difference for humans between a speed limit sign and a do not pass sign, they have
a very similar design, pointing towards the monolithic solution. On the other hand,
speed limit signs have very large characters for the numbers, a visual contrast to other
text based signs. Furthermore, some signs like that in fig. C.3a contain no text at all.
It is also worth considering that many of the white rectangular signs have different
aspect ratios.
5.4 Channel analysis
To better understand the contributions of individual components in detection for dif-
ferent signs, we have run detectors using color channels only and shape channels
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
(k) (l) (m)
Fig. C.14: Examples of missed US signs. Each row is one superclass: Stop, diamond, and no
turn.
Fig. C.15: Precision-recall curves for detection of US speed limit signs. For comparison, stop
signs, warning signs, and no-turn signs are also shown. Both ICF and ACF are shown for each
superclass. The axes are zoomed to provide a more detailed picture, but not as much as for
previous figures.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)
Fig. C.16: Examples of troublesome US speed limit signs. First row shows missed signs and
second row shows false positives.
(a)
(b)
Fig. C.17: Detection performance using a) only color channels and b) only shape channels for
stop and speed limit signs. Shape is a stronger cue.
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only (fig. C.17). The broad conclusion is that shape is a stronger cue than color. In
particular for ICF, where the shape-only detection is close to the performance with all
channels for both superclasses - ICF also fails completely on speed limit signs when
only color is used. ACF shows a stronger reliance on color cues, though shape is still
the most important. This helps explain why ICF performs better than ACF for speed
limit signs when all channels are used. Overall, it is interesting to see how differently
color and shape contribute in the two methods, given that both methods are building
on the same principles. In all cases, though, the combined detector performs better
than either of the channel subsets on their own.
Unsurprisingly, color detection works much better on stop signs which have a
strong red color, than on speed limit signs, which are just white so the color cue can
only be used to discard strongly colored candidate windows.
6 Concluding remarks
Traffic sign detection has come far on European signs, but not much attention has
been given to US signs. This study remedies this discrepancy, by bringing detection
of some US sign types - diamond warning signs, stop signs, and no turn signs - up
on par with detection rates for European traffic signs with AUCs of 98.98, 96.11. and
96.17, respectively. We test the established ICF detector on US signs and are the first
to bring the newer and (in some cases) better ACF algorithm to the domain of traffic
sign detection.
Our analysis shows that while we achieve better detection rates on speed limit
signs than any studies before us, there is still work to be done on that particular
superclass. It is not a given that the methods tested in this paper are the way to go
when detecting signs with limited color- and shape cues. Furthermore we provide a
large extension to the existing LISA-TS traffic sign dataset, which is publicly available
and the only large-scale dataset of US traffic signs in existence.
The most obvious place to direct future research - at least in pure detection -
is to push the boundary in detection of US speed limit signs and all the visually
related white rectangular signs. Of course tracking is also very relevant for combining
distinct detections of the same sign into a single entity, but as indicated by [14], very
complicated tracking schemes are perhaps unnecessary in the TSR domain.
A detection method based off of the same methods used here was presented in
[19], and it might be possible to adapt to traffic signs and account for detection of
traffic signs which are significantly skewed with respect to the image plane. Another
interesting aspect could be to combine traffic sign detection with vehicle detection
[21] for a more holistic understanding of the traffic situation - for example when a
sign signals a lane merge, the position of other cars is very relevant.
Finally, combining a TSR system with a driver attention estimation system, such
as in [25], could result in a driver assistance system which dynamically informs the
driver only about relevant signs he or she has not seen. This could significantly reduce
the rate of signs missed by the driver, while also not causing information overload - as
shown in [20] there are whole classes of signs which drivers are very bad at noticing,
so such a system would certainly be valuable.
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1 LISA US Traffic Sign Data Set: Expanded Ver-
sion
The LISA Traffic Sign Dataset is the first and only publicly available data set con-
taining US traffic signs. It was introduced in the 2012 paper Vision based Traffic Sign
Detection and Analysis for Intelligent Driver Assistance Systems: Perspectives and Survey
by Andreas Møgelmose, Mohan M. Trivedi, and Thomas B. Moeslund [16].
It is intended to be used in the development of Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR)
systems. The original dataset was captured and released in 2012. In 2014, an extension
was made to include higher resolution color images and a dedicated test set where
every frame is annotated, to facilitate evaluation of traffic sign tracking systems.
LISA-TS can be downloaded from http://cvrr.ucsd.edu/LISA/lisa-traffic-sign-dataset.
html.
Main highlights of the contents and classes of the LISA-TS data set are presented
below.
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1.1 Breakdown by class
Original dataset
Superclasses
3314 warning 1508 speed limit
73 noTurn
Detailed classes
294 addedLane 34 slow
37 curveLeft 11 speedLimit15
50 curveRight 349 speedLimit25
35 dip 140 speedLimit30
23 doNotEnter 538 speedLimit35
9 doNotPass 73 speedLimit40
2 intersection 141 speedLimit45
331 keepRight 48 speedLimit50
210 laneEnds 2 speedLimit55
266 merge 74 speedLimit65
47 noLeftTurn 132 speedLimitUrdbl
26 noRightTurn 1821 stop
1085 pedestrianCrossing 168 stopAhead
11 rampSpeedAdvisory20 5 thruMergeLeft
5 rampSpeedAdvisory35 7 thruMergeRight
3 rampSpeedAdvisory40 19 thruTrafficMergeLeft
29 rampSpeedAdvisory45 60 truckSpeedLimit55
16 rampSpeedAdvisory50 32 turnLeft
3 rampSpeedAdvisoryUrdbl 92 turnRight
77 rightLaneMustTurn 236 yield
53 roundabout 57 yieldAhead
133 school 21 zoneAhead25
105 schoolSpeedLimit25 20 zoneAhead45
925 signalAhead
In total: 7855 sign annotations
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Dataset extension: Training
Superclasses
1232 warning 752 speed limit
184 noTurn
Detailed classes
2 addedLane 91 school
20 bicyclesMayUseFullLane 428 signalAhead
50 curveLeft 4 speedBumpsAhead
59 curveRight 17 speedLimit15
39 doNotEnter 259 speedLimit25
11 intersection 90 speedLimit30
24 intersectionLaneControl 158 speedLimit35
127 keepRight 92 speedLimit40
47 laneEnds 80 speedLimit45
6 leftAndUTurnControl 53 speedLimit50
18 merge 3 speedLimit60
73 noLeftAndUTurn 1181 stop
8 noParking 86 stopAhead
16 noRightTurn 4 yieldAhead
95 noUTurn 8 yieldToPedestrian
523 pedestrianCrossing
In total: 3672 sign annotations
Dataset extension: Testing
Superclasses
461 warning 679 speed limit
82 noTurn
Detailed classes
13 curveRight 40 signalAhead
17 dip 406 speedLimit25
21 doNotEnter 264 speedLimit30
11 keepRight 9 speedLimit45
37 merge 1151 stop
29 noLeftTurn 86 stopAhead
53 noUTurn 43 turnRight
80 pedestrianCrossing 145 warningUrdbl
17 school
In total: 2422 sign annotations
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1.2 List of superclasses
warning addedLane speedLimit speedLimit15
curveLeft speedLimit25
curveRight speedLimit30
dip speedLimit35
intersection speedLimit40
laneEnds speedLimit45
merge speedLimit50
pedestrianCrossing speedLimit55
roundAbout speedLimit60
signalAhead speedLimit65
slow
speedBumpsAhead
stopAhead
thruMergeLeft
thruMergeRight
turnLeft
turnRight
yieldAhead
warningUrdbl
noTurn noLeftAndUTurn
noUTurn
noLeftTurn
noRightTurn
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1. Introduction
Abstract
Detecting pedestrians is still a challenging task for automotive vision system due the extreme
variability of targets, lighting conditions, occlusions, and high speed vehicle motion. A lot of
research has been focused on this problem in the last 10 years and detectors based on classifiers
has gained a special place among the different approaches presented. This work presents a state-
of-the-art pedestrian detection system based on a two stages classifier. Candidates are extracted
with a Haar cascade classifier trained with the DaimlerDB dataset and then validated through
part-based HOG classifier with the aim of lowering the number of false positives. The surviving
candidates are then filtered with a feature-based tracking to enhance the recognition robustness
and improve the results’ stability. The system has been implemented on a prototype vehicle and
offers high performance in terms of several metrics, such as detection rate, false positives per
hour, and frame rate. The novelty of this system rely in the combination of HOG part-based
approach, tracking based on specific optimized feature and porting on a real prototype.
1 Introduction
Pedestrian detection is a popular field in research on intelligent vehicles, but even
though it has been met with intense research, it is still not a solved problem. Accord-
ing to [9], it is even unlikely that an acceptable detection rate will be reached “without
major leaps in our understanding.” Pedestrian detection has multiple uses, the most
prominent being Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS). The overarching goal
is to equip vehicles with sensing capabilities to detect and act on pedestrians in dan-
gerous situations, where the driver would not be able to avoid a collision. A full
ADAS with regards to pedestrians would as such not only include detection, but also
tracking, orientation, intent analysis, and collision prediction.
Pedestrian detection brings many challenges, as outlined by [23]: high variability
in appearance among pedestrians, cluttered backgrounds, high dynamic scenes with
both pedestrian and camera motion, and strict requirements in both speed and reli-
ability. It follows from this list that there is a high risk of occlusions, but also that
those occlusions might not be present for very long, since all objects in the scene are
moving relatively to each other. Part-based detection systems seem intuitive to cope
well with occlusions, as they do not necessarily require the full body to be present to
make a detection. Also, many existing systems (see Section 2) are plagued by a high
false positive per frame, something that a part-based system can reduce if require-
ments of several body-parts to be detected are put in place. These two motivations
for part-based detection can be somewhat contradictory: narrowing the classification
parameters will reduce the number of false positives but, likewise, the number of true
positives. A tracking technique can be introduced to supply missing detections and
thus counteract this trade-off.
This paper builds on a part-based, staged detection approach, which was first put
forth in [32], providing 4 major contributions:
1. a thorough analysis of the impact of changes in parameters for this algorithm
that goes far beyond what was presented in the initial study.
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2. An expansion of the system to a full-fledged ADAS, not just a detection algo-
rithm, and a discussion of the requirements put upon the full system from such
an application.
3. The use of more pedestrian related training and test sets, where the original
paper used the INRIA dataset [7], which is a more general purpose person
dataset.
4. Porting of the system to a real prototype vehicle and analysis of critical situa-
tions in a real environment, optimizing the system to improve detections and
speed performance.
One of the innovations of this system is the usage of HOG features in a part-
based approach; moreover an optimized kind of feature has been adopted to decrease
as much as possible the computational time this helps when test the system on a real
prototype. Given the reaction speed of a human, it is clear that a braking assistance
system can help reducing braking distances.
ADAS is a challenging domain to work within. Reaction times must be fast for
driving, where a fraction of a second can be the deciding factor between a collision
and a near-miss. At the same time, the system must be robust, so no action is erro-
neously triggered (due to a false detection), which could itself lead to accidents. Fur-
ther reasoning than just detection is necessary in such a framework, with pedestrian
intent estimation being a good example, as presented in [26] or automatic braking as
in [5].
This paper contains an overview of related works in section 2, a description of the
implemented pedestrian detection ADAS in section 3, and details of the algorithmic
stages in sections 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3. A thorough set of experiments follows in section
4 where the impact of parameter adjustments in the system are investigated. Section
5 describes the porting of the system to a real prototype car and section 6 presents a
final evaluation of the performance, compared to the state-of-the-art of vision based
detectors, with the full-body approach by Geismann et. al. and with the final system
after the implementation on a real platform. [22].
2 Related works
The purpose of pedestrian detection is first and foremost to protect pedestrians.
Pedestrian safety is a large area including passive solutions, such as car design, and
active solutions, such as pedestrian detection. It also involves infrastructure design to
a great extent. [18] provides a survey of the pedestrian detection field and a taxonomy
of the involved system types. Many standard features and learning algorithms have
been adapted to pedestrian detection. Common options include an AdaBoost cascade
on Haar-like features [41, 24] or HOG+SVM [7, 46], but many other features are also
used, such as edgelets [43], variations of gradient maps, or simple intensity images.
The cascade classifier based on Haar-like features, described by Viola and Jones [41],
is a very fast algorithm for pedestrian detection. A drawback of this approach is the
close link with the appearance of pedestrians and the resulting lack of robustness.
An alternative is the HOG-SVM solution presented by Dalal and Triggs [7]. At the
cost of speed, this algorithm is much more robust and detects pedestrians in harder
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situations. The combination of these two algorithms allows the system to benefit from
both approaches and obtain a robust system with considerable speed-up.
Decompose the pedestrian shape into parts is gaining great interest in this area, partic-
ularly for increased tolerance of occlusions. Interesting dilemmas are how many and
which parts of pedestrians to use, and how to integrate all the part-based detectors in
a final detector; an example is shown in [33] where in the first stage head, arm and leg
detectors were trained in a fully supervised manner and then combined the detector
to fit a rough geometric model. Other two stage approaches are shown in [31, 11].
Several feature types and different environment kinds can be used. Mao et. al [30]
developed a system based on Viola’s Adaboost cascade framework, using edgelets
features in addition to Haar-like features to improve the detection of the pedestrians
contour; moreover it was introduce the concept of interfering object: object similar to
human body on a feature level. Before detect pedestrians they remove this type of
object. In [43], Nevatia et. al, combine multiple part detectors based on edgelet to
form a joint likelihood model that includes cases of multiple, possibly inter-occluded
humans. Due to the high difficulty of detecting interest point at low resolutions, un-
supervised part based approaches that do not rely on keypoints have been proposed.
An example is Multiple Instance Learning (MIL), that determine the position of parts
without part-level supervision [47]. Felzenszwalb et al. [16] proposed one of the
most successful part-based approaches that models unknown part positions as latent
variables in a SVM framework. [36] improves this method switching to part-based
system only at sufficiently high resolutions. Detecting a highly variable objects such
as pedestrians is essential the use of a tracking module. Tracking a variable num-
ber of elements in complex scenes is a challenging process. To cope with this kind
of problems is becoming common [3, 43] use a tracking-by-detection approach: de-
tect pedestrians in individual frames and associate them between frames. The main
challenge regards a discontinuous detection in conjunction with a possible false pos-
itives and missing detection; this problem makes hard to use a Kalman filter, due to
the continuous detection that it needs to give accurate results. Several multi-object
tracking systems [2, 27], as our system, use a large temporal window to make the
association; in this way a pedestrian not detected in two subsequent frames but in
more frames can be also included in the tracking system with a temporal delay. An
other interesting approach, that can be investigated in the future, is to represent the
uncertainty of a tracking system with a Particle Filter [10] in a Markovian manner.
Using stereo-based approach is possible to reduce the searching area and, consequen-
tially, the elaboration time as described in [28, 25]. Examples of detections that are
not based on images, but instead on time-of-flight (T.O.F.) like RADAR and LIDAR
are put forth in [17, 38, 39]. These systems very often combine the T.O.F. sensor with
a camera as Broggi et. al. [5] do with a combination of a NIR camera and a LIDAR.
Furthermore they use a scenario-driven search approach where they only look for
pedestrians in relevant areas. Further reading on pedestrian protection systems can
be found in the survey by Gandhi and Trivedi [18], and comprehensive surveys on
vision based detection systems are found in the papers [9, 12, 23, 19].
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Table D.1: Key statistics about major public pedestrian datasets, courtesy of Dollár et. al [9]
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MIT 924 - - - - - 128 128 128
INRIA 1208 1218 614 566 453 288 139 279 456
ETH 2388 - 499 12k - 1804 50 90 189
TUD-Brussels 1776 218 1092 1498 - 508 40 66 112
Daimler-DB 15.6k 6.7k - 56.5k - 21.8k 21 47 84
Caltech 192k 61k 67k 155k 56k 65k 27 48 97
2.1 Public datasets
Several datasets are publicly available. The two best known are the MIT dataset [35]
and the INRIA dataset [7], recently more comprehensive datasets have been put forth.
These include the ETH [13], TUD-Brussels [42], Caltech [8], and Daimler Detection
Benchmark (DaimlerDB) [12] pedestrian datasets. Note that the DaimlerDB set should
not be confused with the older and smaller Daimler Classification Benchmark, often
wrongly abbreviated DaimlerDB. Key stats about the datasets are presented in table
D.1 as also presented by Dollár et al. [9]. While the INRIA dataset was used in the
first presentation of this system [32], this paper deals mainly with the DaimlerDB,
since that is a much larger dataset created with focus on in-car detection systems.
All testing is done against the DaimlerDB (see section 4 for further details), and we
compare trainings with the DaimlerDB and the INRIA dataset.
2.2 Performance of the state-of-the-art
In order to know what the performance target for a vision based system is, we turn
to the evaluation of the state-of-the-art performance in [9]. Two results are interest-
ing: the detection rate versus the false positive per frame and the detection speed
(frame rate). As this paper uses the DaimlerDB pedestrian dataset, we compare our
performance with the state-of-the-art detectors on this database, as reported in [9]. 10
different systems have been tested on the dataset and detection rates are available at
a false positive rate of 0.1 false positives per frame (FPPF). The results can be seen in
table D.2. Apart from the 10 systems which were tested on the DaimlerDB dataset,
we have included the fastest detector of all. No detection results were reported for
this detector on the DaimlerDB, but on other sets it achieved detection rates around
0.4.
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Table D.2: Detection rates and speeds for state-of-the-art pedestrian detection systems at 0.5
FPPF on the DaimlerDB dataset, courtesy of Dollár et. al. [9]. The paper contains an explanation
of each of the systems. These performances are directly comparable to the results obtained in
this paper. The fastest system is also listed, although detection rates for the DC dataset are
unknown. Abbreviations are the same described in [9]
.
Algorithm Part-based Detection rate Speed
MultiFtr+Motion no 0.75 0.004 FPS
LatSvm-V2 yes 0.69 0.164 FPS
MultiFtr+CSS no 0.68 0.005 FPS
HogLbp no 0.59 0.014 FPS
HikSvm no 0.5 0.036 FPS
MultiFtr no 0.49 0.017 FPS
LatSvm-V1 yes 0.48 0.098 FPS
HOG no 0.42 0.054 FPS
Shapelet no 0.10 0.010 FPS
VJ no 0.09 0.089 FPS
FPDW no N/A for DC dataset 2.670 FPS
3 System overview
A two-stage system based on a combination of Haar-cascade classifier and a novel
part-based HOG-SVM will be presented here; an innovative features-based pedestrian
tracking approach will be also described.
A monocular vision system is used, since a simple on board camera is present in many
new high-end cars already. A Haar detector is used to reduce the area of interest (ROI)
- the detection stage - providing candidate pedestrians to the HOG detector which
classifies the windows as pedestrians or non-pedestrians - the verification stage. To
increase the robustness of the system and reduce the number of false positives, a
part-based approach is used in the verification stage. The full body, upper body and
lower body are each verified using a SVM. These three results are then combined to
obtain the final response for the ROI. Two ways were investigated to combine results
in the verification stage:
• a simple majority vote, where at least two of three SVMs must classify the
window as pedestrian;
• a more advanced way, where another SVM classifies the window based on the
estimated function value from a SVM regression performed on each part.
Due to the high variability in pedestrian appearance, a robust system with strict
thresholds for detections may not detect the same pedestrian in subsequent frames
and thus reduce the detection rate considerably. To counter this, a stage of feature-
based tracking was introduced, significantly increasing the number of true positives.
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Fig. D.1: The different bounding box required by Haar-cascade and HOG-SVM, base image from
the DaimlerDB dataset [12]. The red and dashed line is Haar bounding box and the blue and
continuous one is HOG bounding box
Fig. D.2: Detection stage output. Several false positives are contained but these will be removed
in the verification stage.
3.1 Detection stage
An AdaBoost cascade on Haar-features is used in the detection stage. Several weak
classifiers are combined into a strong one; the final classifier is formed with the combi-
nation of several layers of these strong classifiers. The cascade structure removes most
false positive in the first stages, increasing the speed of the classifier not having to cal-
culate these in following stages. Below we denote the number of cascade stages as
k. [40] presents a comprehensive description of the algorithm. Unlike HOG features,
Haar-like features do not benefit from having much background included. Training
images need to be cropped closely around the annotated human shape, an example
can be seen in Fig. D.1. Following the suggestions by Viola and Jones [40] about
optimal image size for the Haar-cascade approach, the training images are resized to
20x40 pixels. Another interesting element in the training phase is the choice of data
sets used to train the cascade classifier. Most of the older systems were trained with
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Fig. D.3: Example of part boundaries for the 2- and 3-part verification.
the INRIA dataset, containing general environments and not specifically pedestrians.
To show how the change in results with different training data sets, the system has
been trained with the INRIA dataset alone, the Daimler-DB dataset alone, and also a
combination of the two.
Since the detection stage defines the upper bound of detections for the entire
system, it is fundamental to choose the best value for the number of the stages. A
lower value of k means a high detection rate, but also a high number of false positives.
Initially it might seem logical to choose the number of stages as low as possible, to
ensure a high number of detections. That will, however, result in inaccurate bounding
boxes (and many of them) as shown in D.4, and thus the final results will be incorrect.
The part-based approach was not introduced to the detection stage, as preliminary
tests, as well as the work by Alonso et al. [1] showed a bad performance for this
approach. When the bounding boxes of candidate pedestrians (an example can be
seen in Fig. D.2) have been obtained, they are passed to the verification stage.
3.2 Part verification stage
As opposed to the full-body verification stage of Geismann and Schneider’s [22], a
part-based detection scheme is used in this work. Two different compositions of body
parts have been tested:
• full body, upper body and lower body;
• full body, head, torso and legs.
A fixed ratio between them have been used. Upper body and lower body are
obtained dividing the shape into two equal parts. When we split the shape into three
parts, instead, it was assumed a ratio of 16% for head and neck, 34% for torso, while
legs are considered to occupy the 50% of the entire body. These numbers are taken
from standard human body ratios. Before passing the ROIs to the SVMs, a preprocess-
ing to add background and resize the image is needed to ensure good performance
by HOG-SVMs, which takes some background into account. Then, the individual
part verification and the combined verification forms the verification stage. A SVM
regression based on dense HOG descriptors is calculated for each part in the ROIs
given by the detection stage. Two different types of SVM were tested, a linear SVM
and a non-linear SVM. Each was tested in two variants, binary or regression SVM.
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Fig. D.4: Example of the degradation of the bounding box varying k from 13 in the last pictures
to 9 in the second one and 8 in the first one.
The binary SVM provides only the classification (pedestrian or non-pedestrian) of the
element; the last one provides the estimated function value. [22] uses a special kind of
sparse HOG descriptors, whereas our algorithm uses classic dense HOG descriptors.
Integral images were used to speed up the descriptor calculation as described in [37].
For SVM training, images from several datasets were tested with the goal of analyzing
the effects of training sets in the verification stage. The process of training the SVMs
for the different parts of the body are almost identical, the only changes being the
portion of images used to calculate the HOG features. Examples of parts are shown
in Fig. D.3.
3.3 Combined verification stage
For this last stage, two different approaches have been implemented: majority vote
and regression output classification. The first one performing the final labeling without
further classifiers; the last one uses one more classifier to label the window. There
is a philosophical difference between the voting-based combination methods and the
others: voting based combination require only a subset of body parts to be visible
and detectable and can deal well with occlusions. The other requires all body parts
to be visible, at least to some extent, so they will handle occlusions somewhat worse,
but reduce the number of false positives. A possible compromise is to use occluded
pedestrians in the dataset, training the classifier to detect pedestrians partially visible;
obviously this also means an increase of false positive per frame.
The majority vote approach uses the binary outputs from the SVM. The value will
be 1 if the classifier detects the specific part of the body or -1 if the part is not detected.
A window is classified as correct detection if at least two out of three classifiers label
the window as pedestrian. The formula used for the majority voting is:
lout =
 1 if ∑i<3i=0 li >= 1−1 if ∑i<3i=0 li < 1 (D.1)
where lout is the final decision and li is the output from one of the three part-based
detectors.
Regression output classification uses the three float value coming from SVMs of
the verification stage to train a new classifier. Several type of classifiers were tested:
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Fig. D.5: The flowchart of the algorithm described in this paper. Output of detection stage and
following stages are bounding boxes.
a linear SVM, a non-linear SVM, and a Bayesian classifier; in the results section the
different performances of each one will be shown.
3.4 Tracking stage
A feature-based tracking was used to enhance the detection rate. The tracker is in-
troduced to increase the number of true positives due to the higher stability of the
detection in case of for example occlusion and to decrease the number of false pos-
itives, since just the stable detection will be considered as pedestrians. The core of
the tracking system is the feature matcher, using the matching approach of Geiger et
al.[21]. The tracker labels pedestrians to supply possible missing detections due to
mistakes of the classifier in the verification stage; a more detailed description of the
tracking is presented in Section 5. An overview of the flow through the algorithm can
be seen in Fig.D.5
4 Experiments
One of the main contributions of this paper is a thorough evaluation of the algorithm’s
parameters. This section describes experiments to determine the best detector, which
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is then tested quantitatively and qualitatively in the next section. DaimlerDB was
used primarily, with elements from the INRIA dataset in a few tests. Unless otherwise
specified, images from the training part of DaimlerDB was used for training, both the
detection stage and the part verification stage. The test part of DaimlerDB was split
into two:
• one portion of 1500 images was used for the parameter optimization in this
section;
• one portion of 500 images was used for the final test presented in the next
section.
This ensures that the final performance measures are fully independent of the
training images. The experiments are laid out like this:
1. The best detection stage training is determined and, then, the optimal value of
k in the detection stage is decided.
2. The part-based verification is tackled with a comparison of the 2-part and 3-part
approach. They are compared with a simple detector without part, similar to
the original version of the algorithm as proposed by Geismann et. al. Further-
more the significance of each part is evaluated.
3. The combined verification stage is tested with various methods.
4. The system speed is tested and the time is broken down into individual stages.
4.1 PASCAL detection evaluation
For all the following experiments, the PASCAL measure [14] has been used to deter-
mine the detection rates. This is also used in [9], so the results should be directly
comparable. The PASCAL measure evaluates to true if the overlap is more than 50%:
ao ≡
area(BBdt ∩ BBgt)
area(BBdt ∪ BBgt)
> 0.5 (D.2)
where BBdt and BBgt are the bounding boxes of the detection and the bounding box
of the ground truth, respectively. Each detection is compared with the ground truth
of the 1500 images and counted as a true positive if ao true, and as a false positive
otherwise. All tests in the following are run on the complete system. For each test,
all parameters are held fixed, except for the one in question. Thus, the results cannot
necessarily be compared across tests, but the results are always comparable relative
to each other within the tests.
4.2 Training of the detection stage
This test pitted different training setups of the Haar cascade. Four versions were
tested:
• 2400 DaimlerDB images;
• 2400 INRIA images;
• 6000 images composed of 2400 INRIA and 3600 DaimlerDB images;
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Fig. D.6: Comparison of different training sets for the detection stage. The system trained with
DaimlerDB datasets performs significantly better remarking the excessive generality of INRIA.
Chosen the best traning sets it was analyzed, for the system training with this dataset, the best
value of k. As described in 4.3, 13 is the best one obtaining a good tradeoff between true positives
and false positives.
• 10000 DaimlerDB images.
Results are presented in Fig. D.6 and show that performance is improved using
more images. Fig. D.6 is a ROC curve created by plotting the fraction of true positives
out of the positives (tpr = true positive rate) vs. the fraction of false positives out of
the negatives (fpr = false positive rate), at various threshold settings. Note the bad
performance of the system when trained with the INRIA datasets; this show how the
INRIA are too general, being developed for the human detection. The big influence of
this kind of dataset is also clearly visible in the system trained with 4000 DaimlerDB
images and 2000 INRIA images; the system with less images (2000 DaimlerDB), but
only from DaimlerDB dataset, performs better than this one with more images.
4.3 Choice of k in the detection stage
This test determines how many stages (k) the Haar cascade should have. As there
are two verification stages after this, the detection stage should be tweaked so that
it returns as many true positives as possible, whereas the number of false positives
is less important; they will be removed later. Still, there is a point where raising the
number of false positives does not provide a better detection performance, so the only
effect will be a slow-down of the system since more ROIs must be inspected by the
verification stages. Fig. D.6 shows ROC curve for different values of k. Few stages
should mean raise the number of both false positives and true positives, but at some
point the quality of the bounding boxes provided by the detection stages degrade to
a level where the verification stage only verify a few candidates.
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Fig. D.7: Choosing the padding put on the ROIs from the detection stage before passing them
to the verification. Using the 10000 Daimler-DB training set and a k value of 13.
4.4 Part-verification padding
Padding p is the amount of area added to the ROIs returned by the detection stage.
The HOG-SVM approach is sensitive to the amount of free space around the subject
as described in [7], so the parameter is relevant for optimization. An example of
padding is seen on Fig. D.2 where the bounding box for the Haar cascade is much
closer to the subject than the rest. We express p as a fraction of the width of the ROI
found by the detection stage:
ppixels =
wROI
wt
· p (D.3)
where p is the padding value, wROI is the width of the found ROI, wt is the width
of the training images, and ppixels is the padding measured in pixels. Fig. D.7 shows
the performance of different paddings. It is evident how less padding means worse
images to the verification stage. At the same time, too much padding makes the
verification more difficult for the HOG detector since more items are analyzed and
more mistakes happen.
4.5 Number of parts
The performance of 1, 2, and 3-part verification is compared (with 1-part verification
obviously not being part-based at all). Illustrations of the part boundaries for both
the 2 and 3-part detector are shown on Fig. D.3. The performance of various part-
numbers is shown on Fig. D.8.
2 parts is the best choice and the 3 parts performs better than 1 part at the lower
false positive per frame. These results can be attributed to the quality of the images;
the 3-part detector needs to detect the head, which is a comparatively small element
and too hard to detect in a image with low resolution. With higher resolution images
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Fig. D.8: Detection performance with varying numbers of parts. Note that two parts out per-
form, while three parts are just as bad as one since the low quality of the images and the high
difficulty in identifying small areas such as the head. Considering the results shown in the pre-
vious charts, has been used the 10000 Daimler-DB training set, a k value of 13 and a padding of
2.
it is likely that the 3-part approach would provide the best results, but at the same
time the speed of the system would suffer.
In connection with this, an analysis of the significance of each part was done. The
results show how the detection performance would be, relying on that specific part
only. 4 parts have been tested: lower body, upper body, head, and torso. The lower
body is used both for the 2- and 3-part verification, where the upper body is only
used for the 2-part and the head and torso are used for the 3-part verification. Results
of this analysis are shown on Fig. D.9. None of the parts alone perform better than
a unified detector, but the upper body and torso provide the major contribution to
the detection. These results support the hypothesis that the 3-part verification has a
worse performance than the 2-part: due to the low resolution for the head detection.
In this figure the head detection system is the worst, with a very low detection rate.
The combination of upper body and legs/lower body is the best combination due
to the high detection rate from the upper body and the reduction of false positives
provided by the lower body.
4.6 Combined verification step
For the final combined verification step, four options have been investigated: linear
SVM, radial SVM, and Bayesian classification for confidence classification and major-
ity vote based on the discrete classification from the part-verifiers. The result of this
comparison is shown in Fig. D.10. The vote-based combination should better deal
with occlusions than the other approaches, but at the same time more false positives
are returned by this method. The best performance - when the goal is a low false
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Fig. D.9: Detection performance with single parts, showing the reliability of each part type.
The graph confirms the assumptions regarding the difficulty to detect the head. The same
configuration parameters system of the last pictures it was used in this experiment.
positive per frame - is given by the radial approach. That follows logically from the
non linearity of the data returned from the part detectors. The plot of the Bayesian
approach shows excellent detection rate but with high number of false positives. Ap-
plying a linear separation on set of non-linear data, the Bayesian approach classifies
more elements as pedestrians but, at the same time, incorrectly classifies a greater
number of true negatives. This explains the high detection rate, but also the raise in
false positives.
4.7 Speed evaluation
This test evaluates the speed of the system at various settings for the detection stage
for a given hardware. The results are depicted in Fig.D.11. Changing k, the number
of haar-cascade stages, has a large impact on the system speed, since it directly influ-
ences how many candidates the next stages must evaluate. The largest contribution
in processing time is the full-body verification, while the contribution of the last stage
is practically irrelevant. Setting a high k results in lower number of ROIs and a faster
system, but also in a system capable of detecting fewer targets. The goal here is to
choose the system where parameters are set to obtain a trade-off between speed and
detection rate, taking the false positive per frame into account. Speed has been mea-
sured on a run of 1000 images and results are the mean of those. For the fastest one a
complete calculation can be performed in about 0.757 s, corresponding to 1.32 frames
per second.
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Fig. D.10: Comparison of different methods for combined part-verification. With a low false
positive rate, the radial approach performs better. The system configuration is the following:
Daimler-DB trainig set, k value of 13, padding value of 2 and two-part based approach.
Fig. D.11: Speed versus detection rate and false positive per frame. The time has been measured
for each stage, denoted as k. We see the reduction of false positives and the increase of true
positive rising the number of stages. The PC is equipped with a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM
CPU @ 2.20GHz, and 8GB of DDR2 RAM.
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4.8 Parametrization of the input image geometry
To make the system more configurable the possibility of choosing the images size
has been added so processing time just can be adjusted by resizing the input image.
Camera calibration parameters will automatically change to ensure the correct be-
havior of perspective and inverse perspective mapping functions used when filtering
candidates. Resizing the image results in a reduction of processing speed and the true
positives rate, as shown in table D.3.
4.9 Improvements over the old system
Significant improvements were applied to the system described in [32], as one can see
in Fig.D.6 comparing the blue graph with the green one. At false positive per frame
of 0.5 the TPR was increased from 0.4 to 0.63 with a speed-up of more than 16x. The
filtering of candidates and feature-based tracking introduced a significant speed-up
as the implementation was parallelized.
4.10 "Real-driving" experimental results
Figure D.12 shows some examples of possible circumstances that may occur in a real
environment, varying from simple, medium and hard situations.
The first two lines represent simple situations with pedestrians crossing the street,
ride bicycles or walking along the sidewalk and, some more critical situations, with
pedestrians partially occluded in a structured environment. The line (C) shows, in-
stead, some case of hard detection as highly occluded pedestrians, pedestrians under-
exposure and pedestrians situated in a highly complex scene.
A measure of the maximum distance of recognition is provided by the line (D), where
you can see pedestrians recognized about 45/50 meters away.
Aside from it, our algorithm still has some shortcomings, as show in the last line.
Some ’common’ error of classification are shown in the last two pictures; however,
these errors can be considered superficial, since only present in single frames and,
therefore, detachable by our tracking system.
A relevant problem is shown in the first picture of line (E): due to the geometric fil-
ter on the size of pedestrians, our system does not detect pedestrians smaller than
1.45 m. A possible solutions is to broaden the constraints of the filter obtaining, then,
a greater number of false positives. An additional downside of the geometric filter, re-
gards the accuracy of the calculation of the inverse perspective mapping if the ground
is not flat, as is presupposed by our system. Using techniques of image stabilization
as described in [6, 44] could provide significant improvements; an alternative solution
would involve the introduction of stereo based approach to filter candidates pedestri-
ans.
A further case of interest is depicted in second illustration of the last line, illustrating
the situation where a pedestrian is crossing the street where the car is turning. With
cameras situated in the front of the vehicle, it is impossible to detect pedestrian in
time to brake. A solution could be the introduction of cameras that allow to look on
the side of the car and detect pedestrians in advance.
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(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)
(E)
Fig. D.12: Line (A) shows examples of pedestrians detection with simple environment. Line
(B), instead, shows examples of behavior of our detector in the presence of small occlusions and
structured scenes. The potential of our classifier in the presence of pedestrians strongly occluded,
highly structured scenes and underexposure of the camera is shown in line (C). Examples of
detection of pedestrians far apart, about 45 m, are shown in line (D). Line (E) shows samples
of possible detector problems: pedestrians too small, cyclist at the intersections and ’common’
misclassification such as trees and poles.
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5 Porting to a real prototype
With the aim of testing the developed system in the real world, the original stand
alone software has been ported first to a prototyping software platform to optimize
it in a laboratory setting, and then to a real hardware platform. Given on the results
obtained on the real platform, a set of additional features have been identified and
implemented to improve the detection performance in a number of critical situations.
These modifications are described below.
5.1 Porting and optimization
The original code has been ported to be an application of the latest version of the
GOLD[45] software.
GOLD offers a number of advantages in this phase, allowing the application to
deal with virtual devices instead of using the hardware directly. This allows the
system to work in the lab on recordings previously taken and stored on a disk, or on
a real platform and taking data from the the hardware.
During the porting, a conversion of the Daimler database images has been done,
making it possible to read this recording with GOLD and using this dataset as input
for the pedestrian detection application. This has been done mainly for the avail-
ability of a high quality, per-frame ground truth that can be recovered any time and
used to check the consistency of the results with those obtained with the standalone
application.
GOLD also offers a profiling API allowing for timing of different parts of the
application and see the time spent in the execution of these parts for every frame, as
well as computing cumulative statistics collected across a playback session.
5.2 Platform
After reaching an acceptable performance level, the system was transferred to a real
prototype vehicle [15].
The platform is equipped with 10 cameras, and one of these, looking forward,
has been physically connected to the application. The camera used is a PointGrey
DragonFly 2, working at 10Hz and producing images with a resolution of 1024x768.
The camera is equipped with a 6mm micro lens, which provides an acceptable level of
distortion for this application. The camera has a firewire interface which is connected
to an adapter located in the trunk, in an industrial PC. The PC is equipped with
a Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM CPU @ 2.20GHz, and 8GB of DDR2 RAM. Using
this configuration and downsampling the image to 640× 480 pixels it is possible to
keep the processing time below 100ms, for simple scenes generating a reasonably
low number of candidates. During the tests on the real platform some weaknesses
of the original system emerged. These weaknesses were mostly due to a lacking of
robustness of the results observed over long driving periods and include: a high
number of false positives and two discontinuous recognitions of the same targets
observed along several frames.
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5.3 Candidates filtering
As a first step, a set of filters was introduced to reduce false positives to remove
the candidates with size outside of a selected range [1.45 − 2.20] m in real-world
measurements. The IPM (Inverse Perspective mapping) technique [29, 4] was used
to calculate the position of the pedestrian candidate in real world coordinates; by
using the pedestrian baseline it is possible to determine the ratio pixel/meters at this
distance and estimate the pedestrian height in the world knowing its height in image
coordinates, using the flat road assumption. The application of this filter gives a good
reduction of false positives with a small impact on a true positives; quantitative results
are shown in the next section.
5.4 Features
Classification schemes can be enhanced with a tracking system to counteract the high
instability of the detector due to the high variability of pedestrians. A feature-based
tracking system was used to fix this lack: features provide a robust base to track
people due to their translation and light invariance. A set of features, as detailed in
5.5, described in [21] based on multiple local convolution, key point and descriptors,
are extracted from two different hash images. Stable feature locations are obtained
filter the input images with 5x5 blob and corner masks and, then, it was applied
non-maximum- and non-minimum-suppression [34] on the filtered images. Starting
from pedestrians output from the verification stage, features are computed and used
to match pedestrians in subsequent frames. The feature-based tracking has the down-
side of being dependent on the vehicle ego-motion. Vehicles moving at high speed,
especially in conjunction with low frame rates, cause a high difference between two
subsequent frames and, consequently, a bad match between corresponding features.
To cope with this problem a higher frame rate must be used. Another downside of
using features for a tracking system is the difficulty of distinguishing between fore-
ground and background pixels. As a result, some matches could be wrong but the
impact of these errors is very low and decrease pedestrian motion.
5.5 Tracking
When a candidate pedestrian has been recognized by the SVM for 250 ms (a time limit
is used due to the variability of frame rates), it is considered a true pedestrian and it is
introduced in the tracking system. In the following frames the pedestrian features will
be matched with new candidate pedestrians and their positions and descriptor will be
updated with the new one. It was compared a 11x11 block windows of horizontal and
vertical Sobel filter responses to each other by using the Sum of Absolute Differences
(SAD) error metric. The whole block window is reduce with Sobel responses to 8 bits
and sum the differences over a sparse set of 16 locations. To further significant speed-
up it was match only a subset of all features, found by Non-Maxima-Suppression
(NMS). The feature are, then, assigned to a 50x50 pixel bin of an equally spaced grid
and will be computed the minimum and maximum displacements for each bin. In
this way we reduce the final search space and speed-up the system. If no candidate
matches the search criteria (missing detection by the SVM), search for a match will
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be done across the entire image. If a match is found, a ghost pedestrian will be
introduced. It will be updated for up to 0.5 s, after which it will be removed. A
flowchart of the tracking system can be seen in Fig. D.5.
5.6 Higher frame rate
The best results from the feature-based tracking are obtained in correspondence to a
good match between the features extracted from the candidate images in consecutive
frames. When working at low frame rates, like 10 Hz, the high variability between
consecutive frames, both due to the object movement in the scene and the vehicle ego
motion, leads to a bad performance of the feature matcher and, as a consequence,
the tracking system. Using the prototype platform, a new set of images has been
recorded at 30 Hz from one of the forward looking cameras. These images have been
used offline with tracking enabled showing significant improvements in the result
robustness, reducing the blinking of correct detections caused by missed detections
in single frames, and also the false positives. Unfortunately, the framerate of the the
Daimler-DB dataset is lower than 10 Hz and this is a limiting factor for comparing
recognition performance improvement with the tracking system. To get a significant
sampling speed in real time, the prototype was altered to acquire images with dif-
ferent size. The reduction of the input image to 320× 240 pixels leads to a framerate
of 20 fps, and offers a level of recognition performance similar to the one obtained at
30 Hz with the offline processing.
6 Final performance evaluation
After the evaluation of all the parameters a final system to be tested on the DaimlerDB
has been defined. Table D.4 contains the parameters values used in the final system.
6.1 Final test without tracking
Figure D.13 shows the performance of the final system. This figure shows results for
several values of k in order to plot ROC curves, and gives a detection rate of about 0.69
with a false positive per frame of 0.5 considering 13 as the best value for k. Despite
a high false positive per frame, our system is directly comparable with others shown
in [9]; it shows the same performance of LatSvm-V2, one of the most successful part-
based approach described in [16], but with a huge speedup of 10x (not considering
the extra speedup described below). Better performance is achieved by filtering the
candidates as described in the previous section, reducing the false positive rate from
0.5 to 0.046 with a small reduction of true positive rate to 0.673 as shown in Fig.D.14.
These results allow our system to gain a foothold in the state of the arts consolidated
by a huge speedup described below. The results are summarized in table D.3.
6.2 Tracking improvements
Introducing a tracking system resulted in significant improvements in the number
of true positives and a reduction of the number of false positives. The performance
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Fig. D.13: Final test detection. Evaluation on performance on the last part of Daimler-DB images
without the optimization for the porting on a real prototype.
Fig. D.14: Evaluation on performance of the optimized system on the last part of Daimler-DB
images.
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Table D.3: Final system performance
Detection rate False positive per frame
Basic system 0.69 0.5
With candidate size filtering 0.673 0.046
With resized image (320x240) 0.55 0.02
Frame rate Image size
Unoptimized system 1.32 FPS 640x480
Parallelized system 16.67 FPS 640x480
30 FPS 320x240
Fastest system in [9] 2.6 FPS 640x480
Table D.4: Final system configuration
Training Dataset 10000 Daimler-DB
k-value 13
Padding 2
Number of parts 2
Combined verification Radial
improvements due to the introduction of tracking were tested on our own dataset
(two sequences of 5182 and 11490 frames respectively) captured on the real prototype
described in section 5. It was not possible to use the DaimlerDB test set due its low
frame rate of about 10 Hz, too low to ensure a stable tracking. An increase of 27%
and 22% of true positives on the two dataset was obtained with a reduction of 5%
and 10% of false positives. These results showcase the better stability of the system,
allowing to track the pedestrian in consecutive frames and opening the way to further
improvements such as determining pedestrian direction and orientation [20].
6.3 Performance on the prototype platform
In order to guarantee real-time performance on the prototype platform (GOLD), a
parallelization techniques was introduced. Parallelization of Haar-features and HOG-
features calculation and classification were obtained by compiling OpenCV with TBB
(Thread Building Blocks) enabled. In this way it is possible to take advantage of
multicore CPUs. A further parallelization was obtained by executing the classifica-
tion of HOG features for the different body parts on separate threads, reducing the
verification stage processing time of about 30%. With an image of 640x480 pixels the
processing time changed from 755 ms to 60 ms, a 12x speed-up. Thus, our system is
running 8 times faster than the fastest system presented in [9]; 16.67 fps versus 2.6 fps.
A further speed-up can be provided by reducing the images size, which results in a
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Fig. D.15: Examples of detection on a prototype platform. People in different poses are detected,
including cyclists or people walking close a tree often hard to detect. A missed detection is
shown in the last figure due to overexposure of the pedestrian.
processing speed of about 30Hz on an image of 320x240. This approach, however, has
a detrimental effect on detection rates. Examples of detection on a prototype platform
can be seen in Fig. D.15
7 Future work
Various studies are currently ongoing in order to improve the presented pedestrian
detector. Since feature based tracking works better at higher frame rates, a low level
reimplementation of the two stage classifier fully exploiting multicore processors (or
GPU) features may give some significant speed up. The current system relies on
OpenCV 2.4 compiled with Intel Thread Building Blocks support. Looking at the CPU
utilization, we get values between 60-80% for each core, which is a clear indication
that some serial piece of code is still present. Reducing the image area, the processor
utilization falls, ranging from 80% at 640 × 480 pixels to 60% for 320 × 240 pixel
images.
Another improvement can be added to the high level processing, introducing fil-
ters on the predicted pedestrian trajectory. Especially when working with high frame
rates, a good tracking of the pedestrian trajectory is produced from the current sys-
tem. A Kalman filter could provide a prediction of the trajectory that pedestrian is
taking in the future, which could be evaluated to predict dangerous situations.
The vehicle ego motion has intentionally not used for this system, since one of
the constraints was to obtain a final system simply relying on vision. Introducing a
visual odometry block could supply information on ego motion without breaking this
requirement. However additional computational power would be needed.
8 Concluding remarks
In this paper a novel pedestrian detector system, running on a prototype vehicle plat-
form has been presented. The algorithm generates possible pedestrian candidates
from the input image using an Haar cascade classifier. Candidates are then validated
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through a novel part based HOG filter. A feature based tracking system takes the out-
put of the two-stage detector and compares the features of new candidates with those
of the past. A matching is performed with the aim of assigning a consistent label
to each candidate and improving the recognition robustness, by filling false negative
filtered by the previous phases. The whole system has been ported to a prototyping
framework and integrated on a platform vehicle, for testing and optimizations. A sig-
nificant performance improvement has been obtained exploiting the CPU multicore
features. As result a system working at 20Hz and offering performance compara-
ble to the state-of-the-art has been obtained. Additional real world tests have been
performed on the platform for finding weaknesses. Even though the system is fast
compared to the state-of-the-art, its detection performance compares very favorably
to the state-of-the-art with a true positive rate of 0.673 at a false positive per frame of
only 0.046.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
This paper introduces a system for estimating the attention of a driver wearing a first per-
son view camera using salient objects to improve gaze estimation. A challenging data set of
pedestrians crossing intersections has been captured using Google Glass worn by a driver. A
challenge unique to first person view from cars is that the interior of the car can take up a large
part of the image. The proposed system automatically filters out the dashboard of the car, along
with other parts of the instrumentation. The remaining area is used as a region of interest for
a pedestrian detector. Two cameras looking at the driver are used to determine the direction
of the driver’s gaze, by examining the eye corners and the center of the iris. This coarse gaze
estimation is then linked to the detected pedestrians to determine which pedestrian the driver
is focused on at any given time.
1 Introduction
First person or ego-centric vision attempts to understand human behavior by acquir-
ing information on what the person is looking at [11]. It employs videos/images from
head mounted cameras. Recently, technological advances have made lightweight,
wearable, egocentric cameras both practical and popular in various fields. The Go-
Pro camera for instance can be mounted on helmets and is popular in a lot of sports
such as biking, surfing, and skiing. The Microsoft SenseCam can be worn around the
neck and has enough video storage to capture an entire day for the idea of “life log-
ging”. Cognitive scientists like to use first-person cameras attached to glasses (often
in combination with eye trackers such as Tobii or SMI) to study visual attention in
naturalistic environments. Most recently, emerging products like Google Glass have
begun to make the first attempts to bring the idea of wearable, egocentric cameras
into the mainstream.
Advances in the wearable-devices have enabled novel data acquisition in real-
world scenarios. In the field of egocentric video, much of the recent work has focused
on object detection, first-person action and activity detection, and data summary in
context of “life-logging” video data. In this work, we present a unique data set col-
lected during complex driving tasks with the aim of understanding driver-state and
driver-‘attention’. We use Google Glass to capture the driver’s field of view, and a dis-
tributed camera setup instrumented in the vehicle to observe the driver’s head and
eye movements. Wearable and uncluttered cameras provide a practical advantage of
ease of capture. The challenge, however, in our distributed camera setup, is to acquire
data in sync to understand the driver-state, the environment and the vehicle-state
simultaneously.
Driver gaze and head-pose are linked to the driver’s current focus of attention
[14, 6]. Therefore, eye and/or head tracking technology has been used extensively for
visual distraction detection. The driving environment presents challenging conditions
for a remote eye tracking technology to robustly and accurately estimate eye gaze.
Even though precise eye gaze is desirable, coarse gaze direction is often sufficient in
many applications [21]. By having a head mounted camera, we have direct access
to the field of view of the driver. By analyzing salient regions in the field of view
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(bottom-up attention model), one can estimate the focus of attention of the driver [2].
However, in a complex task such as driving, it is hard to say precisely where or at what
we are looking, since eye fixations are often governed by goal-driven mechanisms
(top-down attention model).
Towards this end, we propose a Looking-In-Looking-Out framework to estimate
the driver’s focus of attention by simultaneously observing the driver and the driver’s
field of view. We propose to measure coarse eye position and combine the salience
of the scene to understand what object the driver is focused on at any given moment.
We are not proposing a precise gaze tracking approach, but rather to determine the
driver’s attention by understanding coarse gaze direction and combining it with anal-
ysis of scene salience to determine important areas of interest - in our case pedestrians.
Our interest in pedestrians comes from the fact that in 2011, pedestrian deaths
accounted for 14 percent of all traffic fatalities in motor vehicle traffic crashes in the
United States. Almost three-fourths (73%) of pedestrian fatalities occurred in an urban
setting versus a rural setting. 88% of pedestrian fatalities occurred during normal
weather conditions (clear/cloudy), compared to rain, snow and foggy conditions.
By knowing which pedestrians the driver has and has not seen, measures against
collisions can be taken more accurately. While our main focus is on pedestrians, the
framework can easily accommodate any object of interest or even a low-level saliency
model to estimate the focus of attention.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We give an overview of
relevant related work in section 2 and explain the methods for determining gaze and
detecting pedestrians in section 3. In section 4 we briefly review our captured data,
and section 5 shows our results, before wrapping up with some concluding remarks
and future work in section 6.
2 Related Work
Use of wearable cameras is not new [18]. In the last decade, gaze tracking systems
such as [5], Tobii and SMI have made mobile gaze tracking in real life settings possible.
More recently, the advances in hardware technology have made their usage more
common in the computer vision community [19, 12, 17, 8, 13]. These systems are often
used successfully in laboratory or controlled lighting conditions. Their use in complex
environments is limited due to lengthy calibration, motion, illumination changes and,
in case of driving, possible hindrance to the driver’s front- or side-view. We discuss
select work in activity recognition and gaze-behavior related research areas which are
relevant in our current and larger interest in studying driver intent and behavior in
real-world driving.
Ogaki et al. [15], using an inside-out camera system, combined eye-motion from
inside looking camera and global motion from outside one to recognize indoor office
activities. The authors suggest that joint cues from inside looking and outside looking
cameras perform the best across different users. Doshi and Trivedi [6] introduced a
similar system, but primarily for vehicular use. Pirsiavash and Ramanan [16] detected
indoor apartment activities of daily living in first person camera view. They used
object-centric action models which perform much better than low-level interest points
based one to recognize activities. They show that using ground-truth object labels
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in the action models significantly improves recognition performance. This suggests
that recognizing objects of interest is key to recognizing tasks/activities in naturalistic
settings.
Gaze allocation models are usually derived from static picture viewing studies.
Many of the existing works are based on the computation of image salience [9] using
low-level image features such as color contrast or motion to provide a good expla-
nation of how humans orient their attention. However, these models fail for many
aspects of picture viewing and natural task performance. Borji et al. [1] observe that
object-level information can better predict fixation locations than low-level saliency
models. Judd et al. [10] show that incorporating top-down image semantics such as
faces and cars improves saliency estimation in images.
Inspired by the above findings, we present a driver’s visual attention model using
inside and outside looking camera views. In particular, we propose a model to deter-
mine coarse gaze direction and combine it with an object based saliency map to deter-
mine the allocated attention of the driver. Note that our interest lies in ’higher-level’
semantic information about the driver attention and not ’low-level’ precise gaze mea-
surement. Our proposed framework circumvents the precise gaze estimation problem
by utilizing a saliency map to achieve robust performance. Precise eye gaze from re-
mote cameras is difficult not only due to low resolution of the eye region, but also
due large head turns, self occlusion, illumination changes and hard shadows existing
in an ever changing dynamic driving environment. To deal with large head turns and
self occlusion, we propose to use a distributed camera system to monitor the driver.
We evaluate the proposed framework using a novel naturalistic driving data set
using multiple cameras monitoring the driver and the outside environment. We use
the head mounted camera from Google Glass to capture the driver’s field of view.
This particular device did not provide the ability to automatically synchronize footage
with other cameras at per frame level. However, the ease, quick setup time (wearing
and pressing capture button) as well as clean and uncluttered face view still makes
the device a good choice. To obtain frame level synchronization, we mount an outside
looking camera on the ego-vehicle which in turn is synchronized to the rest of the
systems. Details on our synchronization strategy is provided in section 4.A head
mounted camera provides the ability to capture not only the driver’s outside field
of view but also inside cockpit-view. In this work, we focus on the analysis of the
outside view using the head mounted camera. This view poses unique challenges as
discussed later.
3 Attention Estimation: LILO Framework
To infer the driver’s attention, we are interested in knowing what object, in our case
which pedestrian, the driver is looking at. There are two steps involved: first, esti-
mating where driver is looking and second, detecting objects of interest in his/her
field of view.In our current analysis, we focus on horizontal gaze variation since that
is the most volatile and exercised direction by the driver to gain the knowledge of the
environment. As we motivated earlier, we only require coarse gaze-direction and to
distinguish it from precise gaze-value, we call it gaze-surrogate.
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Fig. E.1: Block diagram for extracting iris center
3.1 Gaze-Surrogate Estimation
We automatically detect facial features - eye corners and iris center, and use cylindrical
eye-model E.2 to estimate coarse gaze-direction. We use a facial feature tracking
approach similar to [22] for detection of eye corners. During driving, however, large
out-of-plane rotation of the head severely degrades the tracking performance. Hence,
we use a two camera-system as proposed by Tawari et al. [20] to continuously track
the facial features. From the facial features, we also calculate head pose, to be used in
the gaze-direction calculation as explained below. We encourage the reader to refer
to [22] and [20] for the details about eye-corner tracking, and head pose estimation
and camera hand-off procedures. Here, we detail the iris detection and gaze-direction
estimation algorithms.
Iris detection: The most prominent and reliable features within the eye region are
the edges of the iris. The upper and lower eyelids in real face images occlude parts
of the iris contours. Only the unoccluded iris edges can be used to fit the iris contour
in the image plane. We detect the iris edge using a vertical edge operator in between
upper and lower eyelids. The iris contours on the image plane are simplified as circles
and center of the iris is detected using the circular Hough transform. Figure E.1 shows
the block diagram of the iris detection algorithm.
Gaze-direction: Once the iris center is detected in the image plane, the gaze-
direction β with respect to the head, see figure E.2, is estimated as a function of α,
the angle subtended by an eye in the horizontal direction, head-pose (yaw) angle θ,
and the ratio of the distances of iris center from the detected corner of the eyes in the
image plane. Equation E.1-E.2 shows the calculation steps.
d1
d2
=
cos(θ − α/2)− cos(θ − β)
cos(θ − β) + cos(180− θ − α/2) (E.1)
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(a)
Fig. E.2: Eye ball image formulation: estimating β, gaze-angle with respect to head, from alpha,
θ, d1 and d2
β = θ − arccos
(
2
d1/d2 + 1
sin(θ) sin(α/2) + cos(α/2 + θ)
)
(E.2)
Since the raw eye-tracking data is noisy (due to blinking and tracking errors), we
smooth angle β with a median filter.
3.2 Salient Object Detection
focus of attention detection in this paper is on pedestrians, thus requiring a pedes-
trian detector. Using first person view presents a number of interesting challenges
compared to a stationary car-mounted camera. The major challenge is to determine
the region of interest in which to look for pedestrians. With a stationary camera, it is
either mounted so there are no obstructions in its view of the road, or it is mounted
so any obstructions can easily be masked out manually. This is not the case for first
person view, where the perspective constantly changes and there is no way of setting
up a constant mask. This section introduces an algorithm to automatically mask out
the dashboard and other unwanted areas.
The pedestrian detection module in this system is based on the classic HOG-SVM
detection presented by Dalal and Triggs in [4]. It is trained on the Inria person dataset
from the same paper. The pedestrian detection itself is simply a module in the full
system, and it could be swapped with other approaches without issues.
The most important part of the interior mask is the dashboard mask. The dash-
board can take up just the bottom of the image, the majority of the image, or not be
present at all (fig. E.3) and the algorithm must handle all of those situations. We
detect the distinct line between the windshield and dashboard and build from that:
1. Smooth out the input image with a Gaussian blur to even out noise.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Fig. E.3: Three dashboard images showing examples of the very unconstrained position and
orientation the dashboard can have in the field of view.
2. Detect edges using the Canny edge detector [3].
3. Determine the major lines in the image using the generalized Hough transform
[7].
4. Filter the lines by angle to include only near-horizontal lines.
5. Build a confidence map of the dashboard.
Fig. E.4 shows sample output of step 4. Green lines are those that are horizontal
enough to be considered in the dashboard map, red lines are ignored due to their
extreme angles.
For each detected line, a polygon is drawn, which masks out all of the image
below the line. These masks are combined and result in a single-frame dashboard
map. To counter noisy line detections, a cumulative confidence map is introduced.
The cumulative confidence map is created by adding 1 to all pixels in the map
covered by the current single-frame map and subtracting 1 from all pixels not covered
by the current single-frame map. Areas that are detected in several subsequent frames
will grow to a high confidence, but after a while of no detections, the confidence will
fall and eventually the mask disappears. Examples of confidence maps and masks are
in fig. E.5.
The use of the cumulative map is governed by two parameters, κ and λ. κ is
the mask threshold. Any pixel in the confidence map with a value higher than κ is
considered part of the dashboard map. In this implementation κ = 2. This parameter
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Fig. E.4: Detected lines in the image. Red lines are discarded due to too much of a skew to
constitute the dashboard edge.
Fig. E.5: Confidence map (top) and its resulting mask (bottom).
controls how confident the system must be in a given pixel to include it in the mask.
λ is the upper limit of confidence values.For a very high λ value, the confidence can
grow very high, thus resulting in a long delay before the pixel goes below κ.λ defines
how long the memory of the system is. In this implementation λ = 10.
Apart from filtering out the dashboard, we detect and filter out black blobs large
enough that they can only be part of the interior. We also discard pedestrian bounding
boxes larger than 40% of the frame height.
3.3 Attended Object Determination
This step combines gaze-direction (β) and the salient object detected to determine
which object the driver is attended to. This requires mapping from gaze-direction
with respect to the head, β to pixel position in the external looking camera image.
Equation E.3 shows the mapping function to determine the x-position (i.e. the yaw-
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(a) (b)
Fig. E.6: Examples of pedestrian detection scenarios where the exclusion mask has been overlaid
in red.
Fig. E.7: An example of annotated sequence from the time synchronized video.
direction) in the image plane.
Px(β; Cx, Mx, φ) = Cx −Mx ∗
sin(β)
cos(φ + β)
(E.3)
where φ is the angle between the external camera image-plane and eye-image
plane, Cx is the pixel position when looking straight (β = 0), and Mx is a multiplication-
factor, determining the change in pixel position with change in gaze direction. A cali-
bration step with the user’s cooperation (by asking them took in particular directions)
can be performed to determine the parameters. Since the device is not firmly fixed to
the head and can move during usage, we ideally need to perform calibration again.
However, for our purposes we found that as long as the camera is not rotated (along
the vertical-axis allowed by the device for adjusting the display), it did not degrade
the performance during normal usage. A Gaussian kernel around this location is
combined with the detected object based image saliency to infer the allocated atten-
tion location. This leads to the attended object as the closest object detected around
the gaze-location.
4 Data set
Data is collected from naturalistic on-road driving using a vehicular test bed, which
is equipped with one Google Glass and three GigE cameras as shown in fig. E.8. The
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Fig. E.8: Top view diagram of the test bed setup.
Google Glass is worn by the driver to give a first-person perspective. Data is captured
from Google Glass at 50 frames per second at a resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels, and
stored internally on the device. Of the three GigE cameras, one is mounted to the
left of the driver near the A-pillar on the windshield looking at the driver, and two
are mounted to the right of driver near the rear-view mirror on the windshield -
one looking at the driver and one looking outside. A multi-perspective two camera
approach is adopted to look at the driver because it increases the operational range
when the driver makes spatially large head movements [20]. Data from the GigE
cameras is captured at a resolution of 960 x 1280 pixels and is stored on a laptop with
time stamps of millisecond precision. This allows for time synchronized videos.
In order to synchronize the first-person video with the videos looking at the driver,
synchronization points are annotated using the first-person view and the outside front
view. The criteria used in choosing these synchronization points include naturally
occurring changes in traffic lights and artificially introduced momentary but periodic
bursts of light (e.g. LED lights mounted to be visible in both first person view and
outside front view). Then, assuming constant frame rate in the first-person video,
linear interpolation is used to synchronize the first-person video with videos looking
at the driver.
Using this test bed, multiple drivers were asked to drive on local streets. Approx-
imately 40 minutes of data was collected in total, where the drivers passed through
many stop signs, traffic signals and pedestrian crossings. In this paper, we are inter-
ested in events where the vehicular test bed is near or at these intersections, because
these times are especially rich with visual interaction between driver and pedestrians.
To evaluate our proposed attention system, two sets of ground truth labels are created
via manual annotation on interesting event segments in the driving sequences. First,
we manually annotated 410 frames and 1413 pedestrians, as seen in the first person
perspective camera, with bounding boxes when either their face is visible or a sig-
nificant portion of their body is visible. Second, we manually annotated 300 frames
of where the driver is looking in the first person view - in particular, we annotated
possible pedestrian candidate(s) as shown in fig. E.7. This is accomplished by care-
fully looking at the driver’s head and eye movements in the time synchronized videos
with significant utilization of temporal and spatial context. For example, by looking at
the driver’s gaze over a time period, we are able to zero-in on particular pedestrians
within a larger group. Annotating what the driver is looking at is especially chal-
lenging, and we have attempted to address this by obtaining consensus from multiple
experts.
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Table E.1: Dashboard masking cuts the false positive rate in half, without impacting the detection
performance too much.
False positives
per frame
(FPPF)
Detection
rate
Non-filtered
(baseline)
2.94 0.27
With
dashboard filter
1.45 0.21
Table E.2: Performance of the attention estimator. Pedestrian accuracy shows how many pedes-
trian bounding boxes are correctly determined to be the attention point for the driver. Mean and
median error are measures of how far the gaze-surrogate point is from the correct pedestrian
bounding box.
Estimator Mean gaze error
(in pixels)
Median gaze error
(in pixels)
Attended pedestrian accuracy (%)
Manually
annotated
pedestrians
Full system
Center-bias
based (baseline)
148.3 127.0 55.9 37.0
Proposed 54.1 32.2 79.4 46.0
5 Experimental Evaluation
In this section we discuss the results of an experimental evaluation over several hun-
dred frames of manually labeled data. There are two main contributions to evaluate:
the impact of the dashboard masking and the attention estimation performance. In
this section, both will be tested separately and then in combination.
Dashboard masking cuts the number of false positives in half with a low impact on
the detection rate, as shown in table E.1. This paper is not about pedestrian detection
as such, but the detection rates have been included to demonstrate that the masking
does not impact them negatively in a significant way. The test set (1413 annotated
pedestrians over 410 frames) is very challenging with articulated pedestrians and
heavy occlusions, and while the detection numbers are low from an absolute point of
view, the attention estimation still works well, as we shall see below.
The attention estimation has been tested on the same sequence with manually
annotated pedestrians. Ground truth for the attentional location also was determined
manually. Table E.2 shows the accuracy of the proposed system given a perfect pedes-
trian detector, as well as the combined system. As points of comparison, we also
include results of a simple attention estimator using only head pose - the center-bias
based solution. This places the focus of attention on the central field of view of the
driver’s head.
The gaze-surrogate estimation significantly outperforms the baseline. The extra
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Fig. E.9: Normalized error of surrogate gaze estimate on a continuous segment.
Fig. E.10: Visualization of the LILO attention result in a sequence where gaze switches from one
salient location to other. The red box around the pedestrian illustrates the salient region, the
Gaussian kernel with yellow center shows the gaze location in the driver’s field of view. The
solid box is the pedestrian that is the subject of the driver’s attention as detected by the full
system.
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information gained by monitoring the eye gaze on top of the head pose gives rise to
much better accuracy. The full system gives the correct subject of attention in nearly
half the cases and with a relatively low median error. The attention estimation works
better with a perfect pedestrian detector, enhancing the accuracy by 172% from 46.0%
to 79.4%. Since it relies on detected pedestrian bounding boxes, it will inevitably give
the wrong output if the correct pedestrian is not detected - in that case the attention
will simply be associated with the nearest detected bounding box. Implementing a
perfect pedestrian detector is outside the scope of this paper, but the entire system
would work with a different and better detector. It is very likely that tracking of
pedestrians could improve the detection system by compensating for missed detec-
tions, but it is also worth to note that due to the, at times, rather extreme ego-motion
of the driver’s head, this is not a trivial task.
Fig. E.10 shows the pixel error of the gaze-surrogate detection over a full test
sequence and the system is almost universally better than the baseline, except in the
few situations where the subject of attention is right in the middle of the field-of-view,
where the baseline system is better by sheer coincidence.
6 Concluding Remarks
We have introduced a new approach to analyzing the attention state of a human
subject, given cameras focused on the subject and their environment. In particular,
we are motivated by and focus on the task of analyzing the focus of attention of a
human driver. We presented a Looking-In and Looking-out framework combining
gaze surrogate and object based saliency to determine the focus of attention. We
evaluated our system in a naturalistic real-world driving data set with no scripted
experiments. This made the data set very challenging, but realistic. We showed
that by combining driver state (using face analysis), we significantly improve the
performance over a baseline system based on image saliency with center bias alone.
The proposed framework circumvents the precise gaze estimation problem (a very
challenging task in real-world environment like driving) and hence, provide a robust
approach for driver focus of attention estimation.
The challenges associated with ego-centric vision are unique (with large ego-
motion) and compounded by the driving environment. It presents a difficult ’in-the-
wild’ scenario for object detection such as pedestrians, cars etc. We propose methods
to prune false detection by incorporating a region-of-interest. There is still room for
improvement. In the future, we will work to provide a comprehensive and rich data
set from driver’s field of view camera. The novel and unique vehicle test bed will also
be very useful in other areas of interest e.g. driver’s activity recognition.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
This paper presents a monocular and purely vision based pedestrian trajectory tracking and
prediction framework with integrated map-based hazard inference. In Advanced Driver As-
sistance systems research, a lot of effort has been put into pedestrian detection over the last
decade, and several pedestrian detection systems are indeed showing impressive results. Con-
siderably less effort has been put into processing the detections further. We present a tracking
system for pedestrians, which based on detection bounding boxes tracks pedestrians and is able
to predict their positions in the near future.
The tracking system is combined with a module which, based on the car’s GPS position
acquires a map and uses the road information in the map to know where the car can drive.
Then the system warns the driver about pedestrians at risk, by combining the information
about hazardous areas for pedestrians with a probabilistic position prediction for all observed
pedestrians.
1 Introduction
As technology advances, Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) becomes more
and more commonplace in today’s cars. ADASs can range from parking assistance
to safety systems such as lane departure warning, and all the way to autonomous
driving in stop-and-go traffic. Our focus is on safety systems related to pedestrians.
In 2009 there were 4,000 deaths and 60,000 injuries from pedestrian-vehicle collisions
in the US alone[2]. Since a pedestrian is much more vulnerable than people in cars,
even slow speed accidents can prove deadly.
In the scientific community, there has been a wealth of good work done on pedes-
trian detection[12]. The problem is not fully solved, but very reliable and fast detec-
tors are coming out. There has been comparatively little research on what to do with
these detections. In some cases, particularly autonomous cars, they can be treated as
just another obstacle to avoid, but this takes no advantage of the knowledge that this
particular obstacle is a pedestrian. It might as well be another car, a tree, or a trash
can detected by radar. This paper is concerned with how to use pedestrian detections
in a driver assistance context.
In complex driving scenarios, the driver has to take many inputs into account.
Some are very important: pedestrians in front of the car, traffic signals, other road
users. Some are less important: pedestrians on the sidewalk, “no parking” signs
when the driver is not trying to park, billboards along the road. Even though the
human mind is very good at tuning out noise, sometimes too much information is
ignored, leading to accidents, e.g. from overlooking a pedestrian. This is where
decision support ADASs can help. While pedestrian detectors might be able to point
out every single pedestrian in a scene, that information is not very helpful for the
driver, as it is too much to process.
An ADAS which aims to help in preventing pedestrian-vehicle accidents must
therefore prioritize pedestrians and only inform the driver about those who are in
immediate risk of being hit. Since pedestrians often move around, some predictive
ability is desired for the risk assessment, as a pedestrian not in the risk zone at one
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Fig. F.1: System flow. Note that Detection is grayed out, since it is outside of the scope of this
work.
time instance might step in front of the car at the next. Being able to predict pedestrian
motion will give the driver more time to react and potentially prevent an otherwise
unavoidable accident.
The system presented in this paper is a monocular pedestrian tracking system. It
has two parts:
1. From input of detection bounding boxes in a monocular view, it tracks pedes-
trians in a top-down map-like view in the area in front of the car. Using the
tracks, the motion of the pedestrians in the immediate future can be predicted.
2. Based on the position and orientation of the vehicle, obtained from a highly
sensitive GPS module, it retrieves a map of the area and uses the information
about road locations from this to infer dangerous areas for tracked pedestrians.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In section 2, a brief overview
of related work is given. Section 2 gives an overview of the system, and further details
are explained in section 4 and 5. Section 6 shows system output, and finally section 7
rounds off the paper.
2 Related studies
Plenty of work has been done on pedestrian detection in the past decade. The classic
approaches are Haar-cascades [23] by Viola and Jones and HOG-SVM [3] by Dalal and
Triggs. These two works form the foundation for much of the more recent work, from
a combination of the two methods in [20], to the deformable parts model championed
by Felzenszwalb et. al. [10], and Integral Channel Features[6, 5]/Aggregated Channel
Features[4] by Dollár et. al. For a comprehensive overview of pedestrian detection
methods, see [7].
What all these methods have in common is that they find the pedestrians, but
do no further analysis. Recently, pedestrian intent prediction has gained traction,
championed by the group of prof. Dariu Gavrila. There are two basic approaches:
Tracking pedestrians, or looking at pedestrian orientation and local motion features,
such as optical flow, of the pedestrian.
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The papers [8, 11, 22] look at pedestrian orientation using different kinds of clas-
sifiers on static monocular pedestrian images. [17, 18, 9] do the same, but based on
RGB-D data, and [9] even determines the orientation of the head and the torso sepa-
rately. In [16], local motion featues dubbed MCHOG are used to predict whether or
not the pedestrian is about to take a step. The input data, however, is not coming from
a car perspective, but a stationary multi-camera setup mounted at an intersection. A
similar task is carried out in the very interesting [14], which uses optical flow and
stereo data. This time on data from a real car, though in rather simplistic scenarios.
Tracking of moving pedestrians is done from a surveillance perspective in [19, 1],
and from a car perspective on stereo data in [21, 13] using Interacting Multiple Model
Kalman Filters and SLDS tracking, respectively. Finally, long term path prediction
from a stationary camera is done in [15].
The work presented in this paper also belongs to the class of tracking-based pre-
diction systems. Its main differences to the state of the art are:
1. The system works on a monocular camera from a car perspective, where most
others use RGB-D data.
2. Maps are integrated in the system and used to infer hazardous areas.
3. The analyzed scenes are complex, natural, and unconstrained with real pedes-
trians.
4. Particle filters are used for tracking.
3 System overview
The structure of the system presented here is shown in fig. F.1. Two parallel processes
run for each frame. To begin with the upper row: Pedestrian bounding boxes are
supplied from some kind of detector. Detection itself is outside the scope of this
work, and throughout the project, hand-annotated bounding boxes have been used in
place of a detector. Each detection in a frame is assigned to a track, or a new track
is initiated if no existing track fits. Using the dynamics captured by the particle filter
tracker, the pedestrian’s position can be predicted into the near future.
The lower row shows the mapping part. Using a GPS and an electronic compass,
the position and orientation of the ego-vehicle is determined. Based on that, a map is
retrieved from OpenStreetMap and rotated to fit the surroundings of the car. A top
view of the car’s surroundings is generated via Inverse Perspective Mapping, and the
tracks, along with the street map are superimposed to this. By using pre-acquired
mapping (in this case from OpenStreetMap, but any map provider would work), we
do not need to rely on road segmentation in the input images. Instead we know
where the car will drive in the future.
In hazard inference, the projected position of any pedestrian is compared to the
road position, and if the pedestrian enters with sufficient certainty, the driver can be
warned. The actual UI for warning the driver is not covered in this paper.
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Fig. F.2: Native camera view on the left and top-down view generated via IPM on the right.
4 Trajectory generation and tracking
The trajectory generation consists of two tasks: Assignment and tracking. In assign-
ment all detections are assigned to an existing track, or a new track is created for
them. In tracking, each track is updated. The assignment takes places in the native
camera view, whereas all tracking is done on the top-down map of the vehicle gener-
ated using Inverse Perspective Mapping (IPM). Fig. F.2 shows both views. The input
image is a 1280x960 RGB image captured with a networked PointGrey camera.
4.1 Assignment
Assignment is done with the Munkres algorithm between bounding boxes in the
current input image and the previous bounding box for each track. A cost matrix
is populated with the cost for associating a bounding box with any given previous
bounding box. The cost is the Euclidean distance between the box centers plus the
size change of the box (a bounding box is expected to be roughly the same size in two
consecutive frames). Since boxes move and change size in bigger increments when
pedestrians are close to the camera, the cost is weighted by the inverse of the box size,
so large costs are lowered when the bounding box is large:
D(a, b) =
(√
|ax − bx|2 + |ay − by|2 +
√
|aw − bw|2 + |ah − bh|2
)
· 1
aw + ah
(F.1)
where D(a, b) is the distance between boxes a and b, and subscripts x, y, w, h means
center x-coordinate, center y-coordinate, width, and height, respectively.
10 bounding boxes gives a 10 × 10 matrix. The Munkres algorithm allows for
unequal numbers of input and output by padding the cost matrix with “infinity” until
it is square. That way, assignments can be still be made, and the leftover in-/outputs
are simply assigned to nothing. This, however, finds a global optimum, and will often
lead to all boxes jumping around. Imagine a case where one track ends, and another
begins simultaneously. There will still be an equal number of boxes on the in- and
output side, so all boxes will be reassigned, when in reality one box should have been
assigned to nothing and one should have prompted a new track. To accommodate
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Fig. F.3: Example of assignment between pedestrians. Two boxes are shown per person: the
current bounding box and the previous bounding box from the track the pedestrian is assigned
to. Some boxes are very close to each other, and thus hard to distinguish on the picture.
these scenarios, we add another 10 columns of close-costs. The close-cost is simply
a threshold over which we decide that it is better to close a track than to reassign it.
As a result, in the 10× 10 case, the cost matrix will now be 10× 20, with the left half
containing proper reassignment costs, and the entire right half containing indentical
close-costs in all entries.
After the assignment in done, any unassigned detection will be assigned a new
track. An assignment example is shown in fig. F.3.
4.2 Tracking
In this system tracking is done by particle filter. In the following a single filter is
described, but each track has its own. Each track has 1000 particles that are modeled
using the unicycle model: a particle has a certain speed and orientation. Each update
is done by applying a certain amount of Gaussian noise to each of these parameters.
Each measurement is also applied Gaussian measurement noise. The particles are
weighted by distance to the measurement using a bivariate Gaussian:
P(p, m) = exp
(
(px −mx)2
2 · vx
−
(py −my)2
2 · vy
)
(F.2)
where P(p, m) is the probability of a particle p given the measurement m and v
is the variance in two dimensions. Example pictures of the particle filter tracking are
shown in fig. F.4
5 Behavior prediction and hazard inference
The prediction is carried out by the particle filter. When the prediction has been
computed for the desired prediction horizon, a bivariate Gaussian is fitted over the
particles. While particle filters support multimodal hypotheses, that is practically
never seen with a relatively direct measurement setup as in this system, so fitting a
single bivariate Gaussian does not lead to a significant loss of information. The fitted
Gaussian is then used to describe the probability of positions the pedestrian might be
at in the near future. Fig. F.5a visualizes the probability map one step ahead and fig.
F.5b shows the prediction 5 estimates ahead.
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(a) (b)
Fig. F.4: All 1000 particles for a single track (the green observation) plotted with position and
orientation. (a) shows the distribution before convergence and (b) shows the distribution after.
A central step in the hazard inference process is using a map to determine where
the road is. Pedestrians on the sidewalk are close to the road, but a perfectly normal
sight and not automatically a hazard. To determine when pedestrians are about to
enter a dangerous zone, it is imperative to know where the road is. By using a map,
the system does not have to rely on road segmentation or vehicle dynamics. Road
segmentation is a hard problem to solve reliably, and while vehicle dynamics are
useful in short-term collision avoidance, it is of less use in slow driving scenarios or
complex situations with sudden changes in orientation, such as roundabouts.
A map is obtained from OpenStreetMap, which does not necessarily require in-
ternet access, but can be installed on a server locally in the car. Any other mapping
source can also be used. Then the map is rotated according to the car’s orientation
and scaled appropriately. Fig. F.6 illustrates this process.
Now, to estimate whether a pedestrian is about to enter a hazardous zone, a
combination of the predicted position – as visualized by the heatmaps in fig. F.5 –
and the known road area is used. Each pixel of the heatmap has a value, depending
on the probability of the pedestrian being there. The values of the pixels overlapping
with the road are summed, and if the sum is above some threshold, a warning is
emitted:
W(p) =
(x,y)∈H
∑ H(x, y) · R(x, y) (F.3)
where W(p) is the warning-value (subject to a threshold) of particle p, H is the posi-
tion probability map of p and R is the mask of the road, expressed as 1 where road is
present and 0 otherwise.
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(a) (b)
Fig. F.5: Example position predictions of the green observation (a) one time step ahead and
(b) five steps ahead. The one-step prediction is behind the actual observation because of
measurement-noise, which makes the observation unreliable and the filter smooths the move-
ment out. This is exacerbated by the inverse perspective mapping, which is very sensitive to
even small changes in bounding box position, especially at a distance. As the prediction is done
further into the future, the uncertainty rises, which can be seen by the expanding heatmap.
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Fig. F.6: The road in front of the car is extracted from OpenStreetMap. It is then rotated and
scaled appropriately and overlaid on the IPM-generated map.
6 Evaluation and discussion
Figure F.7 shows output examples of the full system. The left side show the native
view with detection bounding boxes, while the right side shows the map view with
circles for pedestrians. Heatmaps on the map view show the predicted position of
the pedestrians, and the color of both bounding boxes and circles show whether the
pedestrian is about to enter a hazardous area.
Assignment: The system consists of several blocks, and in this section we discuss
the performance of each. The first is assignment, where each bounding box is as-
sociated with a track. This part performs very well. On a test sequence with 1022
individual detections over 106 frames, only 4 wrong assignments happen. Two of
these instances are shown in fig. F.8. In the top row, the person of track 13 is exiting
the frame. In F.8b, after 13 having exited, the person previously assigned to track
12 steps to the exact position that 13 had before, and the algorithm determines that
the lowest global cost is achieved by closing track 12. This issue might be solved by
having a stronger prediction input to the assignment.
In F.8c and F.8d, the previous track 3 is occluded by a person in front of him
at the exact same time as a pedestrian which was previously hidden emerges in the
same line-of-sight of the camera. The two boxes are practically in the same position
- though with some size change - and thus the assignment cost is sufficiently low for
the wrong assignment to happen.
Tracking: The tracking has two jobs. Smooth out the trajectory of the tracked
pedestrians and allow for prediction of their position. The smoothing is especially
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. F.7: Hazard warnings at different times. Green boxes/circles are pedestrians who are not
about to enter the road. Red indicates pedestrians who either are on the road already, or are
about to enter it. (a) is very early in the sequence, so the tracks are still uncertain, and the
heatmaps are large. The remaining examples are taken later, when the tracks are more reliable.
(c) has a faulty warning at track 12, due to a very short track with great uncertainty (the previous
tracks were cut when a car passed). It also has a missing warning all the way in the background
at track 14. This is due to that pedestrian being so far away that he is outside of the map, and
thus not considered for the risk analysis.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. F.8: Two of the just four wrong assignments in the 1022 detections of the test sequence. Each
row is an example with the before and after frame shown. See text for further discussion.
necessary in a monocular setup, such as ours, where the distance to pedestrians is
detemined via IPM. At far distances, the resolution of the camera limits the depth
resolution to be very coarse. Thus, if a bounding box position differs by even just a
pixel in the y-axis, the estimated position on the map can jump several meters. The
tracking should compensate for this effect and give a smoother trajectory closer to the
way pedestrians actually move. Setting up exact metrics for this is difficult at best,
when the ground truth position of the pedestrians is not known.
An example of this is shown in fig. F.9. Here, the original input is shown in blue,
and the particle filter output in orange. The smoothing can be adjusted via the sys-
tem noise until a satisfying combination of smoothness and reaction time is reached.
From a visual inspection it is clear that the orange tracks provide a much better ap-
proximation to the real world than the very jagged input data, even at relatively long
distances. This is especially clear in the tracks to the left.
Hazard inference: The final block is the hazard inference which combines the pre-
dictive power of the tracking with the map based road localization. Hazard inference
examples are shown in fig. F.10. F.10a shows a successful - but easy - prediction,
where a crossing cyclist is in the middle of the road and is not predicted to leave
the road in the next 2 seconds. F.10b shows the situation a few frames later, as the
cyclist is just about to leave the road, and is thus predicted to be out of danger soon.
F.10c shows another use for the system. Here, there is no prediction of impending
hazards, but there is clearly a large concentration of pedestrian activity in the lower
right corner. This knowledge in itself might be useful in a driver assistance context.
Finally, F.10d shows a faulty prediction. In this case a pedestrian steps onto the bike
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Fig. F.9: Example of how the tracking (orange lines) is smoothing the original input (blue lines).
lane to overtake slower pedestrians on the sidewalk. The system predict her to enter
the roadway, but in fact she never does. Technically, this makes it a false prediction,
but it could be argued that it is beneficial to warn the driver about this still, since she
is in very close proximity to the road.
7 Concluding remarks
This work presented a pedestrian intent prediction system for use in driver assistance.
It uses monocular a monocular view of the road, in which detected pedestrians are
mapped to a top view computed using Inverse Perspective Mapping. For tracking,
pedestrians are assigned to a track based on their bounding box in the native camera
view, and tracking takes place in the map view using particle filters.
To determine which areas in view are potential hazardous zones for pedestrian,
external mapping is used. A map of the nearby area is acquired from OpenStreetMap
and superimposed onto the IPM view. Using the knowledge of road positions in the
map, hazardous areas in the camera view are obtained. Based on the overlap of the
trackers’ predictions for all observed pedestrians with the road area, the driver can be
informed about wayward pedestrians.
In the future, ego-motion compensation should be added to the system, so it
works for moving vehicles. Furthermore, the orientation of the pedestrians – based
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. F.10: Hazard inference in 4 situations. The hazardous area - the road - is marked with a
translucent red color. For clarity, only a few tracks are shown in each. (a) and (b) are just a few
frames apart, and the hazard indicator for the subject crossing the road goes from red to green
when he is predicted to leave the road. (c) shows an example of heavy pedestrian activity, and
(d) shows a mistaken prediction.
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on appearance, not dynamics – should be included in the tracking measurements,
since pedestrians are capable of very rapid orientation changes, which are hard to
capture in a purely dynamics-based system such as this. It is also possible that local
motion cues from e.g. the pedestrians’ legs can be used in improving performance.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
This paper describes a system for person re-identification using RGB-D sensors. The system
covers the full flow, from detection of subjects, over contour extraction, to re-identification
using soft biometrics. The biometrics in question are part-based color histograms and the
subjects height. Subjects are added to a transient database and re-identified based on the
distance between recorded biometrics and the currently measured metrics. The system works
on live video and requires no collaboration from the subjects. The system achieves a 68%
re-identification rate with no wrong re-identifications, a result that compares favorable with
commercial systems as well as other very recent multimodal re-identification systems.
1 Introduction
Person re-identification is useful in many contexts, and can be used as a forensics
tool in most situations where surveillance cameras has captured an incident. Re-
identification is the act of recognizing persons entering a camera’s field of view and
have been seen previously by a different camera, or by the same camera at a dif-
ferent time instance. The crucial difference between this and tracking is that for
re-identification there is expected to be a significant spatial or temporal difference
between observations, making it impossible to rely on simple motion dynamics as
tracking often does. Instead, soft biometrics are used to decide if a subject has been
seen before.
A number of challenges and characteristics set re-identification apart from tradi-
tional tracking and hard-biometric recognition:
• The set of re-identifiable persons must be updated on the fly; there can be no
enrollment phase that requires direct participation from the subjects.
• There is no – or only weak – constraints on the pose of subjects, so the system
must be robust to pose changes.
• Persons must be re-identifiable at distances where sensor resolution is generally
not sufficient for traditional face recognition.
• The database containing the subjects has a transient nature since subjects are
generally not relevant if they have not been re-identified after a certain time
span – then they have probably left the area.
Some applications of re-identification does not require all recorded persons to be
re-identified. An example is the commercial system from Blip Systems [3], which
does person flow tracking in airports based on radio signatures from mobile phones.
It has a re-identification rate of around 10%, which is sufficient for a representative
flow map.
Because the re-identification scenario can be harder than traditional recognition
due to the worse data quality, it is an obvious idea to use more sensor modalities.
With the advent of the Microsoft Kinect and similar structured light-based sensors
(ASUS Xtion and the PrimeSense Sensor), RGB-D sensors have become much more
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Fig. G.1: The flow of the method discussed in this paper. The loop runs once per frame.
accessible and affordable, and using them in larger surveillance applications does
not seem impossible. While sensors relying on structured light have some issues,
especially with outdoor use, we believe that in the near future, many more modalities
– such as depth – will be integrated in surveillance cameras, and as such it is prudent
for the surveillance computer vision research community to direct its attention toward
multimodal methods.
The main contribution of this paper is a RGB-D based re-identification system. It
performs all the steps necessary in these kinds of systems: Person detection, measure-
ment of soft biometrics, forming and maintaining a transient database of subjects, and
re-identifying subjects, whereas previous RGB-D based contributions (see section 2)
has only covered parts of the process.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 takes a brief look at
related work in the area of re-identification. Section 3 describes the structure of the re-
identification methods used in the system, and contains subsections going in further
details with each step. The transient database is treated in section 4, which is followed
by experiments and tests of the system in section 5. The closing remarks can be found
in section 6.
2 Related work
Re-identification is a relatively young field, and most contributions so far are based
on regular camera input. Notable examples include [1, 12, 6, 11, 9].
Re-identification using RGB-D sensors is still in its infancy; only a few papers
on RGB-D re-identification exist. [2] present a re-identification method based solely
on depth-features using several normalized measures of body parts, calculated from
joint positions. They include measures of the body’s “roundness”, which can act
as a crude proxy for volume. This, however requires a high depth resolution, and
is only suitable when subjects are close to the sensor. The paper is focused solely
on the re-identification step and does not treat identification or extraction of joints,
while our paper presents a full system. Another approach for re-identification using
soft biometrics was put forth in [10], but they use manual measurements instead of
automatic analysis of RGB-D images.
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3 Method overview
This system covers all stages through a complete re-identification flow. An overview
is presented in figure G.1. First thing to happen is the candidate detection: Before
any re-identification can take place, it is necessary to know if - and where - the per-
son is. Next step is contour extraction. A detector usually only returns a bounding
box, and possibly even a bounding box that does not fit closely around the person.
When extracting the biometrics, it is important not to extract information from the
background, but from the subject alone, since the subject will appear on different
backgrounds later and must be re-identifiable then. Next step is measurement of the
desired soft biometrics to generate a descriptor for this particular subject. Finally, the
candidate is either identified, added to a database of previously seen persons, or ig-
nored due to too low data quality (this particular situation is covered in further depth
in section 4).
3.1 Candidate detection
The detection stage consists of a state-of-the-art HOG-SVM detector trained on the
INRIA dataset [5] run on the RGB image.
Since re-identification is not tracking, continuous detection in every frame is not
necessary. As long as one good detection - or however many the re-identification
process takes - is present, the re-identification can be performed. In the context of
flow analysis, it is also enough to detect and re-identify the 10% of subjects with the
strongest response (as done by [3]). Because of this, the detection rate can be lowered,
to the benefit of the false detection rate.
3.2 Contour extraction
The depth image is used for contour extraction. When seen from a distance, persons
in the depth image are generally a plane with only small depth variations, so a flood
fill is used. A seed point is selected in the middle of the chest of the detected person.
The starting point is defined as
(x, y) =
(
xb +
wb
2
, yb +
hb
3
)
(G.1)
where xb and yb are the coordinates of the upper left corner of the detection bounding
box, and wb and hb are the width and height, respectively.
A problem arises when the fill reaches the floor. A line on the floor will be in
the same depth as the feet, and thus the fill continues onto the floor. To counter this,
during the initialization of the system, the ground plane is estimated. This is done by
manually clicking a number of points that are on the floor and fitting a plane through
these using a least squares fit performed by SVD factorization[8]. Pixels in the depth
image that are near the estimated ground plane are discarded from the fill.
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Fig. G.2: A real subject split in parts. The histograms are calculated based on pixel values inside
the shaded areas in the boxes. RGB image on the left, depth image on the right.
3.3 Measurement of soft biometrics
Two soft biometrics are used in the system: A part-based color histogram and the
subject’s height. The height is found by subtracting the y-values in world-coordinates
for the up most and the lowest point in a contour.
The histogram is calculated on parts of the subject to account for the differing
colors between leg garments and jacket/shirt. According to [7], the legs occupy 0%
to 55% of the full body height and the torso from 55% to 84% of the full height. This
implementation takes its base in these figures, but since the division between legs and
torso can vary from person to person, an undefined zone is introduced at the middle
of the body, which is not counted in either histogram. Thus, the division used here
can be seen in fig. G.2.
For each part, a histogram is created for each of the R, G, and B channels with 20
bins. These are concatenated for at total of 60 bins per part. Then the part histograms
are also concatenated and the full 120 bin histogram is normalized so all bins sum to
1. This makes sure that comparison across different sizes is possible, and evens out
changes in lighting.
Because this system runs on real-world data and the segmentation becomes un-
stable at far distances, only subjects within 4 m of the camera are considered.
3.4 Re-identification
The re-identification step consists of a comparison of the candidate to the persons
saved in the transient database. The details on the database can be found in the next
section, but the most basic functionality is comparison of the histograms. This is done
using the Bhattachariyya distance [4]:
d(H1, H2) =
√√√√1−∑
I
√
H1(I)H2(I)√
∑I H1(I) ·∑I H2(I)
(G.2)
where d(H1, H2) is the distance between the histograms H1 and H2, H̄ denotes the
norm of a histogram, N is the number of bins, and H(I) is the value of bin I in the
histogram H. The distance is a number between 0 and 1, where 0 is a perfect match.
The next section describes how the height and the distance between histograms
are used with the database.
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Fig. G.3: State diagram for the transient database.
4 Transient database
The purpose of the transient database is to contain the previously detected persons.
Because subjects are often only seen briefly, there are very few samples per person
and they are often not very structured. This makes the creation of a parametric model
unreliable. Instead, we model each person with all the previous heights and his-
tograms that have been connected to her. This gives a broad model of each candidate
in many poses, orientations, and sizes. A person is then re-identified if the query
biometrics are sufficiently close to either of the existing samples in a database entry
for one person. In essence this is a box classifier with the histogram distance and the
height as features. A box classifier makes sense since it is a reasonable assumption
that the height and the clothing color are not correlated.
To minimize noise, some temporal constraints must be fulfilled before a person is
considered as recognized. Thus, the detected subjects can have several states (see fig.
G.3):
• New detection
• Candidate
• Stable
• Recently stable
New detection is the initial state for any new detection. If the subject is sufficiently
dissimilar to the existing database entries, she is added to the database as a candidate.
Because there is always a risk of false detections, the candidate must have been de-
tected for at least m consecutive frames in order to become stable. Only stable persons
are considered for re-identification.
If a stable person is not successfully re-identified, she is transferred to recently
stable, which allows her to regain stable-state from just a single detection. If a person
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has been recently stable for n frames, she is transferred to the candidate stage and
must regain stability on equal terms with all other candidates. Finally, a candidate
that has not been seen for a given time measured in frames, p, is likely to have left
the venue, and is thus discarded completely from the database. This ensures that
the database size remains at a size where it is feasible to search for new candidates
quickly.
5 Experiments
A set of recordings was used to evaluate the system. They contain 25 subjects which
walk past the camera twice each (not in any particular order). In total the test set
consists of 7800 frames. The results are presented in table G.1. They were counted on
each pass of a subject, so one pass with a correct re-identification counts for 1 in that
category.
Correct re-identifications are exactly that: The subject is identified with a correct
label. Ambiguous re-identifications are instances where the subject is re-identified
as several people during a pass, but at least one of them is the correct label. They
are still only detected as a single person, but the identification differs from frame to
frame. Not enrolled means that a person is not re-identified due to the fact that the
first pass did not result in any sufficiently good features, so she was never enrolled in
the database. Not re-identified means that a person was enrolled, but not recognized
in the subsequent pass. Finally, wrong re-identification describes the case where a
person is erroneously classified with the label of another person.
76% of the subjects are correctly identified (albeit with 8% ambiguously re-identified),
20% was not identified due to missing enrollment on their first pass, and a single per-
son was not re-identified, even though she was correctly enrolled. A design choice
was to ensure that wrong re-identifications would not occur. This has been achieved
successfully, but it of course has an adverse effect on the re-identification percentage.
It should be noted, however, that a successful re-identification of 76% is significantly
better than what [3] are capable of for their commercial system.
A very recent RGB-D re-identification study by Barbosa et. al. [2] achieves a rank
1 re-identification rate of around 15%, significantly worse than our results. In this
context, rank relates to the confidence with which the person is re-identified. When a
subject is re-identified, the system makes a ranked list of likely labels. Rank 1 means
that the correct label is the highest ranked. Rank 5 would mean that the correct label
is within the 5 highest ranked labels. Thus, their rank 1 result of around 15% is the
number that can be directly compared with our results of 76%. They report their main
results as the normalized area under the Cumulated Match Characteristics (CMC)
curve where the x-axis is the rank and the y-axis is re-identification rate. Since our
system is intended for fully automated use, anything but the rank 1 result is largely
irrelevant, but if the system were to be used in a supervised context, the nAUC is
indeed interesting.
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Table G.1: Experimental results
Subjects Absolute %
Correct re-identifications 17 68%
Ambiguous re-identifications 2 8%
Not enrolled 5 20%
Not re-identified 1 4%
Wrong re-identifications 0 0%
6 Concluding remarks
This paper presented a full RGB-D based person re-identification system. On our test
set, it achieves a re-identification rate of 68%. This outperforms both commercial sys-
tems for person flow tracking [3] and very recent multimodal systems [2]. It works on
real-world data and covers the full system from detection through contour extraction,
measurement of soft biometrics and the actual re-identification. The system exhibits a
weakness with similarly dressed persons, something that might be solved be adding
more advanced biometrics. Tracking might improve performance. Moreover, like oth-
ers, the system assumes no occlusions, something that should be addressed in future
work.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
This work explores different types of multi-shot descriptors for re-identification in an on-the-
fly enrolled environment using RGB-D sensors. We present a full re-identification pipeline
complete with detection, segmentation, feature extraction, and re-identification, which expands
on previous work by using multi-shot descriptors modeling people over a full camera pass
instead of single frames with no temporal linking. We compare two different multi-shot models;
mean histogram and histogram series, and test them each in 3 different color spaces. Both
histogram descriptors are assisted by a depth-based pruning step where unlikely candidates are
filtered away. Tests are run on 3 sequences captured in different circumstances and lighting
situations to ensure proper generalization and lighting/environment invariance.
1 Introduction
The task of person re-identification is about recognizing people that have been cap-
tured earlier by a camera in a surveillance network. The network may consist of one
or more cameras, and can be placed in traditional surveillance contexts or more nar-
rowly scoped areas, such as keeping track of a single queue of people. The objective
is simple: When a person enters the field of view of a camera in the system, it must be
determined whether or not this person has been seen before. Person re-identification
is closely related to person tracking and person recognition. However, is has several
extra challenges, that makes it less straight-forward [9]:
• There is no fully known gallery dataset. As opposed to traditional person recog-
nition, the system must enroll new people on-the-fly, without them taking any
action.
• Methods must be robust to pose changes. Since subjects are not required to
participate actively, there are only weak constraints on pose and viewing angles.
• Sensor resolution is a big challenge. People simply passing by at various dis-
tances are to be re-identified, so it is not reasonable to use hard biometrics like
fingerprints or face recognition.
• The database of known people must be continually cleaned up - when a person
has not been seen for some period of time, they have most likely left the area
and should be removed from the database.
There are two fundamentally different approaches to re-identification: Single-shot
and multi-shot. Single-shot performs the re-identification on stand-alone frames. This
is useful in situations where only a single probe image is available. However, very
often the subject has been captured on video, and thus has several frames describing
her. Multi-shot combines a full pass across the field of view into a single model, which
is the used as probe in a gallery of similarly collected multi-shot models. Multi-shot
gives the option of capturing more information about the subject than a single frame
contains, and has the potential to make the system more robust to occlusions and
sudden changes in lighting.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. H.1: Example images from our own (a) Novi, (b) Basement, and (c) Hallway sequences.
Person re-identification has been in active research for a while, but multi-modal
systems have only recently come into play. The reason for this is twofold: 1) Algo-
rithms have so far mostly been developed for use in existing surveillance infrastruc-
ture and 2) more advanced sensor capabilities, such as depth and thermal, have not
been readily available. We believe that as sensor technology progresses, more modal-
ities will show up in regular surveillance cameras, making the development of new
multi-modal algorithms highly relevant.
This work builds on the method presented in [9] and is a full RGB-D based re-
identification system covering all parts of the pipeline from detection through re-
identification to database maintenance. The main contributions are:
• While the earlier work was single-shot based, the method has been updated to
a multi-shot approach. This work compares several different multi-shot person
models.
• The earlier work relied on RGB-color histograms. This work presents a com-
parison of three different color spaces: RGB, HSV, and XYZ.
• More thorough testing. On top of testing on the original dataset from [9], two
more datasets have been captured to test the performance in different circum-
stances.
• The system is now free of arbitrary thresholds in the re-identification stage, as
every threshold is learned from training data in a cross-validation scheme.
• In the original work, the height of subjects only had little influence on the re-id
performance. We introduce a more thorough pruning step based on depth-
adjusted height of subjects which increases re-id performance significantly.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an overview
of related work in the field of re-identification. It also contains a description of exist-
ing datasets, as well as the ones captured and used in this work. Section 3 explains
the algorithms used and goes through detection and segmentation, multi-shot per-
son modeling, and re-identification. In section 4 the various methods presented are
evaluated against each other. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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2 Related work
Person re-identification as described above has been an active research area for about
a decade and truly gained speed in the latter half of the 2000s. A relatively recent
survey on person re-identification can be found in [6], and in this section we highlight
notable recent papers. As mentioned previously, re-identification approaches can be
divided into single-shot and multi-shot. Furthermore, we distinguish whether multi-
modal methods are used.
Zheng et. al. [12] and Zhao et. al. [11] both use single shot algorithms. The first
use color and texture histograms, whereas the latter uses dense color histograms and
SIFT descriptors with the addition of using a saliency map to decide which parts of
the person are the most descriptive.
Multi-shot is championed by Bak et. al. in [1] and Demirkus et. al. [5]. Bak uses
a large pool of features and the best one to describe a particular person is selected.
Demirkus uses a set of more directly understandable soft biometrics, such as gender,
hair color, and clothing color.
Moving away from the traditional visible light modality, Jüngling and Arens [7],
presents a full single-shot re-identification pipeline based on infrared images. It de-
tects candidates, then tracks and re-identifies them using SIFT-features. In the depth
modality, Barbosa et. al. [2] re-identifies by comparing various physical body mea-
surements (anthropometrics) obtained from the depth image. Velardo and Dugelay
[10] uses manually measured anthropometrics to prune the set of candidates for face
recognition.
Finally, two papers combine several modalities. In [9] RGB is used for detection
and re-identification, and depth for segmentation and pruning of re-id candidates.
This is the same basic approach as in this work. In [8], thermal images and anthro-
pometric measurements are added and the re-identification is performed in a truly
multi-modal way with a combination of color histograms, SIFT features on thermal
images, and anthropometric measurements obtained from depth images.
2.1 Datasets
Several public datasets exist, though mostly sets captured with traditional visible light
sensors.
In other modalities, not many exist. For depth, the RGB-D Person Re-identification
Dataset [2] is one option. It contains 79 people in 4 different scenarios: Walking
slowly with outstretched arms, two instances of walking from a frontal viewpoint,
and walking from a rear viewpoint.
For this work, we use our own dataset with a surveillance-like camera setup. We
have three sequences: Novi, Basement, and Hallway. They all contain sequences of
persons walking diagonally towards and past the sensor twice. Novi, which was
also used in [9], contains 22 persons over 7800 frames (passes have varying lengths).
Basement contains 35 persons over 7231 frames, and Hallway contains 10 persons over
4492 frames. Stats about the public as well as our own datasets can be seen in table
H.1. The sequences were captured with Microsoft Kinect for Xbox. Example pictures
from each sequence can be seen in fig. H.1.
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Table H.1: Statistics on the three data sequences used in this work.
Novi Basement Hallway
Number of per-
sons
22 35 10
Number of
frames
7800 7231 4492
Contains image
sequences
Yes Yes Yes
Available
modalities
RGB, depth RGB,
depth,
thermal
RGB,
depth,
thermal
Detection Segmentation
Ground plane
estimation
Generate
model
Re-
identification
Fig. H.2: Illustration of the flow through the system.
3 Algorithm overview
This paper describes a full re-identification system which takes a raw RGB-D feed
as input and outputs whether or not a passing person has been seen before, and if
so, what the previous ID was. This is different from many other re-identification
papers which most often describe a core algorithm without much focus on all the
other system parts that must be in place to have an actual working system. The
process requires several steps: Persons must be detected and segmented, they must
be modeled, and finally re-identified. On top of the re-identification process comes
the process of keeping tabs on the person database. A flowchart is shown in fig. H.2.
3.1 Detection and segmentation
The detection is done with a standard HOG-detector as first proposed by Dalal and
Triggs [4]. The detector is trained on the INRIA Person Dataset introduced by the
same paper. The detector runs on the RGB images and returns person bounding
boxes.
The detected persons need to be segmented in further detail. The bounding box
is not sufficient, since we do not want to capture features from the background. Seg-
mentation is achieved with a flood fill in the depth image. Persons not crawling on
the floor are conveniently separated from the background in the depth modality, so a
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flood fill to similar pixels starting at the points
X =

2/5 1/4
2/5 1/3
2/5 2/5
1/2 1/4
1/2 1/3
1/2 2/5
3/5 1/4
3/5 1/3
3/5 2/5

bw 0
0 bh
+

bx by
...
...
bx by

9x2
(H.1)
where X is a 9x2 matrix containing the x and y coordinates of the flood fill points, b is
the bounding box with subscript x, y, w, and h meaning top-left x-coordinate, top-left
y-coordinate, width, and height respectively. The flood fill is performed at multiple
positions to ensure that we have a stable object in the depth modality. A person is
classified as stable if at least j depth points converge, i.e. the flood fill of these points
fill out the same volume. For this implementation, j = 4.
Ground plane estimation
One problem with the flood fill is that at the feet of the subject, the fill is likely to spill
onto the floor. To counter this, ground plane pixels on the depth image are removed.
When the system is started initially, a ground plane is defined in the depth image.
This is done by marking a number of points on the ground and performing a least
squares solution of the bivariate polynomial:
zpoly = a00 + a01x + a02x
2 + a10y + a20y2 + a11xy (H.2)
Although the floor is planar, the measurements of the floor from the Kinect depth
sensor are representing the plane as a hyperbolic plane, thus stating the need for a
bivariate polynomial. When the coefficients are determined, any pixel in the depth
image close to the ground plane is colored black. Those pixels are the ones fulfilling
the inequality in equation (H.3), where p is the pixel in question and tdepth defines the
distance from the theoretical ground plane that is still considered part of that plane.
|zpoly − pz| < tdepth (H.3)
3.2 Person model
One of the objectives of this paper is to compare two types of multi-shot person
models. They are both based on the two-part color histogram used in [9]: After a
person is segmented, a color histogram is computed for the upper part of the body
and the lower part of the body (as illustrated by the blue boxes in fig. H.3). Each color
channel is divided into 20 bins, the individual channel histograms are concatenated,
and finally the two part histograms are concatenated for a feature vector of 20 · 3 · 2 =
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Fig. H.3: The left image illustrates a detection. On the right, the person has been segmented in
the depth image, and the blue boxes illustrates the boxes which are used as basis for the color
histograms.
120 dimensions in the case of a 3 channel color space. In addition to the two modeling
paradigms, 3 different color spaces were tested: RGB, HSV, and XYZ. For HSV and
XYZ the luminance channels were removed to enhance lighting invariance, so in those
cases the final histogram would be 80-dimensional and contain just the HS- and XZ-
channels, respectively.
Two multi-shot schemes have been tested:
1) Mean histogram of all frames in a pass.
2) All frame-histograms saved individually.
In 1) the mean histogram is computed when a pass is over. Each bin is simply
averaged:
mi =
1
n
n
∑
j=0
hi,j for 0 ≤ i < k (H.4)
where m is the mean histogram, n is the number of frames in the pass, k is the number
of bins in the histograms and hi,j is the value of bin i in histogram j.
In 2) no averaging takes place. Instead a pass is modeled after each histogram
in it. See the following section on how each model is matched against the person
database.
Both of the color-based models are augmented with a measure of the person’s
height. We use normalized height-to-border. This is the distance in pixels from the
top of the person in the image, to the bottom of the frame, normalized by the depth
of the observation. This reduces noise, as only one of the bounds of the height is now
determined from the noisy depth sensor. It also allows for clipping.
In fig. H.4 height-to-border versus depth is plotted. Because the surface and
field-of-view is the same for all who pass by the camera, the only change that will
happen to the curve for people of different heights is a shift in its y-axis intercept.
Instead of approximating the full curve, we go for the less computationally heavy op-
tion of modelling each pass with the mean of the depth-normalized height-to-border,
designated γ, for all instances in the pass:
γ =
1
n
n
∑
i=0
gi · di (H.5)
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Fig. H.4: Curves depicting height-to-border versus distance for all tracks in a sequence. The
curves are colored in pairs, such that two tracks of the same color are two passes by the same
person. It can be seen that most lines are close to their partner of the same color, showing that
the height measurement is stable across passes.
where gi is the height-to-border for observation i in the pass, and di is the distance to
the person in that observation. While the person is not completely flat, for the purpose
of this normalization, we use the depth of the seed point described in equation H.1.
3.3 Re-identification
A pruning stage based on the height measurement is used before the re-identification.
The height of the probe is compared to the gallery by means of the absolute difference
in their heights. If the mean normalized height-to-border is more than th away from
a candidate, the candidate is not considered a match for this subject. th is found from
analyzing training data before running the system. The threshold th is set to the mean
of the height difference between wrong matches in the training set.
When re-identifying, the model of the current pass is compared to those of the
persons in the database, which is initially empty, but will be built as time progresses.
Both the mean histogram and the histogram series model use the Bhattachariyya
distance [3]:
d(H1, H2) =
√√√√1−∑
I
√
H1(I)H2(I)√
∑I H1(I) ·∑I H2(I)
(H.6)
where d(H1, H2) is the distance between the histograms H1 and H2, and H(I) is the
value of bin I in the histogram H. The result is a number between 0 and 1, where 0 is
a perfect match.
With mean histograms, where only two histograms - probe and gallery - are in-
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volved, the distance itself is used, and the subject is either re-identified, ignored, or
added to the database. With histogram series, the model comprise a series of his-
tograms. In this case, each histogram in the probe model is compared to each his-
togram in the database. The probe then casts a vote for the ID of the gallery-model
which contains the histogram it is closest to, if that is within a separately trained
ignore threshold. The gallery-model with the most votes is selected as the best candi-
date, provided is has the majority (more than 50%) of the possible votes.
3.4 Mean histogram
The re-identification process is governed by two thresholds:
tn: New threshold: Subjects with d(H1, H2) > tn
are added as new persons (H.7)
ti: Ignore threshold: Subjects with d(H1, H2) <= ti
are re-identified (H.8)
This implicates that subjects with ti < d(H1, H2) <= tn are ignored, because they are
too similar to other subjects, without being similar enough to trust the identification.
The thresholds are learned beforehand by observing a training set. The distances
between all mean histograms in the training set are computed and stored in the set D
and divided into two sets Dc and Dw where Dc contains distances between different
observations of the same person and Dw contains distances between histograms of
different persons:
Dc = {D|id(H1) = id(H2) in d(H1, H2)} (H.9)
Dw = {D|id(H1) 6= id(H2) in d(H1, H2)} (H.10)
where id(•) is the person id connected with a histogram. The thresholds are then
computed as:
tn = Dw − 2 · σ(Dw) (H.11)
ti = Dc + σ(Dc) (H.12)
where • denotes mean and σ(•) denotes standard deviation.
3.5 Histogram series
The re-identification for the histogram series model uses many of the same principles
of the mean histogram model, but is adapted to use many more histograms for each
subject to encompass variations in lighting and pose. A histogram is computed for
each frame in the pass of a subject and they are then compared to all histograms
already in the database. When the shortest distance ds to any gallery-histogram is
less than ti, the associated person id, ps receives a vote. Thus, each subject histogram
contributes with up to 1 vote, for a theoretical total of len(H) votes: the number of
histograms in the current pass. If there are no histograms in the pass, the subject
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is ignored. If any person in the gallery has received more than half the theoreti-
cal maximum, the subject is re-identified as him. If no gallery person satisfies this
requirement, the subject is added as a new person.
It is worth noting that this method has no explicit option of ignoring the subject
in case it is uncertain, other than in the case where no histograms exist.
4 Evaluation
6 permutations of the system have been tested on 3 different sequences (see section
2.1). The 2 different multi-shot models have both been tested in 3 different color
spaces: RGB, HSV, and XYZ.HSV and XYZ have been tested since they both model
color closer to how the human eye sees it, and more specifically because they allow
for exclusion of the luminance so that differing lighting conditions should affect per-
formance less. That means that for the following tests all three RGB channels were
used, in the HSV case only HS were used, and with XYZ only XZ were used.
The performance of the system varies with the order the persons are passing by
the camera. If a person that is very hard to re-identify passes by the camera in the
first two passes without any other entries in the database, odds are that he will be
correctly re-identified. However, if a similar person enters the database before the
second pass of person 1, they might be confused with each other and thus lower the
performance. To even out this effect, all results presented below are averages of 100
runs where the subjects enters the system in random order. That should sufficiently
even out any “lucky” or “unlucky” orderings and provide accurate results. For each
run, all thresholds have been trained on a random subset of 20% of the sequence,
which is then excluded from the rest of the run. The effect of the training set selection
should also average out.
The re-identification performance can be characterized with 5 parameters:
1. Correct new
2. Wrong new
3. Correct ID
4. Wrong ID
5. Ignored
The first two describes how well the system distinguishes between known persons
and new persons. Ideally, there should be no wrong new, as they are persons that are
already in the database and should have been re-identified. Correct ID and wrong
ID comprises the subjects that are neither ignored, correct new, nor wrong new, but
are re-identified. Finally, ignored are the ones that are not handled because they are
neither close enough to an existing person to be re-identified, nor different enough
from the existing persons to be added to the database.
The results of the tests can be seen in table H.3. Sequence length and detection
performance varies greatly between sequences, as seen in table H.2. Note that the
Hallway sequence contains many shorter tracks, meaning that generalization, as well
as the benefit from the multi-shot approach, declines heavily.
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Table H.2: Statistics on the amount of observations of captured persons for each sequence. The
numbers are based on the amount of times a single person was detected and modeled in a single
pass.
Basement seq. Hallway seq. Novi seq.
Mean observation length: 25.5 10.3 40.7
Median observation length: 24 11.5 41
Minimum observation length: 4 2 5
Maximum observation length: 38 25 57
Generally, the mean histogram and histogram series approaches perform equally
when looking at the percentage rates of the identification. The differences between
the two approaches are most profound in the Basement and Novi sequences. The his-
togram series approach contains no ignore category which leads to a higher number
of wrong new identifications than compared with the mean histograms. However,
the method returns a significantly lower number of wrong identifications in both se-
quences. It is seen from the standard deviation of that the mean histogram exhibits a
more stable performance than the histogram series on correct identifications whereas
the opposite seems to be the case for wrong identifications. The number of wrong
identifications is low across the board, so the weak spots are the wrong new- and
ignored-counts which are rather high. Most new passes are correctly classified as
such, at around 29-32 of 35 in the basement sequence, 8/10 and 21/22 in the Hallway
and Novi sequences respectively.
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Table H.4: Comparison of re-identification performance with and without the height-based can-
didate pruning step.
Without height With height Difference
% correct % wrong % correct % wrong % correct % wrong
Basement
Mean hist. 82.17 % 17.83 % 90.67 % 9.33 % 8.50 % -8.50 %
Hist series 87.28 % 12.72 % 94.21 % 5.79 % 6.93 % -6.93 %
Hallway
Mean hist. 64.64 % 35.36 % 69.14 % 30.86 % 4.50 % -4.50 %
Hist. series 67.34 % 32.66 % 68.47 % 31.53 % 1.10 % -1.10 %
Novi
Mean hist. 92.03 % 7.97 % 96.59 % 3.41 % 4.56 % -4.56 %
Hist. series 96.50 % 3.51 % 98.11 % 1.89 % 1.61 % -1.61 %
Average 81,66 % 18,34 % 86,20 % 13,80 % 4,53 % -4.53 %
The benefit of the ignore-functionality in the mean histogram model is illustrated
in fig. H.5. Blue columns are a histogram of distances between mean histograms of
the same person, while red columns are a histogram of distances between different
persons. The overlap between these shows that is it not possible to achieve perfect
classification with a 1d decision boundary in this case. To counter this, an ignore zone
is introduced - the space between the green and the yellow line, the thresholds, which
can to some extent mitigate the effects of this overlap. In reality, when training on
a subset of the data, the ignore zones are generally wider than in this example. It
is possible that a classification in a higher dimensional space would work better and
allow discarding the ignore zone.
Table H.4 shows how the height-based pruning step improves the re-id rates
across all methods. By discarding obviously wrong candidates based on height, the
correct re-id rate goes up by 4.53 percentage points on average.
We have been unable to compare our results to the work of others, as they do not
present full-flow systems, but rely on tightly pre-cropped images of persons. Further-
more, our system needs depth images as well as RGB, so no existing dataset has been
compatible. We also do not present CMC-curves as that ranking system works poorly
for on-the-fly enrollment systems, where, in many cases, there are simply not enough
entries in the database to do a proper ranking.
We can, however, compare some of our results to the work previously presented
in [9]. Not all stats are directly comparable, but the correct and wrong ID rates are.
In that work, they are 68% and 0%, with an ignore rate of 24%. The system presented
here has a much higher correct ID rate, but at the cost of a somewhat higher wrong
ID rate.
5 Conclusion
This work presented a re-identification system using RGB-D data and compared
several model and color space configurations. It introduces 3 new, different re-
identification sequences for testing, and goes through all stages from candidate de-
tection to identification. Furthermore, it investigates how to handle online enrollment
of subjects, a subject few previous works have touched. Future work includes more
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Fig. H.5: Distribution of distances between histograms in the full basement sequence. There is a
clear overlap of distances between histograms from the same person and histograms from differ-
ent persons. When using a distance threshold to classify, this will result in wrong identifications.
The ignore-threshold allows to remove the distances that are the most affected by this overlap.
sophisticated multi-shot models, and enhancing the system to cope with multiple,
co-occluding subjects in crowded environments.
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1. Introduction
Abstract
Person re-identification is about recognizing people who have passed by a sensor earlier. Previ-
ous work is mainly based on RGB data, but in this work we for the first time present a system
where we combine RGB, depth, and thermal data for re-identification purposes. First, from
each of the three modalities, we obtain some particular features: from RGB data, we model
color information from different regions of the body; from depth data, we compute different soft
body biometrics; and from thermal data, we extract local structural information. Then, the
three information types are combined in a joined classifier. The tri-modal system is evaluated
on a new RGB-D-T dataset, showing successful results in re-identification scenarios.
1 Introduction
Person re-identification is about recognizing people who have passed by a sensor
earlier. It is useful in many places where it is desirable to obtain knowledge of the
flow of people: airports, transit centers, shopping malls, amusement parks, etc. It can
either be knowledge of a single person’s movement, or movement patterns in general
by combining the patterns of many people. In some cases it is possible to set up a
system, which is able to view the entire scene, as in [20, 17]. However, in indoor
scenes it is often not feasible to place one camera with a full overview. This is where
re-identification enters play. It allows the system designer to place sensors at certain
bottlenecks and identify people when they pass these.
Re-identification has the specific distinction from e.g. biometric access control
systems that it must be able to enroll new people on-the-fly and without their specific
collaboration. On the other hand, the recognition performance does not necessarily
have to be as strong as in access control systems, since re-identification systems are
more concerned with the general trend of movement as opposed to the movement of
each individual.
Re-identification has been an active research area for the past decade, but almost
exclusively focused on standard RGB-data. This makes sense since many venues have
a large network of already installed RGB surveillance cameras. However, as new and
more advanced sensor types become cheaply available, we believe it is time to extend
the work to multiple modalities. This is the exact focus of this work, where we present
a novel approach that integrates RGB, depth, and thermal data in a re-identification
system. An example of RGB, depth, and thermal images for a subject in our dataset
is shown in Figure I.5.
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 briefly covers the existing work done
on the topic of re-identification, with special focus on the few multi-modal and/or
non-RGB-based contributions. Section 3 describes how the inputs from the three
modalities are aligned. In sections 4 and 5, the features and re-identification methods
are presented. Section 6 shows the dataset and covers the results our system achieves
on it. Finally, section 7 concludes the paper.
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2 Related work
In [6] soft-biometrics based on RGB data are used to track people across different
cameras. Both body and facial soft biometrics are extracted and combined in the final
system. The body soft biometrics are all related to color: hair, skin, upper, and lower
body clothing. In [7] the notion of tracking people across a multi-camera setup is
also followed. Different soft biometric features are reviewed and discussed in the
context of re-identification. A part-based appearance approach is found to perform
the best, but being sensitive to how the object is divided into parts. In [8] each person
is also divided into parts from which features are extracted. The division is here
based on finding symmetry axes and the soft biometric features are color histograms,
stable color regions and highly structured patches that reoccur. A division is also
applied in [10] using similar features. A boosting approach is then introduced to
select the most discriminative features. In [1] a similar idea is proposed, i.e., a more
reliable classification can be obtained if only the most discriminative features are used
for each image region. Moreover they model the uncertainties (covariances) of each
feature to improve their results. In [23] a person is divided into six horizontal stripes
where each is described in terms of color and texture. The novelty of the work if
the formulation of the re-identification problem as a matter of learning the optimal
distance measure that minimizes the probability of miss-classification.
All of the above approaches are based on RGB data. Using multi-modal sensing
in re-identification is a very new concept and so far only a few works have been re-
ported. In [21] a two-stage recognition approach is followed. First soft-biometrics
based on depth data are extracted and secondly RGB data are used in the final classi-
fication step. The depth-based soft biometrics are anthropometric measurements and
estimated manually. The key finding is that soft biometrics can be used as a prun-
ing step in a recognition system. While this is very interesting, the introduction of
manual measurements is not desirable for an automatic re-identification system. In
[2] a re-identification method based solely on depth features is presented. The work
uses several normalized measures of body parts, calculated from joint positions. Mea-
sures of the body’s "roundness", which roughly estimates the volume of the torso, are
included. High depth resolution is required for this to work and hence it is only
suitable when subjects are close to the sensor. The paper is focused solely on the
re-identification step and does not treat identification or extraction of joints. In [12]
thermal data are used in a re-identification system. The work expands the work re-
ported in [13] where SIFT features are used to model each person. They work on
gait data from a side view and can thou track each body part reliably. From each of
these a codebook signature is learned over time and combined with the spatial feature
distribution found using an Implicit Shape Model.
As opposed to the works described above, in this paper we introduce a truly
multi-modal approach based on RGB, depth and thermal data. Moreover, our system
is fully automated both in terms of feature extraction, but also when it comes to
enrollment.
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(a) (b)
Fig. I.1: Stereo rectified multimodal imagery in the (a) RGB and (b) thermal domains.
3 Registration
Since no sensor is able to capture all three modalities at once, a registration of the
inputs must take place allowing to map a specific point from one modality to the
others. In this work, the Microsoft R© Kinect
TM
for XBOX360 has been used to capture
RGB and depth data. A thermal camera (AXIS Q1922) was mounted straight over
the Kinect’s RGB camera lens with a distance between the lens centers of 70 mm.
For registering the tri-modal imagery of this work, we need only to register images
from the thermal and visual modalities, as the Kinect provides a factory calibrated
registration between the RGB and depth data.
Traditional image registration techniques used for spatially aligning stereo im-
agery cannot be directly applied to the thermal-visible domain due to the fundamen-
tal physical differences of the two modalities, thus rendering the process of finding
corresponding features in both imagery is unfeasible. In our setup, objects appear
at distances between 1 and 4 meters from the cameras, which makes methods like
infinite homography and stereo geometric unusable [15]. Instead we first use stereo
rectification to transform the epipolar lines to lines parallel with either the x or y axis
[9]. This reduces the search for corresponding points to one dimension. Next we
apply the notion that the distance between corresponding points in the two images
is inversely proportional to the depth of the points if the cameras are only translated
with respect to each other [9]. Since the epipolar lines are transformed to lie along
the image scanlines, the disparity between corresponding points will lie mainly either
on the x or y axes, and we may thus find the relationship between the inverted depth
and the induced disparity and use this property for rectifying the images.
The stereo calibration requires the knowledge of the intrinsic and extrinsic camera
parameters of both cameras. In order to determine these, we use the calibration board
proposed by [22] with an A3-sized cut-out checkerboard and a heated plate as a
viable backdrop. By using standard camera calibration and stereo geometric tools we
are able to rectify both images as seen in Figure I.1.
We used 34 image pairs of the calibration board distributed throughout the entire
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scene for the calibration of the cameras. For each corner of the chessboard in each
image, we extract the corresponding depth. The configuration of cameras placed
vertically implies that the disparity of the points in the rectified image lies mainly on
the x-axis. Therefore, we use a robust curve fitting tool to find a linear regression
that fits the disparity in the x-direction as a function of the inverted distance in the
z-direction. The regression is computed off-line for all calibration points and stored
for online lookup of the displacement. The result of this procedure is a direct pixel-
to-pixel correspondence between the different images.
4 Multi-modal features
The proposed system uses a combination of RGB, depth, and thermal features to
perform the re-identification task. This section explains how the feature extraction is
performed for each modality. Before the extraction, the subject must first be located
at pixel level. The foreground segmentation of the subject is performed on the depth
image by means of Random Forest [19]. This process is performed computing random
offsets of depth features as follows:
fθ(D, x) = D(x+ uDx )
−D(x+ vDx )
, (I.1)
where θ = (u, v), and u, v ∈ R2 is a pair of offsets, depth invariant. Thus, each θ
determines two new pixels relative to x, the depth difference of which accounts for the
value of fθ(D, x). Using this set of random depth features, Random Forest is trained
for a set of trees, where each tree consists of split and leaf nodes (the root is also a
split node). Finally, a final pixel probability of body part membership li is obtained
as follows:
P (li|D, x) =
1
τ
τ
∑
j=1
Pj (li|D, x) , (I.2)
where P (li|D, x) is the PDF stored at the leaf, reached by the pixel for classification
(D, x) and traced through the tree j, j ∈ τ. After this process, the foreground segmen-
tation mask of the subject is transformed to the coordinate system in the two other
modalities, and the features are extracted.
The system uses multi-shot person models. Thus, a person is not modeled based
on only one frame, but on all frames in a pass. A pass is defined as the act of entering
the frame, walking by the camera, and exiting it. In our dataset only one person is
present at a time, so no tracking is necessary. Next, we describe how the features from
each modality are described and fused in order to perform the on-line re-identification
task. Figure I.2 summarizes the main modules, modalities and strategies considered
in the proposed re-identification system.
4.1 RGB features
After foreground segmentation is performed, the features that are used for the RGB
modality are color histograms in two parts, as shown in Figure I.3(a). One histogram
HRGBU is derived from the upper body, one H
RGB
L from the lower. This is done for
each frame in which the subject is detected. A histogram of 20 bins is created for each
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Fig. I.2: Pipeline of the proposed tri-modal re-identification system.
(a) (b)
Fig. I.3: (a) Histograms of RGB color distributions for upper body HRGBU and lower body H
RGB
L
parts of the subject. (b) Detected SURF keypoints on the thermal modality.
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channel, for a total of 60 bins per body part. Thus, in total the RGB feature vector has
120 dimensions, and one is created per frame. After a pass ends, the histograms are
averaged, and the final feature vector is the mean across the frames.
4.2 Depth features
Given an input depth frame containing a subject (Figure I.4(a)), and once the pixel-
ground segmentation of the subject into body parts is performed, the skeleton is also
extracted applying Mean Shift [19] (Figure I.4(b)). Since our dataset contains only raw
images, the built-in skeleton-extraction from the Kinect could not be used. Then, the
subject point cloud is spatially transformed in order to align the skeleton with the
camera frame coordinate system by means of an affine three-dimensional transforma-
tion of the point cloud (Figure I.4(c)). Note that because of the 3D transformation we
loose some information of the body surface due to the lack of information inherent to
the viewpoint. Thus, the noisy subject’s surface is smoothed (Moving Least Squares
surface reconstruction method) and up-sampled to fill the holes (Figure I.4(d)). Now
we can compute soft biometrics from the corrected 3D skeleton and the 3D surface of
the aligned body, which can be then inversely transformed to return to the original
space and estimate real measurements of the body. From a given depth frame Di, in-
formation invariant to the rotation of the subject with respect to the camera viewpoint
can now be extracted. In particular, we have estimated three sets of soft biometrics:
Frontal curve model: The model encodes the distances from the points in subject’s
surface (transformed and smoothed, as seen in Figure I.4(d)) to their corresponding
projection line, either head-to-neck or neck-to-torso line. These distances in millime-
ters are encoded in a real-valued vector fi, resampled to size 150 and equalized for
normalization purposes (Figure I.4(e)).
Thoracic geodesic distances: Corresponds to the vector gi. It contains the length of
lines on the body surface from one side of the body to the other. The area in which
these are found is the trapezoid defined by left shoulder, right shoulder, right hip,
and left hip, and each entry of gi contains the geodesic distance in millimeters of a
horizontal line in the trapezoid projected to the surface of the torso. gi is resampled
to size 90 (Figure I.4(f)).
Anthropometric relations: Given the extracted body skeleton, the lengths of 7 inter-
joint segments connecting the body parts, as shown in Figure I.4(c), are computed and
stored as ai.
Thus, the vector representing the set of depth features for a subject in the scene at
a particular depth frame Di is defined as:
δi = {fi, gi, ai},
where |δi| = 247. Finally, the vector describing the subject pass D = {F, G, A} is
computed by averaging the set of the standardized frame-level depth feature vectors
{δ1, ..., δN} as:
D =
1
N ∑j∈N
δj − δ̄
σδ
, (I.3)
where |D| = 247, and δ̄ and σδ correspond to the mean depth vector and the
vector of the standard deviations, respectively. Moreover, as a previous step to this
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. I.4: (a) The raw depth data. (b) The pixel-ground segmentation of the subject and the
skeleton. (c) After aligning the skeleton with the camera frame. (d) Smoothed data. (e) Vertical
projection lines. (f) Geodesic distances.
computation and due to the noisy nature of the captured depth data (clothes defor-
mation, waving arms in front of the torso, and so forth), the possible outliers are
detected and discarded in each δi. This step consists also in standardizing the set
of depth feature vectors but to a modified Z-score [11] and discarding those values
higher than 3.5 in absolute value.
4.3 Thermal features
Since the thermal images contain no color information, the color histogram approach
does not work here. Instead, SURF[3] is employed. Within the contour supplied by
the detection stage, SURF-descriptors are extracted. There is no fixed number of de-
scriptors, all that are above a certain quality threshold are extracted. A typical number
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is around 150 descriptors per subject per frame, depending on the contour’s size and
quality. As opposed to the RGB histograms there is no direct way to average the
descriptors, so the model for people in the thermal modality is all SURF descriptors
of the subject extracted over all frames in a pass. We define the set of detected and
described SURF points as S, see Figure I.3(b).
5 Re-identification
In order to perform the re-identification task, previously computed feature vectors
for the three modalities have to be fused and analyzed to classify each subject. The
process has two steps:
1. Determine whether the subject is a new or an already known person.
2. Do one of the following two tasks:
(a) If known, determine the ID of the person.
(b) If new, enroll the person.
In step 1, a comparison of the current subject with the list of known subjects is
done. Taking into account that the set of known persons is built on-the-fly, for the
first evaluations only a few comparisons have to be performed.
To estimate whether the subject has to be considered new or re-identified, we com-
pute the following confidence score based on the combination of the three modalities
scores:
C(U1, U2) = α · dRGB(H1, H2) + β ·
1
ddepth(D1, D2)
+
+γ · 1
dthermal(S1, S2)
,
where U1 = {H1, D1, S1} is the set of three modality descriptors (H1 color his-
tograms, D1 depth feature vectors, and S1 SURF descriptors on the thermal data)
for a user in the dataset, and U2 = {H2, D2, S2} are the three sets of descriptors for
a new test subject. Coefficients α, β, and γ assigns a proper weight to each of the
three modalities scores in a late fusion fashion so that α + β + γ = 1. The weights
are static and were set based on experimentation, but for future work, and espe-
cially larger datasets, a learning approach for the weights would have to be investi-
gated. The higher the output of C(U1, U2), the more reliable re-identification. Because
ddepth(D1, D2) and dthermal(S1, S2) returns low values in case of good identifications,
the reciprocal is used when fused.
For comparing two subjects in the RGB-modality, the Bhattacharyya distance [5]
is used:
dRGB(H1, H2) =
√√√√1−∑
I
√
H1(I)H2(I)√
∑I H1(I) ·∑I H2(I)
, (I.4)
where dRGB(H1, H2) describes the distance between histograms H1 and H2, and
H(I) is the value of bin I in the histogram H. The distance is a number between 0
and 1, where 0 is a perfect match.
For comparing across subjects in the depth modality D = {F, G, A}, the following
similarity measure is computed:
ddepth(D1, D2) = WF(1− exp−∑i wi(F
i
1−Fi2)2 )+
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+WG(1− exp−∑j wj(G
j
1−G
j
2)
2
)+
+ WA(1− exp−∑k wk(A
k
1−Ak2)2 ). (I.5)
One distance is computed for each of the three depth features, which is in the
range [0..1], the lower the distance, the higher the similarity. Coefficients WF, WG,
and WA assigns a proper weight to each of the three types of depth feature sets so
that WF + WG + WA = 1. Moreover, individual feature weights w assign a weight to
each particular depth feature value, pre-computed based on a training stage applying
ReliefF [18]. In out case the variables were set to WF = 0.8, WG = 0.1, and WA = 0.1.
In the thermal domain, the SURF-descriptors are matched against each other with
no spatial information resolved. Each matched feature contributes a vote. Thus the
metric is the number of votes for a specific known person across all the frames in the
model:
dthermal(S1, S2) = ∑
NS2
H(nvotes(S1, S2)), (I.6)
where nvotes(S1, S2) computes the number of matches between SURF descriptors
S1 on the reference image and SURF descriptors S2 on the test image based on Eu-
clidean distance criterion. H refers to the Heaviside step function, ensuring that each
frame in a pass can only contribute one vote, and N are the frames in the model for
S2.
5.1 Determine if new
In order to determine if a person is new, once values for α, β, and γ are established
based on a cross-validation of a training stage, two thresholds, TN and TR are also
experimentally computed. If C < TN , the subject is considered new. If C > TR the
subject is assigned a known ID (re-identified). Since a false positive is more serious
than a false negative in re-identification, we have a buffer zone when TN ≤ C ≤ TR
where the system ignores the subject because we are uncertain whether it is a new
person or just a bad match to an existing one. In our system we used TN = 6 and
TR = 10, but the exact value of the thresholds seemed to be relatively flexible.
5.2 ID determination
The assignment of an ID to an already existing user for re-identification is straight-
forward using the confidence score C obtained from the previous step. If the user has
been determined as already known, it means that the majority of votes are given to a
particular user ID which is the one assigned in the re-identification task.
6 Evaluation
Several re-identification datasets with RGB [10, 16] and RGB-D data [2] exist, but to
the best of our knowledge no dataset containing all three modalities exists. We have
therefore recorded a novel re-identification tri-modal dataset.
The dataset consists of 35 people passing by the sensors twice for 70 passes in
total. The vantage point is up and slightly off to the side to mimic a classic surveillance
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Fig. I.5: Sample images from the tri-modal dataset. left, middle, and right are RGB, depth, and
thermal, respectively.
camera setup. All images are 640×480 pixel. Some sample images from each modality
are shown in Figure I.5.
The tests were conducted by first extracting the aforementioned features from all
passes. As this system is a re-identification system with online enrollment, there is
no explicit training phase. Instead, the persons are enrolled if they are very different
from previous seen persons.
Since the order of passing will influence the re-identification performance, the sys-
tem was tested in a random 5-cross validation. We tried the different sets of modali-
ties as input features and found that the best combination of features is the late fusion
considering the three sets of modalities with weights: α = 13 , β =
1
3 , and γ =
1
3 to
fit the tri-modal scheme. The results are presented both individually and averaged in
terms of: A) passes correctly classified as a new person, B) passes wrongly classified
as a new person, C) the number of correctly re-identified persons, D) the number of
wrongly re-identified persons, and E) the number of persons ignored, see Table I.1.
If an application requires every single person to be re-identified, then it can be
inferred from the table that the performance of our system is 39.4%. In most cases,
however, re-identification is used to measure the overall flow and the important issue
is therefore to have an acceptable number of true positives and a low number of false
positives, where especially the latter is clearly obtained in our system. For compari-
son a commercial re-identification system based on Wi-Fi signals from smartphones
operates with a performance of approximately 50% [4].
Similar to others working on re-identification we also compute the CMC-curve to
show the recognition performance for different rank values, see Figure I.6. Each of
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A B C D E
Run 1 35 10 16 0 9
Run 2 34 12 12 1 11
Run 3 33 13 13 1 10
Run 4 34 12 15 1 8
Run 5 34 10 13 2 11
Average 34 11.4 13.8 1 11
Percentage 93.2% 6.8%
Table I.1: Re-identification results.
Fig. I.6: CMC-curve performance.
the dashed lines is a CMC-curve for a single run. The thick black line is the mean
CMC of the 5 runs.
Since this is the first work on tri-modal re-identification we cannot compare our
results directly with those of others. Instead in Table I.2 we list the rank-1 results
of previous works. Please note that very different datasets and setting were used
in these works and that no final conclusions therefore can be drawn. The results,
however, seem to indicate the quality of our tri-modal approach, especially since we
do not have a training phase as most others do.
7 Concluding remarks
We proposed a tri-modal re-identification system based on RGB, depth, and thermal
descriptors. Three modalities were aligned, and robust discriminative features codi-
fying soft biometrics were computed. The modalities were combined in a late fusion
Work [1] [2] [6] [7] [8] [10] [14] [21] [23] Our
Data RGB Depth RGB RGB RGB RGB Thermal RGB-D RGB RGB-D-T
Rank-1 51% 12% N/A 82% 67% 43% 98% 78% 26% 82%
Table I.2: Data types and rank-1 results of recent re-identification works. Note that
several works test on a number of different settings and different datasets. In such
cases the table contains the average of the best results.
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fashion, being able to predict a new user in the scene as well as to recognize previ-
ous users based on a combined rule cost. We tested our tri-modal re-identification
system on anovel tri-modal dataset. Our results showed that the combination of all
three modalities is the one that achieved better performance. A place to improve the
system is in the determination of new persons. Nearly all new persons are detected
as such, but there is a substantial amount of wrong New Persons. That is not a big
issue with regards to re-identification performance, as presumably they will also be
difficult to re-identify (they are only detected as new because they are not similar to
the known persons), and in many applications it is not critical to be able to re-identify
each and every subject. However, fewer wrong New Persons will result in a lower
absolute re-identification rate.
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